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ABSTRACT

A brief training manual was developed for the purpose of teaching

chi ld-care workers how to contingency contract with del inquent youths

living in residential care faciìties. The manual was designed to re-

quire minimal supplementary training by a professional. Study I em-

pìoyed a multiple baseline design, foìlowed by a series of A-B replica-

tions, to assess the effect of the manual upon eight child-care workersl

negotiation and contract writing behaviors. Behaviors were assessed

within the context of both analogue training simuìations and generaliza'

t¡on tests with del inquent youths. Resuìts from the analogue simula-

tions indicated that the manual was successful in increasing both types

of behaviors to a level of proficiency which equalled or surpassed that

of behavioral ly-trained graduate students, whi le results from the gener-

alization tests indicated that the child-care workers were able to appìy

their newly acquired contracting skills when attempting to modify prob-

lem behaviors of youths. Procedural rel iabi I i ty was high. Study 2 as-

sessed the behavioral effects of contracts negotiated with seven youths

during the generalizat ion tests of Study l. The contracts were success-

ful in al I cases. Study J examined the col lateral effects of training

in contingency contracting ski ì ìs upon 12 youth-preferred and l! youth-

disl iked chi ld-care worker social behaviors which were val idated previ-

ously by Wi I ìner et al. (1977) . Videotapes were made of the eight

child-care workers who participated in Study I as they attempted to mod-

tv -



ify a youth's problem behavior before being taught how to contract, and

then again while they used contingency contracting as an intervention

technique. Six youth-preferred social behaviors increased when chi ld-

care workers used contracting, while five decreased and one remained un-

changed. 0nly nine of the l5 youth-disìiked behaviors were emitted by

the chîld-care workers, and all nine decreased substantially when con-

tracting was used. Study 4 assessed youth preference for contingency

contracting as compared to a more traditional intervention strategy used

by chi ld-care workers. N¡ne teenage girls and eight teenage boys I iving

in group homes rated videotapes of a child-care worker using either con-

tracting or a traditional intervention. Girìs unanimously preferred

contracting whi le boys' preferences were more idiosyncratic.
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I NTRODUCT I ON

A contingency contract is a written and signed agreement between

two parties which specifies a behavioral requirement to be met and the

consequences for the fulfi I lment of that requirement (OeRisi ê Butz,

1975i Homme, Csanyi, Gonzales, ê Rechs, 1969; Lundeìì, 1972). Contin-

gency contract i ng, the term g i ven to the process of negot i at i ng and

writing a contract, has been used as a treatment strategy in a variety

of areas. For example, it has been used to: (a) heìp couples experienc-

ing marital discord communicate more clearly and thereby increase recip-

rocal reinforcement (e.g., Stuart, 1969; 1980); (b) aid in the manage-

ment of psychiatric patients (e.g., Bergman, 197Ð; (c) facilitate

weight control (e.g., I'lann, 1972); (d) decrease smoking (e.9., Winett,

1973); (e) reduce problem drinking (e.g., Gotestam ê Bates, 197Ð; (f)

controì drug abuse (e.g., Boudin, 1972); and (g) manage school related-

behavior problems (e.g., Homme, 1971).

In add¡t¡on to these areas of appl ication, contingency contracting

has been used rather extensively in the treatment of adolescents deemed

to be I'deì inquentil or "incorrigible.rr Numerous uncontrol led case stud-

ies exist which suggest that contingency contracting is an effective way

of managing the various behavior problems typical of such youths (e.9.,

Blechman, 0lson, Schornagle, E Turner, 1976; Tharp ê Wetzel, 1969;

Stuart, ì97.|). l,lore importantly, a considerable amount of controlled

research has been conducted which demonstrates the superior effective-
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ness of cont¡ngency contract¡ng in modifying the problem behaviors of

adolescents, as compared to more tradi tional therapies, attention place-

bo controls, and no treatment controls (e.g., Alexander 6 Parsons,1973,

1976; F itzgerald, 197\; l'lacDonald, Gal I imore' E ltlacDonald' l97O; l'1i I I s ê

Walter, 1979; Stuart, Jayaratne, 6 Tripodi , 1976; Stuart E Tripodi,

1973;. Stuart, Tripodi, Jayaratne, 6 Camburn, 1976; Walter å Gi lmore,

1973; Wiltz 5, Patterson, 1974). Two less supportive findings also exist.

Jesness (1976) compared contingency contracting to transactional anaìy-

sis and found that both treatments \^/ere about equally effective in pro-

moting desired, and reducing undesired, behaviors with institut¡onal-

ized, deì inquent boys. weathers and Liberman (1975a) employed

contingency contracting with 28 male and female juveni le probationers

and their families. l'lost of the families dropped out of treatment and

only six actually negotiated a contract. Vr,ith those youths who did ne-

gotiate a contract, minimal behavior change occurred.

Two quest i ons ar i se from the research on cont i ngency contract i ng

with delinquent youths: (l) Why was contracting effective in promoting

behavior change in most but not aìl of the studies? (2) How can con-

tracting with del inquent youths be made even more successful?

A likeìy answer to the first question reìates to unguantified vari-

ation in the contingency contracting procedure. ln general' the re-

search on contract¡ng cannot be cal led technological in the sense that

the term is used by Baer, Wolf, and Risley (1968). That is, investiga-

tors have not specified the exact nature of the contracting procedure

which they employed in a manner so precise as to aìlow for a direct rep-

I icat ion of the procedure by another researcher. lilost invest igators
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simply indicated that their procedure was simi lar to that described in

preceding research articìes, such as those by Homme et al. (1969) and

Stuart (.|971). Yet none of the earl ier studies are completely techno-

logical themselves, for although they provide guidel ines as to what the

contents of the contract should be, and stress that contracts should be

negotiated, they provide no operational ized procedure for the negotia-

tion process. Consequently, it is I ikely that the contracting proce-

dures employed by the various investigators whose studies are reported

i n the ì i terature di ffer from one another to an unknown degree. Al -

though there is some evidence to suggest that contract content per se

may not be highly related to outcome (Stuart E Lott,1972), such is not

the case with the negotiation aspect of contracting. An increasing num-

ber of practitioners are emphasizing the importance of negotiation to

successful contracting outcome (e.g., Blechman, 197\¡ DeRis¡ E Butz'

1975i Frederiksen, Jenkins, ê Carr, 1976; GambrÌll, 1977; Homme et al.,

1969¡ Jacobson, 1978a; Stuart, l97l; Stuart 6 Lott, 1972; Weathers 6'

Liberman , lg75b, 1978; Welch, 1976). Thus' variabi I ity in the negotia-

tion aspect of contracting may account for variabi I ity in outcome.

This problem is further compl icated by the fact that individual

therapists may have deviated from protocoì to an unknown degree. ln

other words, the independent variable (contingency contract¡ng) may not

have been presented to the youths in the manner in which it was de-

scribed (albeit nontechnologicaÌly) in the method section of the respec-

tive articles. lndeed, Stuart and Lott (1972) found that their thera-

pists were somewhat idiosyncratic in the manner in which they employed

contracting, and for this reason Stuart and his col leagues (Jayaratne,
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Stuart, E Tripodi, 197\; Stuart, Tripodi, Jayaratne, 6 Camburn, 1976)

recommended that i nvest i gators adopt standard i zed contract i ng proce-

dures. However, even if standardized procedures were adopted, there

would be no way of knowing the extent to which therapists conformed to

these procedures unless procedural (i .e., independent variable) rel i-

abiìity checks were conducted in a manner analogous to the way in which

dependent variable reliability checks are customarily made in behavioral

research (e.g., Kazdin, .|980). Several articles have appeared in the

lÌterature recently which emphasize the necessity for procedural reli-

ability checks in order to ensure the integrity of the independent vari-

abìe in research (eg., B¡l lingsìey, White, E I'lunson, l98O; Peterson, Ho-

mer, E, Wonderlich, 1982). Thus, it is apparent that the creation of a

standardized contingency contracting procedure which could be subjected

to rel iabi I ity tests when appì ied, wouìd faci I itate the interpretation

of future outcome research and also the training of behavior therapists.

The second question posed above was, rrHow can contracting with de-

I i nquent youths be made even more sucessful ?" Wi I I ner, Braukmann, Ki r i -

gin, Fixsen, Ph¡l lips, and i,/olf (lgll) suggest that a training program

for delinquent youths needs to be both effective with respect to teach-

ing new behaviors, and preferred by the youths, if it is to be success-

ful in the long term. According to Wi I lner et al. (1977), the second

criterion of success, youth preference, is important because if youths

do not like a particular program, they may eventually withdraw from it

(e.g., Weathers E Liberman, 1975a). W¡thdrawal may be informal, as in

the case of running away from a residential care faciìity, or formal, as

in exercising an eth¡cal or legal right to decl ine treatment. As dis-
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cussed earl ier, there is considerabìe evidence that contingency con-

tracting is reasonably effective in modifying problem behaviors with de-

I inquent youths, but no study of youth preference with respect to con-

tracting has been conducted to date. Such a study is needed since the

long term success of contracting with del inquent youths is bound to be

dependent, at least partially, upon the extent to which youths like the

procedure. lf youths disìike the procedure, it may be possible to iso-

late the relevant variables and rectify the situation.

Four studies are reported herein which relate to to the two ques-

tions previousìy posed. The purpose of the first and primary study was

to assess the effectiveness of a standardized procedure for training

chi ld-care personnel to use conti ngency contracti ng wi th youths I ivi ng

in residential care faci I ities. This study h,as necessary for several

reasons. First, it wi I I be impossible to interpret the variable results

of outcome studies unti I researchers el iminate procedura.l variabl ity as

a possible source of outcome variabi I ity. The el imination of procedural

variability will require (a) adoption of a standardized contracting pro-

cedure by all researchers and (b) measurement of procedural reliability

in order to ensure that therapists and clients actually foìlow the stan-

dardized procedure. Second, adoption of a standardized procedure is es-

sential to the development of an optimal ly effective contracting proce-

dure because only then will it be possible for researchers to

systematical ly manipulate individual aspects of the procedure which may

be relevant to maximizing its effectiveness, and to report the effects

of such manipulations to other investigators in a technological manner.
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Reasonably technological descriptions of standardized procedures

designed to train youths and their parents to negotiate and write con-

tracts exist (Blechman, 197l+; Kifer, Lewis, Green, E Phi I I ips, 197\;

þJeathers E Liberman, 1975b), but no technological description of a stan-

dardized procedure for training chi ld-care staff to use contingency con-

tracting with youths I iving in residential care settings has been pub-

lished to date. This is unfortunate since contingency contracting is

well suited to, and often employed in, such settings (e.g., Allison,

Kendal l, E Sloane, 1979i Ferdun, Webb, Lockard' & l4ahen, 1972; Jesness'

1975, 1976; Stahl , 1975; Thoresen, Thoresen, Klein, Wi lbur, Becker-

Haven, 6 Haven, 197Ð .

l'loreover , there are reasons to be I i eve that the procedures des i gned

to train parents to contract w¡th youths may not be appropriate for use

by child-care staff. One reason reìates to the amount of training time

required. Kifer et al. (1971+) report that each of their youth-parent

pairs required 9-10 hours of training to master their rather sophisti-

cated negotiation procedure. Weathers and LÎberman (1975b) report that

each of their youth-parent pairs required about 2 hours, in the presence

of a therapist, to master their contracting procedure. Blechman (.l971+)

reports that nondel inquent youths and their parents learned to negotiate

a contract in as brief a time period as 15 minutes, but she also notes

that more disturbed families may require a number of hours of supervised

training. A case study by Blechman, 0lson, Schornagel, Halsdorf, and

Turner (1976) suggests that training chi ld-care staff to use Belchmanrs

(f974) procedure with disturbed youths may well take a number of hours.

ln a residential care setting where many staff would require training
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and where each staff member may wish to contract wit.h several youths,

procedures which require such ìengthy training periods would be diffi-

cult to implement for obvious practical reasons; staff would not have

the time and many youths would not have the patience. Another reason

which may render the procedures by Blechman (.l974) and þJeathers and Lib-

erman (ì975b) unsuitable for use with del inquent youths reìates to the

fact that they are both presented in a "gamerrformat involving the use

of trteamsrr , 'rboardsrr, and I'cardsil upon wh i ch prob I em behav iors and re-

wards are vJritten. The game aspect of these procedures may appeal to

younger chi ldren, but older adolescents, particuìarly I'hard-coreil del in-

quents, ñrây v i ew them as immature and annoy i ng. I'loreover , both proce-

dures require that the youths be abìe to read game cards, a task which

they may find embarrassing, since many delinquent youths have poorly de-

veloped reading ski I ls.

For the reasons cited above, a procedure for training chi ld-care

staff to employ contracting with del inquent youths was developed and

then assessed in order to demonstrate that the procedure actuaì ly ac-

quîred control over staffrs contracting behaviors. The procedure has a

number of desirable features. lt is in a standardized format where spe-

cific behaviors which staff are required to emit during the negotiation

aspect of contract¡ng are written on a flowchart which staff keep with

them and fol low in a step-by-step manner, and where behaviors involved

in contract bJriting are cued by written headings on a filt-in-the-blanks

style standard contract form. Such standardization should faci ì itate

making procedural reliability checks. lt also means that staff do not

have to memorize details of the procedure since the flowchart and blank
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contract form prov¡de aì I the discriminative stimul i necessary to ac-

quire control over reìevant staff behaviors. Lack of a tedious memori-

zation requirement wiìl probably make the procedure more acceptable to

staff. After the contract has been negotiated and written, staff com-

pìete ä behavioral checkl ist wherein they are asked if they completed

each of the relevant behaviors involved in contract negotiation "ld
writing. lf a relevant behavior has been omitted, the staff member is

asked to emit the behavior before ending the contracting session. Thus

the procedure contai ns a sel f-moni tor i ng and sel f-correction component.

The entire procedure ïs presented to staff within the context of a

brief manual. This is a useful feature, since the manuaì was designed

to be an independent training vehicle which can be read in a short peri-

od of time and which requires minimal supplementary input and time from

a professional. Since staff keep the manual, they may refer to it at

any time, and they may use examples provided in the manuaì as models for

their own contracts. lloreover, a precedent for the use of a manual to

teach contracting skilìs to paraprofessionaìs has been set (e.g., DeRisi

E Butz, lg75¡ Lundell, 1972), although these manuals were not explicitly

designed for child-care workers. Finally, the procedure was designed

such that a chi ìd-care staff member learns to emit certain negotiation

behaviors which serve to prompt the youth to emit negotiation behaviors

in turn. Thus, the youth need not be subjected to a period of formal

(and perhaps tedious) training prior to commencing an actual contracting

sessioni he or she can contract with a staff member as soon as the staff

member has read the manual.
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The purpose of the second study was to demonstrate that child-care

staff trained via the manual couìd in fact use their newly acquired con-

tracting ski I ls to modify some problem behaviors of youths I iving in

residential care settings. Staff members studied the manual and negoti'

ated a written contract with a youth under their care who had a particu-

lar problem behavior. ln each case, a procedural reì iabi I ity check was

conducted in order to determine the extent to which each staff member

fol lowed the contract¡ ng procedure, and the youthsr problem behaviors

were monitored in order to assess the extent to which the contract was

successful in modifying those behaviors. This is a step which has been

I argel y neg ì ected by the authors of other standard i zed procedures.

þJeathers and L i berman (l 978) i nd i cate that they have used thei r con-

tracting procedure (VJeathers Ë Liberman, 1975b) to produce behavior

changes in del inquent youths, but the only pubì ished study which em-

ployed the procedure achieved l ¡ttle behavior change (lleathers ê Liber-

man, 1975a). l4oreover, no proceduraì rel iabi I i ty checks were made and

so it is impossible to know if the contracting procedure employed was

actuaì Iy conducted in the manner in which it was described. Bìechman

and her colleagues (Alechman E 0lson, 1976; Blechman, 0lson, & Hellman,

1976) report that the contracting procedure designed by Blechman (t974)

has produced behavior changes in families which they have seen, but only

a singìe case study has been publ ished to i I lustrate such behavior

change (BIechman, 0lson, Schornagel, Halsdorf, E Turner, 1976). These

investigators present data which indicate that between 60? and 903 of

the behaviors of the youth and his mother brere rron-taskrr f ol lowing

training in contracting ski I ls but no discrimination was made between
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negotiation behaviors and contract writing behaviors. Similarly, only a

singìe case study (Welcir, 1976) has been publ ished which suggests that

the negotiation procedure which was developed by Kifer et al. (.l97¡+) can

be employed by a parent and youth to generate a contingency contract.

This investigator reported that the contracting procedure had a success-

ful outcome, but no data were provided and no procedural reliability

checks were reported.

The purpose of the third study was to determine if training in con-

tingency contracting ski I ls had col lateral effects upon the socíal

skills of child-care staff, and if so, whether positively or negatively.

Videotapes of analogue simulations where chi ld-care staff attempted to

modify a youthrs problem behavior pre and post training in contracting

skills h,ere analyzed for the presence or absence of previously validated

rryouth-preferred" and rryouth-disl iked" staff social interaction ski l ls

(W¡llner et al., 1977). The third study was conducted because the emis-

sion of these social behaviors by chi ld-care staff wi I I I ikely affect,

to some degree, the extent to which youths ì ike or disl ike contingency

contracting as a treatment procedure. This in turn wi I I relate to the

I ong term success of a cont i ngency contract i ng program, as d i scussed

previously.

The purpose of the fourth study was to directly assess whether

youths preferred contingency contracting or a more traditional style of

intervention. Youths were shown two videotapes of a staff member inter-

acting with a youth with a behavior probìem. One videotape showed the

staff member¡s intervention style before he was taught to use contract-

ing whi le the other videotape showed him using contingency contracting.
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Youths rated the extent to which they liked each intervention. As with

study three, study four was conducted because youth preference wi I I un-

doubtedl y rel ate to the I ong term success of a contract i ng program

(triìlner et al., 1g7Ð, and consequently an evaluation of preference was

required in order to determine whether or not steps need to be taken to

enhance youth preference for contingency contracting.

ln summary, progress in the area of contingency contracting with

del inquent youths I iving in residential care faci I ities probably has

been impeded by the faiìure of researchers to employ a standardized pro-

cedure and by their failure to assess procedural reliability. These two

factors may account for both the outcome variability which has been re-

ported i n the I i terature, and the rel at i ve dearth of process stud i es

necessary to optimize contracting effectiveness. Studies I and 2 repre-

sent an attempt to rectify this situation by demonstrating that child-

care workers can be taught to use a standardized contracting procedure

such that their adherence to protocol is high and such that they can use

the procedure to modify youthsr problem behaviors. l'loreover, since long

term contracting effectiveness is thought to be partially dependent upon

youthsrpreference for contracting, Studies I and 4 assess the impact of

the standardized contracting procedure upon certain youth-preferred and

youth-disl iked staff social behaviors, and upon youthsr ratings of pref-

erence for contracting. The development of a standardized procedure for

contracting and for assessing procedural rel iabi I ity is prerequisite to

conducting process studies designed to optimize contracting effective-

ness, as is the assessment of youth preference and variables which de-

termine youth preference. Thus the four studies reported herein repre-
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sent logical first steps in an effort to maximize the long term

effectiveness of contingency contracting wi th del inquent youths. (l

more detai ì ed revi ew of the I i terature rel ated to cont i ngency contract-

ing with delinquent youths may be found in Appendix A).



STUDY l: EFFECT 0F TRAINING 0N STAFF C0NTRACTING BEHAVIORS

Phase l: l'lanual Pìus l'linimaì Feedback

Hethod

Sub i ects and Sett i ng

The staff members who participated in this phase of the research

worked in a residential treatment faci I ity for emot¡onal ly and behavior-

ally disturbed youths which consisted of two locked l0 bed co-ed cottag-

es and one unlocked l0 bed co-ed cottage. The residence served boys and

girls lì to 15 years of age who were placed in care by one of the Prov-

ince of l.lanitobars Childrenrs Aid Societies or Community Services and

Corrections Qffices. l4ost of the youths were placed in this residence

as a result of'rstatus offensesrr (e.g., truancy, running away from home,

sexual misconduct, violation of alcohol ic beverage control reguìations'

incorrigibi I ity), ãìthough some also were charged with felonies. The

gff ice of the Director of Child and Famiìy Services of l'lanitoba classi-

fies al I residential care fac¡ I ities according to a five level system.

Level I residences are those which care for children who require place-

ment due to negìect or abandonment rather than for significant emotional

and behavioral problems whi le level 5 residences are those which care

for chi ldren who have severe emotional and behavioraì problems. The

residence in question was cìassified as a level 4 to ìevel 5 facility.

r3 -
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The four staff members involved will be referred to as l'1r.4, Hr.B,

l"1d.C, and Hr.D respectively. Al I were employed as chi ìd-care workers

(C.C.W.s). Their ages ranged from 26 to J! years, their educational at-

tainment ranged from grade ì2 to university (bachelor degree), and their

experience as C.C.W.s ranged from less than one year to nine years. All

four C.C.l.J.s volunteered to participate in the research.

The four C.C.W.s negotiated contingency contracts wi th nine youths

who lived in the residence. The youths will be referred to as Youth I

to Youth I respectively. With the exception of Youths 2' 3, and 9' the

youths were selected by the C.C.W.s on the basis of the staffsr interest

in using contingency contracting as one component of a multicomponent

intervention designed to reduce the number of times these youths ran

away from the residence. A description of the behavior problems of

Youths 2, 3 and 9 is deferred until Study 2. ln general, the nine

youths were representative of the kinds of youths who are placed in

residentiaì settings with a ìevel 4 or level ! classification.

Desc,r i pt ion of the l'lanua I

A brief (i.e., nontechnological) description of the manual is pre-

sented here. Researchers interested in a more technologicaì description

should obtain a copy of the manual from the authors. (A copy of a re-

vised versíon of the manuaì may be found in Appendix B)"

The manual was written in such a þJay as to be directly relevant to

chi ld-care staff who work with del inquent youths I iving in residential

care faci I ities. An early version of the manual was employed in this

phase of the research. lt uras nine double spaced type h,ritten pages in
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length, excluding figures and two sample contracts, and it was divided

i nto three sect i ons.

The first section of the manuaì consisted of a brief description o-f

contingency contracting folìowed by the answers to a number of questions

about contracting which C.C.W.s often ask, such as, "lsn't rewarding a

youth for good behavior really bribery?r'andrrDoesnrt contracting teach

the youth to manipulate?'r The answers provided were simi Iar to those

which may be found in most introductory textbooks on behavior modifica-

tion (e.S., Kazdin, l98O; I'lartin E Pear, .l982).

The next three pages described how to negotiate with the youth the

reward, the penalty, and to a ìesser extent, the nature of the behavior-

al requirement. All relevant steps in the negotiation process were con-

tained on a fìowchart which the C.C.W. referred to during negotiation'

whi le the text provided a rationale for the negotiation steps together

with a small amount of supplementary information. For exampìe, the text

described how to make a contract rrflexibìerrso that if a youth emitted a

part of the behavioral requirement, he or she received a part of the re-

ward, rather than nothing at al ì (see a description of flexible token

economies by Phillips, Phillips, Fixsen, E Wolf, 197Ð.

The flowchart is shown in Figure l. Step #l prompts the C.C.tJ. to

emit behaviors which are prerequisite to the negotiation session. The

youth is asked to complete a reward survey schedule so that the C.C"W"

can acquire some idea as to the sort of reward the youth is likely to

ask for during the negotiation session. This is important because

C.C.tl.s in residential care facilities are usually not at liberty to

promi se certai n rewards wi thout f i rst check i ng wi th thei r supervi sor i n
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Figure ì: The fìowchart of required negotiation behaviors.
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order to ensure that the reward can be provided. Thus, this step mini-

mizes the possibi I ity of the C.C.W. either negotiating a reward which

cannot be provided or disrupting the negotiation process in order to go

and ask if a particular reward can be provided. Step #l also prompts

the C.C.W. to select a problem behavior, define it, and estabì ish a

baseline. Step #2 prompts the C.C.W. to describe the desired behavior

to the youth and to explain to the youth why the behavior will be bene-

ficial to him. Providing youths with a rationale for the behavior

change which is being asked of them is a procedure recommended by Kiri-

gin, Ayala, Braukmann, Brown, l'linkin, Phil lips, Fixsen, and Wolf (197Ð.

floreover, V'li I I ner et al . (1977) f ound that youths I iked staf f to emit

this behavior during teaching interactions. Step #3 prompts the C.C.W.

to ask the youth to propose a fair and reasonable reward and penalty.

lf the youthrs proposed reward or penalty cannot be provided, Step #4

prompts the C.C.W. to make a counterproposaì. A proposal-counterpropo-

sal f ormat has been recommended by other researchers (e.g., l.leathers E

Liberman, 1975b). lnitiating the negotiation session by asking the

youth to propose his or her own reward is thought to stimulate the

youthrs interest, and ¡t is also consistent with the I iterature which

suggests that self-determined consequences may be more effective than

consequences imposed by an external agent (see Humphrey, Karoly, E Kir-

schenbaum, 1978). The C.C.W.rs counterproposal, if required, is thought

to serve as a model of fair and reasonable rewards and penalt¡es. lf a

compromise is not achieved after a maximum of three repetitions of Steps

#3 ana #\, then the C.C.IJ. is prompted to reduce the behavioral require-

ment and to return to Step #2. lf no compromise is achieved and the
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C.C.W. is not willing to further reduce the behavioral requirement, then

Step #5 prompts the C.C.W. to politely end the negotiation session and

to consider a series of alternative plans prior to beginning a second

negotiation session.

The remaining pages described how to produce a written contract by

fi I I ing in the blanks of a standard contract provided in the manual.

Headings on the standard contract prompt the C.C.W. to fi I I in: (a) the

names of the youth and C.C.W.; (b) the desired behavior; (c) the reward;

(d) a bonus for performance beyond that required to earn the reward; (e)

the penalty; (f) special conditions which wouìd necessitate a postpone-

ment of the presentation of the reward, such as being confined to the

cottage for some independent misbehavior; (g) the monitoring system to

be used; (h) when the contract begins and when it is to be renegotiated;

and (i) the signatures of the youth and C.C.W. These headings were de-

rived from recommendations made by other investigators (e.9., DeRisi €'

Butz, 1975¡ Stuart, 1971), with the exception of the rrspecial condi-

tionstr heading which was suggested by the C.C.W.s. Additionally, the

words rrifrr and "then" appear on the contract and thereby make apparent

the contingency which exists between the desired behavior and the conse-

quences.

The manual also had an appendix containing two sample contracts.

Each sample consisted of a brief description of a fictitious youth with

a behavior problem, a brief description of appropriate C.C.W. behav-

iors, and a completed contract form.
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Procedures for the Asses t of Contract i no Sk i I I s

Assessments of each C.C.t,l.rs contracting ski I ls were conducted in a

seminar room which contained a table, chai rs, video camera, and video

recorder. Each C.C.W.rs contracting skills were assessed during a se-

ries of simulations. During each simulation the C.C.W. sat at a table

opposite the experimenter and was presented with one of the six type

written probìem descriptions shown in Table l. Each described the be-

havior problem of a fictitious youth, indicated that the C.C.W. was to

assume that he or she had already talked to the youth about the problem

once before, and provided baseline data regarding the frequency of the

problem behavior. None of the six problem descriptions corresponded to

either of the two sample contracts contained in the manual. The paper

containing the problem description also contained a I ist of three in-

structions (described below). Additionally, several pieces of lined pa-

per and a pencil were placed on the table and the C.C.W. bras told, "This

is for you in case you urant to jot anything down.'r The C.C.W. was al-

lowed approximately five minutes to read and think about the problem de-

scription and instructions while the experimenter went and focussed the

video camera. Each C.C.l,r. participated in two simulations per session'

one session per working day. The problem descriptions used during simu-

lations were selected randomly with the fol lowing restrictions: (a) no

two C.C.W.'s initial problem description be the same, (b) a particular

C.C.tl.'s problem descriptions all be different with the except¡on of the

final one which was the same as the initial one (for reasons discussed

in Study 3). Some simulations functioned as pretests of a C.C.l'l.rs con-

tracting ski I ls whi ìe others fol lowed training and thus functioned as

posttests. A multiple basel ine design across C.C.W.s was employed.
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Table I

Problem DescriPtions Used During Simulations

a. three weeks ago John began to attend Publlc echool. The flrst week went flne' At lhe end of the second

week hls teacher telePhoned you to report tha t John had sklpped 5 classes tha! week' You spoke to John

about this ProbIeB Èhat seekend' He sald tha t he ekfpped the classes because he hates Eth and engllsh

He safd that he sPent those claseeg slttlng fn a bua shelter talklng to frfends sho had also skipped the

classes. At the end of your talk wfth John' he agreed to try not to nlas any more classeg' However' you

lust found out fron Johnts teacher that he aBafn sklpped 3 classes during lhfs Past week'

b. Btll 1s contlnually gettfng tnEo flghts with the oÈher klds in the coEtage' Any tfne another youth does

or says sonethlng whlch Bf11 does not llke' he punche s the person. You have observed thaÈ the other kíds

do not seen to go out of thelr wây to antagonlze Bill RaEher, he Just aPPears to have a short teEper' In

addltton, the other kfds do seeE to be a little afrald of hlu and Bill aPpears to enjoy the "respecL" that

cones w1Èh being tough' You have had nunerous talks w1th B11l where you hâve tried to exPlore the reasons

for hls aggresslveness but nothing much has cone out of these talks. BflI has had 4 ftghts 1n the last

d

7 days.

oneofRalph|sMjorProblemsfshlsaPPearance'Hels16yearsoldbuthestillhaanotlearnedtogrooE
hiEselfproPerly.Herarelygashesorshowersandconsequentlyhfsfaceandhandsalvayslookdirty.
sfnllarly,herarelybrusheshlsteethandeachyearheBetsMnycavltles.Inadditlon,hlsshirtlellls
alwaysou!ofhisPants,thezlpPeronhlsPantslsfrequentlyundone,andthelacesonhfssneakersare
usuallynoÈ!led.YouhâvespokentoRalPhabouthlsappearanceMnytlnes.Eachtlneheteltsyouthat
he,.forgot,,toshower,etc.YouobservedRalphafterbreakfastandluncheachdayforTdaysandyou
notlcedthathehadshovered0tlnes,hadbrushedhfsteeth0tlmes,hadhlsshfrttallout9tlneg,had
his zipper dom 6 tiues' and had hls laces untted 10 ciues'

FrankhasbeendoingpoorlylnMththtsyearandheÍslndangeroffallfngthecourse.HlsÈeacherbelieves
ÈhaEFrankcouldstltlpasslfhedldsoneextragorklnGth.consequently'theteacherhasgfvenFrankl0
mthquestions!odoaahonegorkeachntghtfor6ntghts.Theproblentsthaton4daysheonlyanswered3
questlonsandon2daysheanswerednone.FranksaysthequestlonsaretoohardandÈhathedoesnotknowhowto
dothen.Theteacherdoesnotbelievethlsbecausethefegquest{onsFrankdoesattenptheusuallyansvers
correctly.TheleacherlsawarethatyouusullygetonwellwlthFrankandsoshehasaskedyouto'|do
èonethlng,,togetFranktodohlshoneworkaÈnlghtsotha!hewon'tfallthecourge.YousPoketoFrankabout
the probleE eeveral day8 ago but he Ettll lsntt dolng the honesork'

FredhasaProbleEwllhhlsEånnera'IlhenFredgantatoepeaktoaataffmenberoranoÈheryouth'hesínplv
walksuPtothePersonandstartstalklng'regardlessofwhattheotherpersontsdo{ng'stafffltrdthls
annoylngbecauseFredfrequentlystartstalklngtotheDwhentheyarefntheElddleofaconversation
wlth soEeone else. Afso, durlng grouP neetfngs, Fred often wfll start talkfng loudly to another youth

çhile soneone erse ln the group fs trytng to dlscuss soneÈhlng. rn general, Fred never waits for an approPriate

tlne to begtn talklng and he also never says'rexcuge ne" before he lnterrupEs' 0n several occasions you

have asked Fred not to lnterrupt other peoplers conversatlons, or at least say "excuse me" before interrupting'

your talks have not had nuch effect. In lhe 1a8t 2 days Fred has fnterruPted lndlvfdual staff EeEbers

16 tlnes. Durlng the last 2 group EeeÈfngs' Fred lnterrupted 5 and ó tines respectively'

TheyouthslnyourcottageareeupposedtoattendasrouPneetfngonMondaysandThursdaysat4:00P.M.
after school. staff feel that these Eeetings are very useful for resolving routlne problens whlch ârise

fnthecortage.DavehatesthesesrouPEeetlngsbecaugesoEetlnegstaffconfronthlEvithaprobleo
behavfor he has and he does not like belng ,rput on the spoÈ". He aleo clafns that he sould rather watch

T.v.orplaycardsdurlngthistlme'Davelsverygoodatfinillngexcusesfornlsslngtheseneerlngs.
sonetlnes he has a headache and hag to lie dom, or he my have Lo stay late at publfc school for a varlety

ofreasons.Whenhedoesattend'heueullysfllnotangwerquegtlona.Davehagnissed3oflhelast5
groups and durfng the 2 he dld attend, he eou].d not anager any questlons excePt by sayfng, .,I don't know.''

YouhavesPentsoEetfEedlgcusstngthlgproblenwlthDavefnthePast'Afcereachdlscussionwithyou'
he attends one or two grouPs but then laPses back lnto hls old PaÈtern once agafn'
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Two d i fferent k i nds of pretests were conducted. I n

pretest l, the instructions which fol lowed each problem description

were: (a) Pretend that rirnenterrs n is this youth. (b) Deal

with this problem as you see fit (i.e., as you would if this problem was

really happening in your cottage). (c) Try to limit the interaction to

a maximum of 20 minutes. lf at any time during the simulation the

C.C.W. used the term¡rreh/ard'r or "penalty", or an analogous term, he or

she was immediately given a list of rewards and penalties (described be-

low) and was asked to use only items on the list. The r¡youthr' (i.e.,

experimenter) responded to the C.C.W.'s verbal izations in a standard

manner which is described in a fol lowing section.

Pretest 2. I n pretest 2, the i nstruct i ons wh i ch fol I owed each

problem description were: (a) Pretend that ( experimenterrs-¡ême) is

this youth. (b) Use contingency contracting to deal with this problem.

Assume that only the rewards and penalties listed on the next page are

at your disposal. (c) Try to limit the interaction to a maximum of 20

minutes. A list of seven rewards and five penalties which are normally

affordabìe and acceptable to residence supervisors was attached to the

problem description. (ttre I ist may be found in Appendix B.) The

r¡youth'¡ (i.e., experimenter) responded to the C.C.W.'s verbal izations in

a standard manner which is described in a fol Iowing section.

Pretest 2 was conducted in order to help determine whether the low

frequency of contracting behaviors emitted during pretest I was due to a

true deficit in contracting ski ì ls or to a problem with st¡mulus con-

trol; the C.C.W.rs may have possessed contracting skills but may have

been disinclined to use them when asked to deal with the youth's problem

behavior l'as you see f it.rl
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Traininq. Following the pretest simulations, â C.C.W. I^,as present-

ed with a copy of the training manual to read. Since in most applied

settings it is un-l ikeìy that C.C.!'l.rs would be observed and,/or formally

tested in order to ensure that they had read and understood the manual,

no such observat ions or tests v',ere made in th is research. Thus,

C.C.l,J.rs performances during posttest simulations should be representa-

tive of the normal variabiìity which occurs in subject variables such as

comprehension, time spent reading the manual, and number of times the

manual was read. However, it should be noted that prior to the posttest

simulations, C.C.W.'s were asked if they had read the manual or referred

to other sources of info,rmation about contracting since the final pre-

test simulations. Al I aff i rmed the former question and denied the lat-

ter. Fol lowing each posttest simulation, the C.C.W.rs sometimes asked

for feedback regard i ng the adequacy of the i r performance. At such

times, the experimenter provided a minimal amount of feedback (e.g.,

"That was good but you forgot to negotiate the penalty."). Although the

feedback was never more than two or three sentences, i t may have had

some effect on the C.C.}J.rs behavior beyond that induced by the manual.

Posttest. Dur i ng the

each problem description were

posttest, the instructions which fol lowed

the same as those presented during pretest

2, and the same I ist of seven rewards and five penalties

each problem description. The C.C.Wrs used the flowchart

negotiation behaviors and the blank standard contract form

simulat¡on, and they were alìowed to refer to other sections

ual, including the sample contracts, if they wished.

accompan i ed

of requi red

dur i ng each

of the man-
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During pretest and posttest simulations, the rryouth" (i.e., the ex-

perimenter) responded to the C.C.W.rs verbalizations in the foììowing

manner: (a) lf the C.C.!,J. proposed a reward without asking therryouthil

to propose one first, the rryouthil accepted it. (b) lf the C.C.W. asked

thettyouthrrto propose a reward, as prompted by Step #3(A) of the flow-

chart, therryouthil proposed a reward which hras clearly excessive and not

on the I i st of avai ìable rewards presented to the C.C.W. (c) I f the

C.C.W. made a counterproposaì, as prompted by Step #4(B) of the flow-

chart, therryouth" accepted it. Ther¡youth" responded in a similar man-

ner with respect to the penaìty. Thus therryouth" u/as prepared to re-

spond such that the reward and the penalty were each agreed upon by the

end of Step #4(C) respectively. lf the C.C.W. asked questions not spe-

cifically prompted by the flowchart (as generalìy occurred during pre-

tèsts I and 2), the "youth'r simpìy answered the questions or said, rrI

don I t knohr.'l

Acquisition of comparative data. Two questions which arise are:

(a) Were the six problem descriptions used in the simulations character-

istic of the kinds of problem behaviors that a behavioral psychologist

would use contingency contracting to treat? (b) Did the manual improve

C.C.W.rs contracting skil ls such that they v\tere comparable to the skil ls

of counsel lors with advanced training? ln order to answer these ques-

tions, Six tl.A. level psychology graduate students were recrui ted to

serve as a comparison group. All six students considered themselves to

be behavioralìy oriented. None had as yet received formal training in

contingency contracting but all had read about the technique and two had

used contracting in work with adolescents. None had read the manual
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used in th is research. Each student r^ras presented wi th a d if f erent one

of the six problem descriptions (see Table l) and their contracting

skills were assessed under pretest I conditions. lf a student failed to

use contingency contracting under pretest I conditions, then he or she

was asked to respond to the same problem description again, this time

under pretest 2 conditions.

General ization tests. The pretest and posttest simulations which

were used to assess the effect of the manual upon C.C.W.rs contracting

ski I ls urere, cf course, analogue si tuations. Fol lowing the posttest

simulations (when it was apparent that contracting ski I ls had improved),

three of the four C.C.l^J.rs each contracted with several real youths.

The fourth C.C.W went on holidays following the posttest simulations and

was avai lable to contract with only one youth. Contracting sessions

took place in various locations within the residence, most often in the

youths' bedrooms. The experimenter h,as present during most contracting

sessions and was prepared to intervene if a C.C.l.J. inadvertently negot¡-

ated a contract which might not be in the youthrs best interest. This

circumstance never arose and consequently the experimenter served no

function during the general ization sessions except to audiotape the ses-

sions for scoríng purposes.

Scor i nq procedure. A br i ef descr i pt i on of the scor i ng procedure

fol lows. A technological description may be obtained from the authors.

(A technological description also may be found in Appendix C).

Negotiation and contract brriting behaviors were scored separately.

Al I simulations conducted wi th c.c.w.rs and graduate students were vi -
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deotaped, and al I general ization tests wi th C.C.W.'s and real youths

were audiotaped. Negotiation behaviors were scored from these record-

ings. Scorers I istened to a tape and indicated on a scoring form the

OCCUrrence, nonocCUrrence, and in SOme caseS, partial oCCUrrence Of re-

quired negotiation behaviors. rrRequired¡r behaviors were those which

should have been emitted according to the flowchart. lf a required be-

havior occurred, a illrr was scored. ln the case of some behaviors (e.g.,

the descriptions of the desired behavior), a "1/2" was scored if the be-

havior occurred but was qualitatively poor. lf a required behavior did

not occur, â tt0tt was scored.

During simulations, onìy behaviors required by Steps #2, #3, and #4

were scored since it was not possibìe to emit behaviors in Step #ì dur-

ing the simulation sessions, and since the standard responses of the

rryouth" (i .e., experimenter) were such that Step #5 Ue¡raviors were never

needed. lt is important to note that the behaviors cued by Steps #2,

#3, and #4 of the flowchart could have been em¡tted by C.C.W.rs (and

graduate students) during the pretests even though the flowchart was

unavai lable during pretest simulations. A maximum of l0 points could be

earned during the negotiation phase of the simulations. The percent oc-

currence of required behaviors was computed by dividing the number of

points earned by ì0 and multiplying by 100.

During general ization tests, behaviors from Steps #1, #2, and #3

were required, whi le behaviors from Steps #\ and #5 could be required,

depending upon the responses of the youths. Thus the scorer had to de-

termine whether or not a behavior was required (i.e., in consideration

of the flowchart and the youthrs responses), and also whether or not it
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occurred. The percent occurrence of required behaviors was computed by

dividing the number of points earned by the number of points that could

have been earned and mul tiplying by 100.

The written contracts which were produced during the simulations

and the generalization tests were scored such that arrlrr was scored if

certain required textual responses occurred, and a "0" was scored if

those responses were absent. ln the case of some textual behaviors, a

ttl/2tt was scored if the response occurred but was qual itatively poor

(e.g., the specification of the reward), or if it occurred only in part

(e.g., one signature instead of two). rrRequiredrr textual responses were

those necessary to complete the bìank standard contract form. A maximum

of ll points couìd be earned;9 for filling in each bìank correctly' one

for a statement of the contingency between the behavior and consequenc-

ês, and one for making the contract appropriately flexibìe or inflexi-

ble. lf no written contract was produced, a score of 0 was assigned.

The percent occurrence of required behaviors was computed by dividing

the number of points earned by 1ì and multiplying by 100. lt is impor-

tant to note that the textual responses could all occur during the pre-

tests (paper and pen l^rere available), even though the blank standard

contract was unavai lable during pretest simulations.

The s ix standard responses of the tryouthr' (i .e. , exper imenter) þrere

scored in order to ensure that the "youthrrdid in fact respond according

to protocol. One quarter of the total number of tapes made of the pre-

test 2 and posttest s imul at ions with C.C.V/.s r^rere randoml y selected and

scored. Tapes of pretest l simuìations l^Jere not selected since no

C.C.W. used rewards or penalties during those simulations. Also' one
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half of the total number of tapes made of the pretest I and pretest 2

simulations wi th graduate students were randomly seìected and scored.

The scorer decided whether or not one of the six standard responses was

required, and if so, whether or not it occurred. lf a response was re-

quired and it occurred, a "l" was scored. lf a response was required

but did not occur, ã "0" was scored. The percent occurrence of required

standard responses was calcuìated by dividing the number of points

earned by the number that should have been earned and multiplying by

lOO. The value obtained was 94%, indicating good adherence to protocol.

lnterscorer reìiabilitv. ln the case of C.C.l,l .s, âll pretest l,

pretest 2, posttest, and general ization tests were video or audiotaped.

Approximately one third of the tapes made of each type of test were ran-

domly selected and scored by a second scorer. Percent agreement was

calculated separately for those behaviors which the primary scorer

scored as, rtlrr, as I'l/2tt, and as rrorr. Separate coeff icients were calcu-

lated for negotiation behaviors and contract writing behaviors. Approx-

imately one third of the tapes of the graduate students also were ran-

domly selected and scored by a second scorer. Al I interscorer

reì iabi I ity coefficients were calculated by the "agreements/agreements +

disagreements x 100'r formula. This method of interobserver rel iabi I ity

assessment i s general I y recommended when scor i ng the occurrence and

nonoccurrence of discrete behaviors (Johnson 6 Bolstad, 1973; Kratoch-

wiìì 6l.Jetzel, 1977).

Al I interscorer rel iabi I i ty assessments yielded agreements of l00U

except for the fol lowing: (l) For those C.C.tJ. negotiation behaviors

which the primary scorer scored asrtìrrduring the posttests, 97'Á agree-
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ment was achieved. (2) For those graduate student negotiation behaviors

which the primary scorer scored asrrlrr, SJZ agreement was achieved. (3)

For those graduate student contract writing behaviors which the primary

scorer scored as "1", 12? agreement was achieved. The unusual ly high

reliability in scoring which was achieved in this research r^ras likely

due to the highly structured. nature of the negotiation flowchart and the

standard contract form, and to the fact that all required behaviors were

highìy discriminabìe.

ln order'to assess the reliability of therryouthrsr' (i.e., experi-

menter) standard responses, the same tapes which were randomly selected

and scored i n order to ca I cu I ate the percent occurrence of requ i red

standard rryouthrr responses were also scored by a second scorer. Percent

agreement was calculated separately for those behaviors which the prima-

ry scorer scored as rrl¡¡ and 'r0". Al I interscorer rel iab i I i ty coef f i-

cients were calculated by the "agreements/agreement + disagreements x

ì00¡r formula.

Al I interscorer rel iabi I ity assessments yieìded agreements of 100U.

As was the case with C.C.W. negotiation and contract writing behaviors,

the six standard I'yotrthrr responses were very discriminable, and this

likely accounts for the unusually high reliability in scoring.

Resul ts and D i scuss i on

The effect of the training manual plus minimal feedback from the

experimenter upon the contracting skiìls of the four C.C.W.rs is shown

in Figure 2. The dashed vertical line separates pretest I from pretest

2 simulations, the sol id vertical I ine separates pretest simulations
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from posttest simulations, and the dotted vertical I ine separates simu-

lations from general ization tests. The lower case ìetters (a-f) along

the abscissa each represent the particular problem description used in a

particular pretest or posttest simulation (see Table l). The subscript-

ed upper case letter Y along the abscissa represents a general ization

test with a particular youth. The ordinate indicates the percent occur-

rence of requi red negoti ation behaviors and wr i ti ng behaviors; the for-

mer depicted by open bars and the latter by solid bars. The open arrow

on the Ieft hand side of each C.C.W.rs graph indicates the median per-

cent occurrence of required negotiation behaviors for the six graduate

students, r,lhile the soì id arrow indicates the median for writing behav-

iors.

Looking first at the data for the six graduate students, four used

contracting under pretest I conditions (i.e., when asked to solve the

problem "as you see f¡t"), while the other two used another type of po-

sitive reinforcement program (e.g., token economy) and therefore were

tested again under pretest 2 conditions (i.e., where they were asked to

use contracting). The median values shown in the figure urere caìculated

from the scores obtained by the four students who used contracting under

pretest I conditions and the two who used contracting under pretest 2

conditions. 0f importance to the present research is the fact that four

of the six graduate students chose to use contracting when the only dis-

criminative stimulus for use of contracting was the problem description

itseìf. The other two students acknowledged retrospectively that con-

tracting was an appropriate technique to use. Thus, it may be concluded

that the problem descriptions used in this research were reasonably sa-
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lient discriminative stimul i for the use of contracting in the case of

individuals with advanced training, and that they were, in this sense,

real ístic.

It is apparent from the figure that the graduate studentsrcontract

writing behaviors (median=64?) were better developed than their negotia-

tion behaviors (median=50U). This is not surprising given that only re-

cently has the literature begun to emphasize the importance of the nego-

t i at i on aspect of contract i ng.

Turning now to the data for the C.C.W.s, Figure 2 shows that nego-

tiation behaviors occurred infrequently during pretest I and writing be-

haviors did not occur at all. None of the C.C.W.s attempted to contract

dur i ng pretest 1 . Ask i ng the C. C.[,J.s to try contract i ng dur i ng pretest

2 had a very small effect on l4r.Ars behavior but had a noticeable effect

on the other C.C.W.s. lt increased the writing behaviors of tlr.B and

llr.D without affecting their negotiation behaviors, whereas it markedly

increased the negotiation behaviors of lls.C. wi th a smal ler effect on

her writing behaviors.

Pretest 2 data indicated that each of the C.C.W.s had some of ei-

ther the required negotiation or writing behaviors in their repertoire

prior to reading the training manual, but none had a significant amount

of both types of behaviors. Only l'1s.C emitted a substantial number of

negotiation behaviors; the other C.C.W.s were incl ined to impose conse-

quences upon the youth rather than to negotiate them. Pretest I data

indicated that the C.C.l.r.s urere not I ikely to use the contracting skil ls

which did exist in their repertoires when deal ing with youths with be-

havior problems.
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The multiple basel ine design indicated that the manual plus minimal

feedback produced marked i ncreases i n the percent occurrence of both ne-

gotiation and writing behaviors in alì C.C.W.s. The fact that these in-

creases occurred during the first posttest simuìation with al I four

C.C.l.l.s, and that further increases did not occur in subsequent simula-

tions, suggests that the behavior change was aìmost exclusively due to

the manual rather than to the minimal feedback which folìowed each post-

test simulation. ln the case of l'1r.4, and to a lesser extent l'1r.8, the

manual acquired better stimulus controì of writing behaviors than of ne-

gotiation behaviors. Nevertheless, the manual enhanced both the negoti-

ation and writ¡ng behaviors of all C.C.W.s to such an extent that their

performances were clearly improved over pretest ìevels and such that

they generally surpassed the median performances of the graduate stu-

dents.

The extent to which each C.C.W.'s newly acquired contracting skills

general ized from the anaìogue simulations to contracting sessions with

real youths is also illustrated in Figure 2. I'lith Youth l, l'1r.Ars nego-

tiation and writing behaviors were comparable to his performance during

the posttest simulations even though he had to emit Step #l behaviors

and also proceed though Step #3 three times and Step #4 tw¡ce while ne-

gotiating the penalty (recall that Step #l behaviors were not required

during simulations which were programmed so that the C.C.W. had to pro-

ceed through Step #J and Step #4 once only). However' many of I'lr.A's

negotiation behaviors and some of his writing behaviors were lost with

Youth 2, possibly because this youth was rather hostile and belligerent.

Data on negotiation behaviors were unavailable for Youth 3 because l'lr.A
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contracted wi th thi s youth i n the exper imenterrs absence. The data on

contract writing behaviors indicate that they returned to posttest simu-

lation levels with this youth.

The data for Hr.B and l,1r.D show good generalization of negotiation

and writing behaviors, with both being comparable to their respective

posttest simulation performance. With these youths, negotiation of the

reward and penalty never went beyond Step #4(C), with the exception of

Youth 6 who required Hr.D to proceed through Step #3 three times and

Step #l+ twice whi le negotiating the reward. The negotiation data for

Youth I were unavaiìable for the same reason as in the case of Youth 3.

I'ls.C went on holidays fol lowing the posttest simulations. Upon her

return she renegotiated a contract originally negotiated with Youth 3 by

lilr.A. This was done in the experimenterrs absence and so only data on

contract writing behaviors were available. I'ls.Crs performance in this

regard r^ras excellent and was comparabìe to her performance during post-

test simulations.

Phase 2: Revised Hanual Alone

Phase 2 involved a systematic replication of phase l. lt was con-

ducted in a different residential care faci l ity with different C.C.tl.s

and youths. The purpose of phase 2 was to assess the effectiveness of a

revised training manual, without experimenter feedback, and under condi-

tions which would minimize the possible confounding effect of practice

during posttest simulations upon generaì ization test performance.
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l'lethod

Sub ects and Sett i n

The C.C.W.s who participated in this phase of the research worked

in a community based group home for eight emotional ly and behavìoral ly

disturbed youths. The group'home served teenage Native girls l3 to l7

years of age. The agencies invoìved in placement, and the general rea-

sons for placement, were the same as for the first residence. The group

home was classified as a leveì J home according to the classification

system described earìier, meaning that the girls would be described as

having moderate emotional and behavioral problems.

The four staff members who were involved will be referred to as

l'1r.E, l,ìs.F, Hs.G, and l'ls.H. All were employed as C.C.W.s. Their ages

ranged from 23 to 37 years, their educational attainment ranged from

grade l0 to university (bachelor degree) and their experience as C.C.W.s

ranged from 2 to ì0 years. All four C.C.W.s volunteered to participate

in the research.

The C.C.l,J.s negotiated contingency contracts wi th four youths who

lived in the residence. The youths will be referred to as Youth l0 to

Youth lJ respectively. All four of the youths displayed one or more be-

havior problems which staff wished to modify, and they hrere seìected for

contracting on that basis. A description of each youthrs problem behav-

ior is deferred until Study 2. ln general, the four youths were repre-

sentative of the kinds of youths who are placed in residential settings

with a level J classification.
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Desc ID t ion of the Rev i sed l'lanua Ir

The revised manual was essential ly the same as the earl ier version

with three exceptions. First, in order to try and increase the percent

occurrence of required negotiation and contract writing behaviors, a be-

havioral checkl ist h/as added to the manual, along with instructions to

the C.C.W. to work through the checklist just prior to signing the con-

tract and to make any ¡rcorrectionsil necessary (i .e., emi t any requi red

behaviors previousìy forgotten). Second, the number of sample contracts

contained in the manual's appendix was increased from two to thirteen in

an effort to provide model contracts for the modification of many behav-

ior problems typical of youths in residential settings. Third, a number

of minor changes in wording were made in order to make the manual clear-

er. The latter changes were based upon feedback received from the

C.C.W.s who participated in phase l. The revised manuaì was l! pages

long. (The revised manual, behavior checkl ist, and sample contracts may

be found in Appendix B).

Procedures for the Assessment of Contractinq Ski I ls

Simulations and generalization tests took place in an office in the

group home. Video equipment was present in the office during simula-

tions and an audio recorder was present during generaì ization tests.

ln phase I, each C.C.W. participated in several posttest simula-

tions prior to participating in a general ization test. Consequently, ¡ t

is possible that the relativeìy good performance obtained on generaliza-

tion tests may have been due in part to the effect of practice with a

variety of problem descriptions during the posttest simulations. ln or-
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der to reduce the potent¡al effect of such practice, the C.C.W.s who

participated in phase 2 received only one simulation under each of the

pretest l, pretest 2, and posttest cond¡tions prior to the generaliza-

tion test. A single problem description was used with each C.C.W. rath-

er than six, as was the case in phase l. Since one of the lJ sample

contracts contained in the appendix of the manual corresponded to the

probìem description used with each C.C.W., that sample contract was re-

moved from the manual before it was given to the C.C.l,í. and then rein-

serted fol ìowing completion of the posttest.

The design was changed from a multipìe baseline as used in phase I

to a simple A-B replication design in order to reduce the number of sim-

ulations and associated opportunity to practice before the generaliza-

t¡on test. No feedback bras given to a C.C.W. during the time between

the single posttest and the general ization test. The C.C.W.s were given

the manual after pretest 2 and they were asked to record the number of

minutes they spent reading it prior to the posttest. The pretest, post-

test, and general ization test scoring procedures for C.C.W. contract¡ng

behaviors were identical to those described in phase l. Since the stan-

dard responses of therryouthrt (i.e., experimenter) were found to be very

reliable in phase I, t.hey were not scored in phase 2. Also, no graduate

students participated in phase 2. Approximately one quarter of the

tapes made of each type of test were randomly seìected for scoring by a

second scorer. Rel iabi I ity coefficients were calculated as in phase I 
"

All interscorer reìiability assessments yielded agreements of l00U

with one exception. For those C.C.W. contract writing behaviors which

the primary scorer scored 't0rr during pretest 2, 8JB agreement was
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the high reliability which was achieved dur-

to the structured nature of the flowchart and

to the fact that the required behaviors were

Resul ts and D i scuss i on

The effect of the revised training manual upon the four C.C.W.s is

shown in Figure l. The symbols which appear in Figure J have the same

meaning as described previously for Figure 2. The arrows refìecting the

median performance of the graduate students from phase I are shown for

the purpose of comparison.

The results essential ly repl icated those obtained in phase I. Ne-

gotiation behaviors occurred infrequently and writing behaviors did not

occur at al I during pretest l. No C.C.W. attempted to use contracting

during pretest l. ln phase ì, asking the C.C.W.s to try to use con-

tracting during pretest 2 produced a smal I but noticeable increase in

either negotiation or writing behaviors. ln contrast, during phase 2

the pretest 2 instructions had I ittle effect on the behavior of the

C.C.W.s, with the exception of I'ls.F whose contract writing behaviors

showed a moderate increase. ln phase 2, l'ls.F was the only C.C.W. who

attempted to produce a written contract under pretest 2 conditions.

Al I four C"C.W.s recorded the number of minutes which they spent

reading the manuaì prior to the posttest. The number of minutes were

48, 20, 25, and 105, for Hr.E, l1s.F, l,ls.G, and I'ls.H, respectively.

The percent occurrence of both negotiation and contract writing be-

haviors increased markedly during the posttest with al I C.C.W.s, indi-

cating that the manual acquired a considerable degree of stimulus con-
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troì over these behaviors. With l,ls.H, a second posttest was conducted

immediately following the first, since her ability to follow the negoti-

ation flowchart appeared to be impaired by test related anxiety. Hore-

over, she did not use the behavioral checklist. A small prompt tor¡not

worry'r appeared to relax 1,1s. H. and her performance improved noticeably

during the second posttest. ln general, the posttest performance of all

four C.C.W.s equal led or surpassed the median performance of the gradu-

ate students from phase l.

The data for l,1r.E and I'ls.F show good generalization of negotiation

and writing behaviors, with both being comparable to their respective

posttest simulation performances. l,ls.Grs negotiation behaviors de-

creased somewhat from posttest levels with both Youth 13 and Youth .l4,

although they remained weìl above pretest levels. l'ls.G did not use the

behavioral checklist during generalization tests. lls.H was not availa-

ble for part¡cipation in general ization tests due to a transfer to an-

other group home.

The data col lected during the general izat¡on tests which were con-

ducted in both phase I and phase 2 were analyzed in order to determine

what kind of errors C.C.W.s were most likely to make during both the ne-

gotiation and writing phases of contracting. The negotiation behavior

that C.C.W.s r^rere most likely to omit when ¡t was required was Step

#4(C); asking the youth to consider the counterproposaì and explaining

that the youth has the option of reject¡ng the counterproposal and mak-

ing another proposal instead. This was the most frequently made error

during the negotiation of both the reward and the penalty. The contract

writing behavior that C.C.W.s were most I ikely to perform incorrectly
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related to the specification of the reward. Although the reward itself

was usual ly wel I described, C.C.W.s often fai led to state when the re-

ward wouìd be made available to the youth and as a result, they received

a score of ttl/2t' instead of rrl.rr Professionals responsible for staf f

training may wish to suppìement the manual with a verbal prompt in order

to enhance C.C.W.sr performance of these behaviors. A textual prompt

could be added to the standard blank contract form.



STUDY 2: EFFECT 0F CONTRACTING 0N YOUTH BEHAVI0R

The literature indicates that contingency contracting is a moder-

ately successful technique for modifying certain behaviors of del inquent

youths when it is implemented by professional therapists or by others

(e.g., parents) under close professional supervision. The purpose of

Study 2 was to extend this general finding to C.C.W.s by demonstrating

that they too could use their newìy acquired contracting skills, trained

via the manual, to modify behaviors similar to those behaviors that pro-

fessionals have used contracting to modify. ln order to maximize the

external validity of the findings, care was taken to ensure that C.C.W.s

employed contracting under the condit¡ons that would normal ly prevai I in

residenti aì si tuations.

l,let_b_qd

Subiects and Behaviors

t^/i th s ix of the youths wi th whom C. C.W. s negot iated contracts dur-

ing Study l, contracting was but one component of a multicomponent in-

tervention designed to reduce absconding from the residence. Since the

effect of contracting was confounded with the effects of other interven-

tions, no behavior change data are presented for these youths.

ln the case of the remaining youths, contracting was used as the

soìe means of modifying a variety of behavior problems typical of youths

who I ive in residential care facil ities. These youths v\,ere selected by

ff #lo,i..t¡1i¡,,r¡ 
¡ ¡1¡¡1,,
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staff on the basis of staffsr wish to modify their behavior problems,

al I of which had been refractory to control via instructionaì prompts.

A brief description of each youth fol lows.

Youth 2 was a ì6 year oìd girl who rarely engaged in any social ac-

tivities with the other youths in her residence. The desired behavior

was for her to engage in some social activity with one or more youths

for at least 1/2 hour per day. Youth J was a li year old girl who fre-

quently responded to teasing by the other youths with excessive scream-

ing, swearing, and fighting. The desired behavior was for her to ígnore

teases and to report instances of teasing to staff at a later time.

Youth I was a 16 year old boy who frequently engaged in a variety of in-

appropriate behaviors at school such as refusing to follow teacherrs in-

structions and picking fights. The desired behavior was'rappropriate

school behaviorr' (i.e., not engaging in inappropr¡ate behaviors) . Youth

l0 was a 16 year old girl who frequently was truant from math classes.

The desired behavior was to attend at least two thirds of her math

classes each week. Youth ll was a l6 year old girl who rarely showered.

The desired behavior was to shower once per day" Youths 12 and ll were

girls aged 14 and ì6 respectively who were roommates and who rarely en-

gaged in five required room cleaning behaviors. The desired behavior

was to engage in al I five behaviors dai ìy. Although their contracts

were negotiated separately, later they were combined because fls.G was

not always able to discriminate which of the two girìs had emitted a de-

sired behavior (e.g., sureep f loor). Youth 14 was a ì6 year old boy with

essential ly the same problem behavior and desired behavior as Youths 12

and 13.
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The youths who participated in this research are representative of

youths in residential placement across Canada (0r. C. J. Heltzer, PeF-

sonal communication, l'larch, 1984). l'loreover, it is likely that they are

aìso representative of youths in residentiaì faciìities for misdemeanor

and felony offenses in Canada and the U.S.A., since Thomas (1976) has

demonstrated that these three types of offenders are very simi lar in

terms of relevant variables such as rroffense careers" (i.e., many status

offenders have been or will be charged with misdemeanors or felonies).

Procedure

Youths 2, 3, 9, and 14 contracted with C.C.W.s who had read the

original version of the training manual as it was described in phase I

of Study l. The extent to which each C.C.W. emitted the reguired nego-

tiation and writing behaviors while contracting with these youths can be

ascertained by referring to the generaì ization test data in Figure 2,

except in the case of the C.C.W. who contracted with Youth .l4. Neither

Youth l4 nor the C.C.V'l. participated in Study l. The C.C.W. read the

manual and then negot¡ated the contract with Youth ì4. This took place

in the experimenter's absence and so data regarding this C.C.W.'s nego-

tiation behaviors were unavai labìe. The percent occurrence of required

writing behaviors with this C.C.tl. was 90.9O2.

Youths ì0, 11, 12, and lJ contracted with C.C.vJ.rs who had read the

revised manual as it was described in Phase 2 of Study l. The extent to

which each C.C.W. emitted the required negotiation and writing behaviors

wh i I e contract i ng wi th these youths can be ascertai ned by referr i ng to

the general ization test data in Figure 3, The median number of days
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that data were col lected during basel ine and contracting conditions were

seven and 24 respectiveìy.

After the completion of Study 2, three of the four C.C.W.s who had

part ic ipated in phase 2 of Study I (t'ts. H was transf erred to a new res i-

dence) were asked to complete a questionnaire designed to assess several

aspects of consumer satisfaction. A fourth C.C.W. (¡'ts. Hrs replacement)

who did not participate in phase 2 but who later read the manual and ne-

gotiated several contracts, also completed the questionnai re. The ques-

tionnai re asked the fol lowing seven questions:

I . How sat i sf i edld i ssat i sf i ed are you with contracting as a treat-

ment technique?

2. How I ikely/unì ikely would you be to recommend that contracting be

taught to new staff members?

3 How I i kel unli would you be to use contracting again in the

f utur e?

To what extent did you find

add i t i on to other procedures

contract¡ng to be a usefu I /use ì ess

that you use?

How easy/difficult was the manual to read and understand?

How easy,/d¡ff ¡cult was the negotiation flowchart to fol low?

. How easy/difficult was the blank contract form to complete?

The C.C.W.s responded to each question by placing a checkmark beside one

of seven options. The options ranged from Completely dissatisfied (Very

unl ikely; Very useless; Very difficult) to Completeìy satisfied (Very

likely; Very useful; Very easy), and the options were assigned scores of

I to 7 respectively. This method of assessing consumer satisfaction is

anaìogous to the method used by Achievement Place group homes (Phillips,

Phillips, Fixsen, 6 Wolf, 1974).

I+

5

6

7
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Resul ts and D i scuss i on

The effect of contingency contracting upon each youthrs desired be-

havior is shown in Figure 4. Open bars represent basel ine data and

closed bars represent contracting data. The contracting data for Youth

ll were unavailable because this youth absconded from her group home

shortly after her contract bJas negot¡ated.

tlr.A fai led to make a permanent record of basel ine data for Youth

2, but his retrospective report was that this youth had engaged in so-

cial activities with one or more other youths for at least l/2 hour on

zero of the preceding l4 days. Since other staff confirmed the accuracy

of l.1r.A's subjective baseline, the contracting data for Youth 2 were in-

cìuded in Figure J. The desired behavior increased markedly during of

the days that the contract was in effect.

Data col lected during both basel ine and contracting conditions were

avai lable for the remaining five youths. With al I youths, the contracts

urere successful in producing large magnitude increases in the percentage

of days during which the desired behaviors occurred.

The mean consumer ratings for questions one to seven were 5.8, 6,5,

6.5,5.8, 6.5, 6.o, and 6.J respectively. lndividual ratings ranged

from 5 to 7. The ratings indicated that' on the average' C.C.l'J.s were

satisfied with contracting, urere I ikely to recommend that it be taught

to neuJ staff, were I ikely to use it again themselves, and that they

found it to be a useful technique. Additionally, they found the manuaì

to be easy to read, the negotiation flowchart to be easy to follow' and

the blank contract form to be easy to complete. Using these ratings as

an index, the manual appears to possess social validity.
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Three issues arise from Study 2: (a) the adequacy of the design;

(b) the absence of rel iabi I ity assessments; and (c) the nature of the

target behaviors. ln evaìuating these issues, it is important to con-

sider the study's purpose, which was to extend general findings obtained

with professionals to C.C.W.s who were trained via the manual, and to

maximize the external validity of the findings.

C.C.V'l.s wouìd be unì ikely to use sophisticated single-case or group

designs to evaluate the effect of contracts in their day-to-day use of

the techn i que. For that reason, the tra i n i ng manua I was wr i tten so as

to teach C.C.þJ.s to use a simple A-B design for evaluation purposes.

This design is often recommended when the use of a more sophisticated

design is not feasible in an applied setting (e.g., Hersen E Barlow,

1976), and it is the design which has been employed by others who have

written contracting manuals for paraprofessionals (e.g., DeRisi E Butz,

197Ð. Consequently, in Study 2 the C.C.W.s used simple A-B designs;

the use of a more sophisticated design would have necessitated a devia-

tion from the procedure outlined in the manual and reduced the external

val idity of the findings. Although a single A-B design is relatively

weak, the study involved a series of A-B repì ications which tends to

strengthen internal validity. ln the case of a single A-B design, a be-

havior change following the implementation of a contract could be at-

tributed to an uncontrol led variable. However, the I ikel ihood of.an un-

control led variable entering the system at precisely the same time

contracts were implemented with seven youths by six different C.C.W.s to

modify five different kinds of behaviors, at differing times, in two

separate residences, is so small that the behavior changes can be at-
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tributed to the contracts with a reasonable degree of confidence. The

utility of A-B replication designs in applied settings has been dis-

cussed by Barlow (1980)

At the onset of Study 2, C.C.W.s were asked by the experimenter to

conduct rel iabi I ity checks for one another. They stated that t¡me

scheduling constraints made such checks impractical and l^rere resistant

to conducting them. They also stated that they would be very unlikely

to conduct reì iabi I ity checks under normal conditions. As an alterna-

tive, external observers could have been placed in the residence to con-

duct rel iabi I ity checks, but past experience in such residences taught

the experimenters that both C.C.VJ.s and youths are extremely reactive to

being observed. Thus, external observers would serve to create an arti-

ficiaì set of conditions that probably would reduce external val idity.

Authors of other contracting manuaìs have acknowledged that paraprofes-

sionals are unlikely to be-able to arrange for reliability assessments,

and they have attempted to deal with this problem by teaching the para-

professionals to define behaviors clearly in order to enhance rel iable

recording (e.g., DeRisi 6 Butz, 197Ð. The manual employed in this re-

search also emphasized the importance of clear behavioral definitions.

Additionally, there are four reasons why the absence of reliability as-

sessments likely does not pose a serious threat to internal validity in

this study: First, appropriate and inappropriate behaviors generaì ly oc-

curred at specific times (e.g., in math class; in living room after sup-

per; etc.) so that staff knew when to look for them, or. they resulted in

a nontransient product that could be observed at any time (e.g., a made

bed). Third, in most cases, any staff member or teacher could record
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the occurrence of a relevant behavior, making it very unlikely that such

a behavior would go unnoticed. Fourth, the data were graphed in terms

of the percentage of days dur i ng wh i cl'¡ the appropr i ate behav i or occur red

(or the inappropriate behavior did not occur). An inappropriate behav-

ior onìy had to be observed once in order for the entire day to be

scored as an " i nappropr i ate day. " thus, error i n the exact number of

times a relevant behavior occurred per day would not affect the data as

ìong as at last one instance was noticed by staff or teacher.

Four of the behaviors successful ly modified were social withdrawal,

verbal/physical aggressiveness, misbehavior at school, and missing math

classes. These behaviors are undoubtedly of cl inical significance.

However, three other behaviors involved room cleaning, and the cl inical

significance of this behavior may be questioned. Nevertheless, the

C.C.W.s selected the behaviors for modification and so room cleaning is

I ikely representative of the types of behavior that C.C.W.s wi I I use

contracting to modify. Al lowing C.C.W.s to select target behavior

should enhance external val idi ty.



STUDY 3: EFFECT 0F CONTRACTING 0N STAFF SOCIAL SKILLS

Willner et al. (1977) identified lJ social behaviors that youths

ì iving in Achievement Place group homes preferred chi ld-care personnel

to emit, and l6 social behaviors that the youths disliked. The purpose

of Study J was to determine if training in contingency contracting

skil ls had col lateraì ef f ects upon C.C.l.l.sr usage of these social behav-

iors, and if so, whether positively or negatively.

Èlethod

Sub i ects

With each C.C.W. who participated in phase I of Study I, the prob-

ìem description (see Table l) used during the first simulation of pre-

test I was the same as the one used during the last simulation of the

posttest, âlthough the particular problem description was different for

each C.C.W.. The same was true in the case of the C.C.l,l.s who partici-

pated in phase 2. The subjects of Study J were the eight C.C.W.s who

participated in phases I and 2 of Study ì, as each behaved while he or

she responded to a particular problem description under pretest I condi-

tions before training in contingency contracting, and then again under

posttest conditions after training in contingency contracting. AI I six

probìem descriptions were represented, with problem descriptions "a" and

rrf" each being presented to tl^ro C.C.W.s, one from phase I and one from

phase 2.

-50-
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Procedure

Social behaviors. The ì2 youth-preferred and ì! youth-disl iked so-

cial behaviors which were assessed in this study are those which were

validated by Willner et al. O977). They are shown in Table 2. One ad-

ditional preferred behavior, I'point giving", and one additional disliked

behavior, rrunfair point exchañgê", which Wi l lner et al. val idated were

not assessed in this study s¡nce the C.C.VJ.S were not taught to use a

token economy. Operationaì definitions of these social behaviors were

provided by tJilìner et al. (1977). ln the present study, 16 of the op-

erational definitions provided by Willner et al. vüere modified slightly

so as to increase interscorer rel iabi I ity. Each modification involved

I imiting the original definition somewhat. The modified definitions are

avai lable from the authors upon request. (The modified definitions may

be found in Appendix D).

Scoring. The social behaviors were scored from videotapes made of

each C.C.W. as he or she responded to a particular problem descr iption

under pretest I and posttest conditions. Each simulation was divided

into a series of one minute intervals. lf a scorer observed one or more

occurrences of a particular social behavior during an interval, a check

mark was placed in the appropriate interval on a scoring form. Youth-

preferred behaviors were divided into two sets of six behaviors whi le

youth-disliked behaviors were divided into two sets of síx and nine be-

haviors respectively (three behaviors in the set of nine were never em-

i tted by the C. C.!.J. s) . Each of the f our sets of behav iors were scored

separately. Since the posttest simulations were longer than the pretest
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Table 2

Youth Preferred and Youth Disliked Social Behaviors

Preferred Disliked

l.

)

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Fairness

Explain how/what

Calm pleasant voíce Ëone

Enthusiasm

Smiling

Joking

Politeness

Explain why

Offering or providíng help

Positive feedback

Concern

Gettíng right to the point

Unfriendly

Describing only what the youth did

\^7rOng

Lack of understandíng

Accusing, blaming statements

Unpleasant

Mean, insulting remarks

Negative feedback

Profanity

Bossy-demand vs. request

No opportunity to speak

Bad attitude

Shouting

Anger

Unpleasant physical conLact

Throwíng objects

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

T2

13

L4

15
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I simulations with seven of the eight C.C.W.s (nas,=17.5 E 9.0 minutes

respectively), the percent occurrence of each social behavior was caìcu-

lated by dividing the sum of intervals in which the primary scorer

scored an occurrence within and across C.C.W.s by total number of inter-

vals within and across C.C.I.l.s, and multiplying by .l00. 
One youth-pre-

ferred social behavior, "smil ing", was scored with phase 2 C.C.W.s onìy,

since the position of the videocamera precluded scoring this social be-

havior with phase ì C.C.þJ.s.

All videotapes were scored by a second scorer in order to assess

rel iabi I ity. Percent agreements were calculated for those intervals in

which the primary scorer scored an occurrence, and also for those inter-

vals in which the primary scorer scored a nonoccurrence, using the

rragreements/agreements * disagreements x l00rr formurla. Coefficients

urere calculated for each social behavior which occurred at ìeast once

during either the pretest I or posttest condition. The coefficients so

calculated had a mean value of 95.62 agreement with a range of from

8S.l'¿ to loo% agreement.

Resul ts and Discussion

The quantitative data which are presented below can be interpreted

most clearly in the light of a qualitative analysis of the verbal behav-

ior of the C.C.l.J.s. During the pretest I condition, the verbal behavior

of the C.C.W.s bras partial ly rrsupportiverr (e.g., "l'd I ike to help you

with this probìem.¡r; "lrm worried about what wiìl happen to you.") and

partially rrlecturingrr (e.g., I'You I ike playing the tough guy donrt

you?t'i " lf they kick you out of school, what wil I your parents say?'r) lt
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appeared as though the C.C.l/.s' intent u/as to explore the reasons for

the problem behavior, usual ly in terms of feel ings, and to indicate to

the youth that some sort of an attitude or behavior change was expected.

During the posttest condition, the verbal behavior of the C.C.W.s was

primari ly related to contingency contracting; some of the rrsupportiveil

and much of therrlecturingrrverbal behavior was omi.tted. This qualita-

tive information may be relevant to an explanation of the quantitative

data discussed below.

Changes in social behaviors from pretest to posttest were consis-

tent across C.C.W.s and so no i ndividuaì data are presented. F igure j

shows the percentage of intervals, summed within and across C.C.W.s, in

which each social behavior occurred. 0pen bars reflect pretest I simu-

lations where C.C.W.s were asked to modify the problem behavior I'as you

see f itrr, while soì id bars ref lect posttest simulations where C.C.W.s

used their newly acquired contracting skills. Changes in youth-prefer-

red social behaviors are shown in the upper portion of the figure, while

changes in youth-disl iked behaviors are shown in the lower portion,

Each social behavior is indicated aìong the abscissa.

Looking first at the youth-preferred behaviors, it is apparent that

training C.C.W.s to use contingency contracting had the col lateral ef-

fect of increasíng the percent occurrence of the first six youth-prefer-

red behaviors shown in the figure, and of decreasing the percent occur-

rence of the last five. rrFairnessrrshowed the greatest increase in

occurrence. This is not surprising since negotiation behaviors fal I

within the operational definition of this social behavior and C.C.Vl.s

u,ere, of course, taught to negotiate a reward and penalty while con-
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tracting. 'rExplain how/whatrr showed the next greatest increase, and as

withrrfairness," this is likely due to the fact that C.C.l,J.s were taught

to describe the desired behavior to the youth as part of the negotia-

tions procedure. rrCalm voicerrr rrenthusiasm,rr rrsmil ingrr and rrjokingil

also increased. This appeared to be reìated to the fact that during the

posttest condi tion, C.C.W.s typical ly commenced contracting immediately

and dispensed with much of the I'lecturingrrverbal behavior that they had

em¡tted during the pretest I condition. ln the absence of'rlecturingtl

behaviors, these particular youths-preferred behaviors may be more ì ike-

ly to occur. One other youth-preferred social behavior,rrgetting to the

point within one minuterr, is not shown in the figure since by definition

it could occur only once per simulation, which it always did.

Unfortunately, the five remaining youth-preferred social behaviors

all decreased in perçent occurrence. However, it should be noted that

"politenessrr and rrexplain why'r actualìy increased a small amount in

terms of the absolute number of intervals in whích these behaviors oc-

curred, but because the total number of intervals almost doubled during

the posttest condition, the percent of the total intervals in which

these behaviors occurred decreased. The decrease in 'roffer to provide

heìpr', "positive feedbackrr, and I'concern", appeared to be related to the

fact that during the posttest condition, C.C.W.s typical ly commenced

contracting immediately and dispensed with much of the "supportiverrver-

bal behavior that they had emitted during the pretest I condition.

Figure 5 also shows that al I youth-disl iked social behaviors de-

creased in percent occurrence. ln all cases, th¡s reflected a decrease

in the absolute number of intervals in which the behaviors occurred from
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pretest I to posttest. This decrease appeared to be related to the fact

that during the posttest condition, C.C.Ì.l.s typical ly commenced con-

tracting immediately and dispensed with muchrrìecturing'r verbal behavior

that they had em¡tted during the pretest I condition.

Figure 6 shows an" "ollateral effect of contracting upon C.C.W. so-

cial behaviors from another perspective. Wi th each social behavior, the

percent occurrence during pretest I was subtracted from the percent oc-

currence during the posttest. The height of the bar shows magnitude of

change whiìe the direction of the bar shows the direction of change.

Thus, each bar in Figure 6 refìects the difference between the tops of

the open and cìosed bars shown in Figure !. W¡th the youth-preferred

behav i ors , contract i ng had i ts greatest des i red effect on 'rfa i rnessrr ,

"explain how,/whatr', and'rcalm voice", while it had its greatest unde-

s i red effect on "concern". Wi th the youth-d i s I i ked behavi ors, contract-

ing had i ts greatest des i red ef f ect on rrunf r iend lyr', rrdescr ibe onl y what

the youth did wrongr', I'lack of understandingrr, rraccusing-blamingrr, and

rrunpl easantrr. I t had no undes i red effect.

The resul ts of Study 3 have impl ications for the trai ni ng manual

described in Study l. The C.C.W.s taught to use contingency contracting

skilìs should also be taught to increase their usage of those youth-pre-

ferred social behaviors which tend to decrease in percent occurrence as

contracting behaviors increase (i.e.r politeness, explain why, offer to

provide help, positive feedback, concern). The extent to which youths

prefer contracting to alternative interventions may be dependent upon

C.C.þJ.sr employment of these social behaviors.
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STUDY 4: YOUTH PREFERENCE

The purpose of Study 4 was to determine whether youths preferred

contingehcy contracting or a more traditionaì form of intervention.

This is of interest because youth preference is thought to reìate to

long term effectiveness of a program (W¡llner et al., 1977). The rrtra-

ditionalil form of intervention consisted of the manner in which the

C.C.W.s behaved dur ing the pretest I condi tion where they were told to

'tdeal with this problem as you see fit.r' As previously mentioned, no

C.C.l.J. attempted to implement an expl icit reinforcement or punishment

program during pretest l, and the verbal behavior of most of the C.C.W.s

aìternated between being rrsupportive[ and rrlecturing."

llethod

Sub i ec ts

Nine girls and eight boys participated in Study 4. The g.irls lived

in the group home described in phase 2 of Study I while the boys lived

in a similar leveì I group home for boys. All of the youths were of ln-

dian ancestry. The girlsrages ranged from 13 to l7 years' with a mean

of 1j.2 years, while the boys' ages ranged from l! to ì7 years, with a

mean of l!.8 years. Although four of the girls were ìater involved in

the general ization tests of Study I (YlO, Yl l, Yl2, Yl3), none of the

youths had any experience with contingency contracting at the time Study

lr was conducted.

-59-
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P rocedur e

The youths were shown videotapes of two simulations from phase I of

Study 1 . One v ideotape showed l'1r .8 respond i ng to prob l em descr i pt ion

Itbrr (see Table l) under pretest I conditions, whi le a second videotape

showed llr.B responding to the same problem descriþtion under posttest

conditions (i.e., using contingency contractins). The posttest video-

tape showed l4r. B. engaged in both negotiation and contract writing be-

haviors. f,lr.Brs simulations were chosen to show to the youths because,

of the eight C.C.W.s, his were the most simiìar in terms of length (pre-

test = 12 minutes; posttest = ì0 minutes). lïr.B was not a employee in

the group homes in question and thus he was unknown to the youths.

l,lr.Brs informed consent was obtaíned before the videotapes were shown to

the youths.

The girls were divided into two groups of four and five, while the

boys were divided into two groups of four. All groups viewed both vi-

deotapes, and the order of presentation was counterbalanced across girls

and across boys. Prior to watching each videotape, the youths were read

a standard set of five instructions which: (a) contained a brief de-

scription of the content of the videotape and requested the youths to

watch the videotape and write down on a special form things that they

liked and disliked about the way the C.C.W. rrhandìes the situation"¡ (b)

provided two examples of things that they might I ike and disl ike

("seemed concernedr¡; rrseemed fa i rrr; "seemed bossyrr; "seemed unfr i end-

ly")¡ (c) informed the youths that help in spelìing or writing was

available ¡f they wanted it; (d) requested that the youths refrain from

talking to each other; and (e) informed the youths that they would re-
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ceive a free movie pass and one dollar as payment, if they completed the

task.

After the youths finished writing their comments, they were provid-

ed with a rating form which read, rrPìease show how much you like the way

the staff member handled the situation you just saw on the T.V. by giv-

ing him one of the'gradesr below. Circle your choice.rr Nine choices

were available: A=excellent; B+; B=good; C+; C=averagei D+; D=poor¡ F+;

F=terribìe. Scores of F=0 to A=8 were assigned to each youthrs choice,

and descriptive statistics were calculated for the girls and the boys

rat i ngs.

Results and Discussion

l,lith the girls, the mean and standard deviation for ratings given

to t'lr.Bls pretest I performance were 2.67 and l.6J respectively, whereas

for his posttest performance they were 6.33 and l./6 respectively. Al I

nine girls gave l'1r.8's posttest performance a higher rat¡ng than his

pretest performance. Thus, girìs showed a definite preference for

Hr. B's performance when he used cont i ngency contract i ng as opposed to

the more traditional intervention.

l.lith boys, the mean and standard deviation for ratings given to lç1r.

B's pretest I performance were l+.88 and l.8l respectively, and for his

posttest performance they were !.OO and 2.2! respectively. Three boys

gave l'1r.Brs pretest I performance a higher rating, four gave his post-

test performance a higher rating, and one boy gave equal ratings to

both. Thus, boys preference was variable, and on the average they

showed no pref erence f or ei ther of 1,1r. B's thro intervent ion sty I es.
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Thus, it is apparent that girls have a definite preference for the

kinds of behaviors that t'lr.8 emitted whiìe contracting, while, boys¡

preferences are more idiosyncratic. However, the reasons for particular

preferences are not clear. A qual itative analysis of the comments writ-

ten by the youths regarding their likes and dislikes sheds some light on

this issue.

The girls produced a total of 7l written comments regarding things

they liked and disliked about l'1r.Brs tþ,,o intervention styìes. Severaì

comments were indecipherabìe, and a smal I number did not reìate to the

C.C.W.rs behavior. When such comments brere el iminated, a total of 57

remained. The key words in the girlsr comments are listed in the upper

portion of Table 3. Sometimes a particular comment was 1 isted by more

than one girl. ln such cases, the total number of girls who produced

the comment is listed in brackets beside the comment. With respect to

the traditional intervention, the ratio of 'rlikerr comments to "dislike'l

comments i s approx imatel y ì :4, whereas wi th the contract i ng i nterven-

tion, the I ike:disl ike ratio is approximately 4: l, a complete reverse.

The comments suggest that girls I iked the contracting intervention for

two reasons. They I iked some contracting-related behaviors pgry such

as the reward, the choice avai labìe to them during negotiation, the

clarity of the contract, and the fairness of contracting, but they also

liked a number of l,lr.Brs social behaviors such as being understanding,

caring, and so on. Thus, it appears that the girlsr preference for the

contracting intervention was based upon the presence of contracting-re-

lated behaviors and upon collateral changes in lt1r. B's social behaviors"
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Table 3

Comments* Written by Youths According to Interventj-on Style

Traditional Interventíon Contracting Intervention

Girls Like Gírls Dislike Girls Like Gírls Dislike

-patient,
talked about it

-giving advice
-givíng support
-polite

-pushy (4)
-doesntË give kíd
a chance (3)

-tone of voíce (2)
-too bossy (2)
-harsh
-rude
-not under-
standing

-not fair
-looks mean
-staring too

much
-blamed kid
-sounds angry
-his roughness
-nagging

-the reward (5)
-choice of punish-
ment and reward

-the contract
-made things per-
fectly clear

-faír (3)
-understandíng (2)
-caring (2)
-good atËitude (2)
-kind
-gives him a

chance
-not too pushy
-good tone of
voÍce

-easy going
-dídnr t beat
around bush

-not bossy
-considers kidsl
feelings

-the penalty (2)
-making a deal
-doesntt coach him

enough
-lectured a bit
-bossy

Boys Like Boys Dislike Boys Like Boys Díslike

-a little bit kind
-telling him
straight

-concerned

-doesntt give kíd
a chance (2)

-asks too many
questions (2)

-talks too much
(2)

-too bossy (2)
-tells too many
rules

-too nosey
-Èhe way he was
talkíng

-callíng him a
tough guy

-gave kid a
rough tíme

-unfair
-told kid to
smarten up

-staff butts in

-the reward (4)
-the bribe
-making a deal
-fair (2)
-they don't talk

much
-concerned

-the contract
-too sÈrict
-too boring
-too nosey

*In some cases the table contains only key words which were abstracted from longer
phrases. Spelling has been corrected.
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The boys produced a total of 57 written comments. 0f these com-

ments, a number were either indecipherable or not related to the

C.C.W.rs behavior. I,lhen such comments were eliminated, 33 remained.

The key words in the boysr comments are listed in the lower portion of

Table 3. As with the girls, a number in brackets indicates the number

of boys who made the comment. With respect to the trad¡tional interven-

tion,. the like:dislike ratio is approximately l:5, whereas with the con-

tracting intervention, the I ike:disl ike ratio is approximately 2.j21.

Using the relative number ofrrlikeil comments as a measure,, the boys ap-

peared to be more impressed wi th contracti ng than wi th the tradi tional

intervention, although they were less impressed with contracting than

the girls were. To the extent that they were impressed, their comments

suggest that they ìiked the reward more than the changes in Hr.B's so-

cial behaviors. ln consideration of the reìatively high average rating

given to the traditional intervention style, it is surprising that the

majority of comments which were produced by the boys constitute reasons

for disliking the traditionaì intervent¡on.

The comments listed in Table J provide a good indication as to what

stimul i were sal ient in control I ing the ratings made by the girls, al-

though the relationship between the boysrcomments and ratings is less

clear. lt is also apparent that the majority of the comments produced

wouìd readily be accommodated by the categories of youth-preferred and

youth-disl iked social behavior val idated by Wi I ìner et al. (1977), sug-

gesting that those same social behaviors are relevant to an analysis of

youth preference for contract¡ng. With reference to Study 3, it may be

that youth preference for contracting could be increased further by
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teaching C.C.W.s to increase their usage of those youth-preferred behav-

iors whích tend to decrease as contracting behaviors increase (e.g., po-

I iteness, êxplain why, offer to help, positive feedback, concern). Al-

though the boysr comments suggest that they were more impressed with the

reward than with social behaviors, preference for contracting might

sti I I be enhanced if preferred social behaviors occurred more frequently

and thereby became more sal ient stimul i.

Study 4 must be viewed as a prel iminary investigation of youth

preference for contingency contracting rather than as a definitive in-

vestigation. This is because preference may interact with several vari-

ables other than sex. All the youths were North American lndians and so

the extent to which the results can be general ized to other youths is

unknown. Although the results of Study 4 suggest that preference, ãt

least with gi rls, is a function of both contracting-related behaviors

(e.g., use of a reward, negotiation behaviors) and changes in C.C.W. so-

cial behaviors, a more sophisticated design would be required to permit

an evaluation of the relative contribution of these two categories of

behaviors, or an evaluation of the relative contribut¡ons of the various

behaviors wi thin ei ther category. Addi tional ly, Study 4 compared pref-

erence for contracting to only one other style of intervention. lt is

not possible to say how contracting would have faired in comparison to

another intervention, such as one that employed rewards but not written

contracts. Thus, Study 4 leaves many questions regardíng youth prefer-

ence as yet unanswered. Nevertheless, it is an important study (albeit

a prel iminary one) because it i I lustrates clearly that some youths have

a definite preference for contracting and that they are able to state
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specific contracting-related behaviors and specific C.C.l,l. social behav-

iors as the reason for their preference. This in turn means that it may

be possible to enhance preference for contracting by identifying and ma-

nipulating relevant contracting-related behaviors and relevant C.C.W.

social behaviors.



GENERAL DISCUSSION

Study I clearly demonstrated that the training manual was a useful

vehicle for teaching contingency contracting skills to C.C.W.s. The

pretest l-pretest 2 compar i son showed that C.C.W.s were unl ikely to use

the minimaì contracting behaviors which did exist in their repertoi res

prior to training unti I expl icitìy instructed to do so. The posttest

data, particularly that from phase 2, showed that the manual alone was

sufficient to increase both negotiation and contract writing behaviors

to a Ievel of proficiency that equalled or surpassed that of behavioraì-

I y-or i ented graduate students . The genera I i zat i on test data showed that

negotiation and writing skills ìearned via the manual generaìized to

situations where the C.C.l,J.s contracted with real youths. ln phase 2,

the median amount of time the four C.C.W.s spent reading the manual was

24 minutes, and this was not supplemented by any additional training

from the therapist. Thus, professionals responsible for staff training

can rely pr¡marily upon the manuaì as a training vehicle; they need not

devote a large amount of time to suppìementary training. However, in

view of the fact that with l1r.A and lç1s.G, negotiation behaviors tempo-

rari ìy weakened with Youth 2 and Youth l2 respect¡vely, ¡t is strongly

recommended that therapists periodical ìy assess C"C.W.s contracting

skilìs via tape recordings of contracting sessions, and provide some

supplementary training when necessary in order to ensure that contract-

ing ski I ls remain strong.

-67
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Fol lowing the completion of Study I, the C.C.h,.s were obl iged to

use contingency contracting only with those youths who frequently ran

away from the residence, as one component of a comprehensive treatment

package designed to reduce absconding that was being evaluated by the

authors. Two informal observations made by the authors during this

period of time are noteworthy.

First, C.C.W.s in both residences, in consultation with their su-

pervisors, began to use continþency contracting to modìfy probìem behav-

iors other than absconding. The C.C.W.s apparently considered the tech-

nique to be useful enough to extend its use to other problem behaviors,

even though they were under no obìigation to do so. This is desirable

since it represents a behavioraì correlate of the consumer satisfaction

data col ìected by questionnaire after Study 2, and supports the conten-

tion that the manual has social val idity.

Second, àf ter some C.C.W.s had completed the general ization tests

conducted in Study ì, they appeared to drift away from the specific ne-

gotiation behaviors prompted by the manualrs flowchart in two main ways.

The C. C.W. s never had been enthus i ast i c about the need to make d i rect

behavioral observations during basel ine and intervention conditions;

they felt that formal observation and recording procedures were too time

consuming. Consequently, data that had been obtained via formal obser-

vation and that had been recorded on special monitoring forms came to be

replaced by more subjective descriptions of behavior which were entered

into a youthrs chart several times each day, in the same way that infor-

mal observations about a youth's progress are typically recorded in res-

idences. ln addition, there was evidence that some C.C.l,J.s ceased ask-
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ing the youth to propose a reward and penalty, and instead began to

impose these consequences. ln some cases the imposed 'trewardrt was ac-

cess to standard privi leges that already were loosely contingent upon

other desired behaviors. ln fairness to the C.C.W.s, this situation

probably developed as a resuìt of a lack of funds required to purchase

extra reinforcers. These two changes in negotiation behaviors are, of

course, undesirable. However, the extent to which the effectiveness of

contracting was reduced by these changes is unknown because of the very

fact that the data col lected on problem behaviors became subjective and

guaì itative in nature. lnterestingly, C.C.W.s continued to use the

standard contract forms, probably because the forms hrere convenient and

time efficient.

Thus, while the manual is sufficient for promoting the acquisition

and general ization of negotiation and writing behaviors, ma i ntenance of

negotiation behaviors as defined by the flowchart wi I I probably require

the impìementation of a speciaì contingency. Periodic assessment of ne-

gotiation behaviors via tape recordings of negotiation sessions may help

in this regard, but in addition, supervisors or cl inical directors may

need to estabì ish specific contingencies in order to maintain control

over negotiation behaviors.

The manual's fìowchart of negotiation behaviors was developed in an

effort to fulfill three objectives. The first was to ensure that nego-

tiation per se would come to be viewed by C.C.W.s as a central feature

of the contracting process. The second bras to provide C.C.W.s with a

negotiation procedure which they could master quickly and easi ly in or-

der to maximize the applied value of the manual. The third was to make
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avai labìe a standardized negotiation procedure which is amenable to pro-

cedural rel iabi I ity checks so that in pubì ications of future research,

investigators can specify the extent to which the therapist's implemen-

tation of the independent variable actual ly conformed to the investiga-

torrs description of that variable. Objectives two and three apply to

the standard blank contract form as wel l. ln the present research, it

is apparent from the general ization test data in Figures 2 and 3 that

many of the C.C.!,/.s implemented the independent variable (i.e., con-

tracting) with close to .l00 percent adherence to protocol. Therefore,

u,e can be reasonably confident that the respective changes in youth be-

havior reported in Study 2 reflect the impact of contracting as it was

described in the method section of Study l. Had C.C.W.s deviated from

protocol to a large degree, that fact would be known and youth behavior

change, or lack of it, could be interpreted accordingly.

It may be that other investigators wi ì I wish to revise aspects of

the negotiation flowchart or standard bìank contract form. This is de-

sirable so long as the revisions meet two requirements. First, revi-

sions should be accompanied by data which show that the modified proce-

dure is in some way superior to the original one. Revisions based on

theoretical grounds, without supporting data, wilì only serve to de-

standardize a standardized procedure. Second, revisions supported by

data must be described technological ly.

Study 2 demonstrated that C.C.W.s who had learned to contract via

the manual could in fact use their newly acquired skills to effect sig-

nificant changes in the behavior of youths under their care. C.C.l,/.s

did not make interobserver reliabiìity checks, but this probably does
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not constitute a serious threat to the internal vaì idity of this study

because of the highly discriminable nature of the target behaviors.

l4oreover, ãl I staff members seemed to be convinced that significant be-

havior changes had occurred.

The behavior which was modified with three of the youths, room

cleaning, likely had minimaì cìinicaì signif icance (see Emery E l'larho-

ì in, 1977). However, "maintenance" behaviors such as room cleaníng are

often viewed as important to the day-to-day operation of the residence

by C.C.W.s, and so they probably are representative of some of the prob-

ìem behaviors which C.C.W.s will use contracting to modif y. l'loreover,

the other four behaviors whìch were successful ly modified (social izing¡

ignore teasing; appropriate school behavior; attendance at math class)

are unquestionably of cl inical significance. Study 2 is important be-

cause it constitutes a demonstration of the applied utility of the

training manual.

The importance of Study 3 stems from the fact that the social be-

haviors which C.C.W.s use while contracting may be extremely relevant to

the extent to which some youths find contracting to be an enjoyable and

acceptable form of treatment. ln generaì, Study 3 indicated that train-

ing in contracting via the manual has desirable effects on C.C.I.J. social

behaviors; some youth-preferred behaviors increased in percent occurence

and al I youth-disl iked behaviors decreased in percent occurrence. How-

ever, some youth-preferred social behaviors decreased in frequency, and

conseguently the future use of the manual should be supplemented by

training directed toward increasing C.C.hl.s use of those particular so-

cial behaviors.
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It is unclear at the present time which of the youth-preferred and

youth-disì iked behaviors are most related to youth preference, but Study

4 seems to indicate that youth preference for contracting is a function

of both contracting-specific behaviors and C.C.W. social behaviors, at

least for girls and probably for some boys. Vr,¡th more research, it may

be possible to determine if specific social behaviors are especial ly

relevant to enhancing youth preference, and if so, the training manual

could be revised to incorporate such findíngs.

ln summary, the present research demonstrated that the training

manual alone acquires a considerable degree of control over C.C.I,',.s1

contracting skills, although it is recommended that professionals peri-

odical ly score both negotiation and writing behaviors, and provide sup-

plementary training if necessary. l'loreover, the f lowchart and standard

blank contract form al low for easi ìy conducted assessment of procedural

reliability which undoubtedly will facilitate the interpretation of fu-

ture outcome research. Training C.C.VJ.s to us.e contingency contracting,

as defined by the manual, produced highly desirable col lateral changes

in C.C.W.sr use of youth-preferred and youth-disl iked social behaviors.

However, some youth-preferred social behaviors occurred less often fol-

lowing training, and consequently C.C.W.s should be prompted to increase

their use of those social behaviors. An assessment of youth preference

revealed that al I the girls and some of the boys who participated in

Study 4 preferred contracting to a more traditional form of interven-

t ion. Future i nvest igat ions of C. C.l,J. soc ia I behav iors dur i ng contract-

ing may produce even greater youth preference, which would be expected

to increase the long term effectiveness of contracting interventions.
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Review of the Literature

Cont i ngency contracts, oF behav i ora ì contracts as they are some-

times cal led, are written and signed agreements between two parties

which specify a behavioral requirement

for the fulfi ì ìment of the requirement

nyi, Gonzales, 6 Rechs, 1969; Lundel l,

2-Ð more descriptive terms,

to be met and the consequences

(DeRisi & Butz, 1975; Homme, Csa-

1972). ln Stuartrs (1971, p.

A behavioraì contract is a means of scheduling the exchange of
positive reinf orcements between tr^ro or more persons.... Con-
tracts structure reciprocaì exchanges by specifying who is to
do what, for whom, under what circumstances. They therefore
make expl icit the expectations of every party to an interac-
tion and permit each to determine the relative benefits and
costs to him of remaining within that relationship (Thibaut S

Kel ly, 195Ð .

Stuart considers contingency contracting to be a particularly use-

fuì way of schedul ing the exchange of reinforcers between two individu-

als when more natural patterns of reciprocal reinforcement have either

broken down, as in the case of troubled marriages, and families, or do

not ex¡st at all, as may occur in institutional settings. Stuart (.|97.|,

p. 2-Ð maintains that the process of contingency contracting rests upon

a foundation of four assumptions:

l. Receipt of positive reinforcements in interpersonal ex-
changes is a privi lege rather than a right.

By this Stuart simply means that individuals shoul.d not expect

something for nothing. lndividuals do not have an undeniable and ina-

I ienable right to reinforcers¡ reinforcers should be contingent upon

some behavior.

I I . Effect i ve i nterpersona I agreements are governed by the
norm of rec i proc i ty.
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Thibaut I Keìly (ì959) define a norm as a rule that is accepted to

some degree by both members of a dyad. Contracting is governed by the

norm of reciprocity, which is to say that an individual entering into a

contractual agreement wi th another i ndividual must compensate hi s part-

ner fairly for any concession made by his partner, and vica versa.

I I l. The value of an interpersonal exchange is a direct func-
t i on of the range, rate, and magn i tude of the pos i t i ve re i n-
forcements mediated by that exchange.

ln essence, an individualrs attraction to another individual is a

function of the proportion and value of positive reinforcers attained

through the relationship (Byrne 6 Rhamey, 196Ð. Contracting, in its

ideal form, is a way of ensuring that two individuals frequently present

one another with valued reinforcers, thereby increasing the value of the

relationship to each individual.

lV. Rules create freedom in interpersonal exchanges.

Contracts are essentially written rules which specify relationships

between behavior and consequences. Rules typicalìy impose limits upon

behavior and for this reason contracts may at first glance be seen as

confining rather than as creating freedom. However, Stuartrs contention

is that rules always exist in interpersonal relationships, although in

the absence of expl ici t wr i tten contracts, FUles are sometimes appl ied

inconsistently and/or changed without notice. Such a situation can lead

to the accidental transgression of the rule and consequent punishment.

Ambiguous or inconsistentìy appl ied contingencies tend to restrict be-

havior and generate anxiety. Contracts make contingencies of reinforce-

ment and punishment expì icit and consistent, thereby creating the free-

dom to behave in a manner which guarantees a desired consequence rather
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than an undesired one. I'loreover, knowing the rule allows one to make an

informed choice when deciding whether or not to respond.

A number of behavior therapists have presented guidel ines for de-

signing contingency contracts (e.g., DeRisi ê Butz,1975; Homme et al.,

1969; Lundell, 1972; Stuart, l97l). ln general, these sets of guide-

lines are quite similar to one another. A popular manuaì by DeRisi and

Butz (1975, p.7) suggests that the following steps are essential to the

process of cont i ngency contract i ng:

1. Select one or two behaviors that you want to work on first.
2. Describe those behaviors so that they may be observed and
counted.
3. ldentify rewards that wi I I help provide motivation to do
well.
l+. Locate people who can help you keep track of the behaviors
being performed and who can perhaps give out rewards.
5. l,lr i te the contract so that everyone can understand i t.
6. col ìect data.
7. Troubleshoot the system if the data do not show improve-
ment.
8. Rewrite the contract whether or not the data show improve-
ment.
9. Continue to monitor, troubleshoot, and rewrite until there
is improvement in the behaviors that were troublesome.
10. Seìect another behavior to work on.

Al I practitioners emphasize that the contract must be negotiated

rather than imposed. I n Stuart's (1971, p. 5) terms:

Just as contracts produce freedom through detai ì ing reciprocal
rule-governed exchanges, so must contracts be born of freedom,
since coersed agreements are I ikely to be violated as soon as
the coersive force is removed. Therefore, effective behavior-
a I contracts must be negot i ated. . . .

Wirh respect to content, DeRisi and Butz 0975, p.43) state thar a

contract should contain the fol lowing elements:

I . Date agreement beg i ns, ends, or i s renegot i ated.
2. Behavior (s) targeted for change.
3. Amount and kind of reward or reinforcer to be used.
4. Schedule of reinforcer's del ivery.
5. Bonus clause for sustained or exceptional performance.
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6.Statement of the penalties that will be imposed ¡f the spec-
ified behavior is not performed
/ . Schedu I e for rev i ew of progress .

8. Signature of al I those involved: cl ient, parents, mediator,
and yourseìf.

I n addi tion to these elements, Stuart (1971) has suggested that a con-

tract should outline the manner in which the behav¡or in question is to

be mon i tored and recorded.

The various guidel ines for the effective use of contingency con-

tracting appear to have been derived primari ly from behavioral theory

and from each practitionerrs cl inical experience. Although contracting

has been used with considerable success in treating a variety of behav-

ior problems (as illustrated below), l¡ttle in the way of process re-

search has been conducted (Kazdin, 1980). Thus, how to make contingency

contracting maximal ly effective is not known. This is an issue which

wi I I be examined in detai I later,

Some of the kinds of behavior problems that therapists have used

contingency contracting to treat include: (ì) marital discord (e.g., Ja-

cobson, 1977; Knox, 1971; Stuart, 1969, 1980; l.leiss, Birchler, 6 Vin-

cent, 1974); management of psychiatric patients (e.g., Bergman, 1975:'

0lFarrell, Goodenough, 6 Cutter, l98l; Upper, Lochman, 6 Aveni, 1977)i

(3) problems related to self-control such as weight control (e.g., Ara-

gona, Cassady,6 Drabman, 1975¡ l4ann, lg72), smoking cessation (e.g.,

Paxton, ll8ì; Spring, Sipich, Trimble, E Goeckner, ì978; Winett, 1973) ,

alcohol abuse (e.9., Gotestam & Bates, l97li Teicher, Sinay, E Stum-

phauzer, 1976), and drug abuse (Boudin, 1972i Frederiksen, Jenkins, E

Cat:r, 1976; Poìakow 6 Doctor, lg7Ð; and (i+) school reìated behavior

problems (e.g., Bristol 6 Sloane, 197\; Cantrell, Cantrell, Huddleston,
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E Woolridge, 1969; Homme, l97l; Kirschenbaum, Dielman, ê Karoly, 1982) .

ln addition to these areas of appì ication, contingency contracting has

been used rather extensively in the treatment of adolescents deemed to

be'rdelinquentrrorrrincorrigibìe.r' As delinquency is the area to which

the research described herein relates, a review of the relevant ì itera-

ture is presented beìow. The review is divided into two sections¡ the

first discusses research on outcome whiìe the second discusses research

on process.

A Review of the 0utcome Research

0utcome research is research which relates to the effectiveness of

a treatment (Davison ê Neaìe, ,1982). ln the case of contingency con-

tract i ng wi th adol escents, both uncontrol I ed case stud i es and control I ed

studies exist. ln this review, studies are classified asr¡controlled'l

if some type of comparison group was employed in the case of large N de-

signs, or if a reversal or multiple baseline was employed in the case of

small N designs.

Uncontroì led case studies. Cantrel I et al (l geg) i nst i tuted a

contingency contracting procedure with chi ldren and adolescents in

grades one through eleven who had problems invoìving truancy, aggres-

siveness, steaì ing, and underachievement. The youths were al I judged to

be capable of emitting more appropriate behaviors, indicating that the

problem was primari ly one of improper contingency management. The au-

thors prepared the wr i tten contracts but had teachers and/or parents

monitor behaviors and administer reinforcersi. No data were actual ly

presented but the authors concluded that the results of contracting were
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'rsufficiently encouraging to warrant recommending an experimental analy-

sis of contingency contracting as a cl inical method.rl

Tharp and Wetzel (.l969) taught eight paraprofessionals to use be-

havior modification techniques with an emphasis on contingency contract-

ing. These paraprofessionals then helped parents and teachers design

treatment programs for 77 predel inquent chi ìdren who had a variety of

behavior probìems in the home and school. Contingency contracting often

was the main treatment strategy employed. The intervention was success-

fuì in reducing 89 ? of the probìem behaviors by jO % or more from base-

line levels.

Stuart (ì971) described the case of a l6-year-old girl with a his-

tory of drug abuse, truancy, exhib¡ tionism and promiscuí ty. Attempts to

control her behavior by her overly strict parents had led to the devel-

opment of an antagonistic relationship between the girl and her parents.

Despite parental resistance, Stuart was able to negotiate a contract be-

tween parents and youth wherein reinforcers such as free time and allow-

ance were made contingent upon adherence to curfew, schoolwork, and

chores. The data indicate that the occurrence of desired behaviors in-

creased in probabi I i ty fol lowing the implementation of the contract.

Brooks (.l974) employed contingency contracting to increase school

attendance in two habitual ly truant highschool students. The first case

described was that of a li-year-old girl who had attended school only

one or two ful I days per week during the first quarter of the school

year. This youth had been counseled at school, threatened with suspen-

sion, and punished by her mother (her social activities were restricted

and on one occasion she suffered corporal punishment), but she continued
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to miss over three-fourths of her cìasses. The therapist met with the

youth and her mother and designed a contract whereby the girl could earn

systematic reductions in the restrictions her mother had placed on her

sociaì activi ties (i .e., she could earn free time) . Teachers signed

speciaì cards to mon'itor class attendance. No data were presented but

the therapist reported that the youth attended classes regularly. Con-

tracting was discontinued after six weeks but class attendance main-

tained, perhaps because the girlrs mother began to socially reinforce

school attendance. The second case described was that of a l6 year oìd

boy who began to miss classes fol ìowíng his parentsr separation. The

youth general ly attended his homeroom period when attendance was taken

and then left the school at a later time. This behavior was thought to

have occurred for the entire, previous school year. The therapist met

with the youth and his mother and designed a contract whereby the boy

couìd earn money for a trip to Disneyland contingent upon attending

classes. Teachers signed special cards to monitor his attendance. No

data were provided but the therapist reported that the youth attended

al I his classes and that the behavior maintained even after the formal

contracting was di scontinued.

BIechman, 0ìson, Schornagel, and Turner (1976) discuss the case of

a ì4-year-old boy who had several behavior problems at home. The boy

and his mother attended a cìinic where they were taught to use contin-

gency contracting in five sessions. Problem behaviors which the youth

h,as to change included refusal to do dishes, refusaì to empty garbage,

and verbal ly insulting his mother. Problem behaviors which the mother

uJas to change included interrupting the youth whi le he was doing home-
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work or h,atching television. Frequency counts pre and post-training in-

dicated that the problem behaviors decl ined significantly wi th both the

youth and h is mother-.

Frederickson et al. (lglí) report the successful use of contingency

contracting in the treatment of a poly-drug abusing adolescent. An as-

sessment had revealed that poly-drug usage had occurred for three years

and that it was reinforced by the avoidance of famiìy problems, peer ap-

proval, and pleasurable physical effects. Rather than attempt to de-

crease drug use directly, the authors negotiated a contract designed to

increase attendance at a vocational school and to modify the communica-

tion ski I ls of al I fami ly members. Urine analyses indicated a marked

reduction in drug use fol lowing the ini tiation of contracting sessions,

and change maintained at a one year follow-up. ln addition, self report

ratings indicated that al ì fami ly members were happier with their rela-

tionship following contracting and this effect also maintained at the

one year fol low-up.

Stumphauzer (1976) discussed the case of a l2-year-old girì with a

problem described as iluncontrol lable steal ing." The youth frequently

stole money from home and school. Stumphauzer used an intervention con-

sisting of training in cognitive self-control (see f,leichenbaum ê Good-

man, 1971), contingency contracting, and fami ly therapy, to suppress

steaì ing from a basel ine of 5 or 6 instances per week to zero. The

treatment gains were maintained at an l8-month fol low-up.

Teicher et al. (1976) taught paraprofessionals to use contingency

contracting with adolescents and their fami I ies to treat problems relat-

ed to alcohol abuse,.drug abuse, truancy, and poor academic performance.
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0f the ten paraprofessionals who initiated training, only four completed

it. Twelve adolescents participated in the study but data were present-

ed only for one i ì lustrative case. Contracting was successful in in-

creasing the youthrs school attendance and decreasing his alcohol in-

take.

Welch (1976) reported the case of a ll-year-old boy with problems

of aggression against a sibling, theft of money from family members, re-

fusal to do chores, and refusal to speak to family members for days at a

time. The intervention consisted of teaching negotiation skiìls and

contingency contracting to the youth and his parents. The author re-

ports that the contracting had a successful outcome but no data were

prov i ded.

Allison, Kendall, and Sloane (1979) used a token economy to in-

crease the frequency of a number of desirabìe behaviors and to decrease

the frequency of a number of undesirable behaviors with a group of in-

stitutional ized male and female del inquents. The investigators then

changed the motivational system from a token economy to a procedure

which the authors cal led a "standing contingency contract.rr Behavioral

objectives were achieved more reliably with the latter system, and staff

found it easier to implement. However, counterbalancing was not em-

ployed and so the effectiveness of the standing contingency contract was

confounded by prior exposure to the token economy. ltloreover, the term

rrstanding contingency contractrrmay be a misnomer since there was no ev-

idence that a written contract bJas negotiated or that the youths agreed

to the terms of the contract.
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Thoresen, Thoresen, Klein, l.Jiìbur, Becker-Haven, and Haven (1979)

used contingency contracting as one treatment eìement in their work with

incorrigible chi ldren (age 6-13) I iving in Learning House. The chi ldren

h,ere initial ly treated with a comprehensive token economy and later

graduated to a contingency contracting system. Thoresen et al. present-

ed an illustrative case study of a youth with a problem of arguing with

staff and other youths. Contracting reduced instances of arguing from a

baseline average of about 4 per day to 0 per day. The improvement main-

tained even after the contracting ceased, apparentìy due to the positive

interactions he began having with peers and staff during the contracting

phase.

Control led research. I'lacDonald, Gal I imore, and l,lacDonald (ì970)

taught a paraprofessional how to make "deals¡r with six adolescents who

were described as chronic, intermediate schooì nonattenders. '¡Deaìsrl

were referred to as contracts by the authors although it is not clear

f rom the i r descr i pt ion whether or not the contract r.{as wr i tten or ver-

bal. The r¡dealsil were designed to increase school attendance. Reinfor-

cers which the youths negotiated for included money, clothes, and games

of pool. The average weekly school attendance of the six youths in-

creased considerably following implementation of the rrdeals'r. Using an

ABAB design, the authors demonstrated that the increased attendance was

due to the presence of ther¡dealsrr. ln a second study, two paraprofes-

sionals negotiated rrdealsr¡ with 20 chronic high school nonattenders as

in the first study. A third paraprofessional who bJas not taught how to

make trdealsrr contacted l! other high school nonattenders and talked to

them about the importance of attending school. The average weekly at-
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tendance of the "deals" group showed a moderate increase from basel ine

whi le the data for the other group showed a sl ight decrease in atten-

dance.

Ferdun, Webb, Lockard, and llahan (1972, cited in Burchard ê Lane,

1982) compared 4!2 youths who participated in a contingency contracting

program in one institution with 329 control youths from another institu-

tion. Youths were not randomly assigned and they h,ere matched on only

one variable, age. Thus, the two groups may not have been equivalent at

onset. A measure of parole violations favored the contract¡ng group but

a measure of recidivism did not.

Stuart and Tripodi (.|973) used contingency contracting supplemented

by communication skills training to treat 79 delinquents and their fami-

lies who were referred to their Family and School Consultation Project

due to a variety of behavior problems. Fifteen youths and their fami-

ì ies who refused treatment were used as a comparison group. I'leasures of

school attendance and of grades favored the contracting group. ln addi-

tion, a greater percentage of the control subjects were subsequently re-

ferred to juveni le court. No difference was found in schooì tardiness.

Fitzgerald (lgZt+) worked with 20 male juveni ìe probationers who had

been ordered by the court to pay fines. Alì youths urere provided with

an opportunity to engage in yard work and house painting tasks with the

money earned going directly to the court. Some boys were randomly as-

signed to a contracting group where working was reinforced with time off

probation and/or tickets to sports events. Other boys were randomly as-

signed to a control group and were told that working could reduce proba-

tion time but no contract was negotiated or signed. The boys who con-
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tracted for reinforcers worked significantly more hours than the boys in

the control group over a l0-day period.

A series of studies by Patterson and his colleagues (Walter S Gil-

more, 1973i Patterson, 197\; W¡liuz t Patterson,197Ð also lend support

to the uti I ity of contingency contracting with del inquent adolescents.

Patterson (ì974) worked with the famiìies of 2J boys who had a diagnosis

of conduct disorder. All families were referred by agencies such as the

juveni le court. Treatment consisted of teaching the parents to use ba-

sic behavioral management techniques wi th an emphasis on contingency

contracti ng. Usi ng a behavioral codi ng system, the authors observed and

coded deviant youth behaviors in the home pre and post intervention.

Parents also scored the occurrence of deviant youth behaviors each day.

Both scoring systems showed significant reductions in deviant youth be-

havior in the home during the intervention and at a one year follow-up.

Using a sample of l2 of lrhe 27 treated families referred to above, l,Jiltz

and Patterson (1974) demonstrated that the intervention produced signif-

icant reductions in deviant youth behavior whereas no such change occur-

red over a comparable time period in a waiting ìist control grouP. Wal-

ter and Gi lmore (lgZ¡) compared the data from six of the 27 treated

families referred to above with six families comprising an atte,ntion

placebo control group who simply met with the therapist and discussed

their childrenrs problems for the same number of sessions as the treated

fami I ies. Youths in treated fami I ies showed significant reductions in

deviant behaviors but youths in the attention placebo group did not.

Stahl (1975, cited in Stahl, Ful ler, Lefebvre, ê Burchard, 1979)

compared the effect of three interventions upon teacher ratings of the
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classroom behavior of 40 youths attending the Hunt Youth Center. Youths

in a contingency contracting group received points which could be ex-

changed for back-up reinforcers contingent upon positive teacher rat-

ings. Youths in a behavioral rehearsal group were reinforced for prac-

ticing appropriate classroom behaviors outside of class. Youths in a

self evaluation group were reinforced for ìearning to accurately self

evaluate the adequacy of their classroom behavior, regardless of whether

it was good or bad. Teacher ratings improved with all three groups but

with those students whose rat¡ngs were lowest during basel ine, the con-

tingency contracting procedure produced the greatest improvement. ltlore-

over, a greater improvement in grades occurred in the contingency con-

tract i ng group.

Jesness (1975, 1976) compared the effectiveness of a behavior modi-

f i cat i on program at the Kar I Hol ton Schooì wh i ch empl oyed cont i ngency

contracting suppìemented by other behavioral techniques with a trans-

actional analysis program at the 0.H.Close School. Unfortunately the

transactional analysis program also used a form of contracting; youths

negotiated goals and formulated a treatment contract, although no ex-

pl icit reinforcers were made contingent upon adherence to the contract.

Over 400 boys were randomly assigned to each of the two programs. The

programs targeted academic, sociaì, and deviant behaviors for change.

Both programs affected academic achievement in a positive way. Boys in

the transactional anaìysis group improved more on measures of attitude

whereas boys in the behavior modification group showed sl ightly greater

improvement on ratings of behavior. At a one year fol low-up, recidivism

rates of both groups were superior to those of control institutions but

they did not differ signifieantly from one another.
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Weathers and Liberman (197Ð initiated a behavioraì intervention

consisting of contingency contracting and communication ski I ls training

with 28 male and female juveni le probationers and their fami I ies. Twen-

ty of the fami I ies dropped out of the program before treatment com-

menced, many during a period where the parents were required to collect

baseìine data. 0nly six famili.es actual ly negotiated a contingency con-

tract. Using a muìtiple basel ine design across fami I ies, these re-

searchers examined the effect of the intervention upon measures of ver-

bal abus iveness to parents, curfew compl i ance, school attendance,

performance of chores, and a pre-post scoring of the Jesness Behavior

Checkl ist. Sixteen adolescents whose fami I ies had completed an initiaì

assessment before dropping out were used as a comparison group with

measures such as the Jesness Behavior Checklist, school grades, and num-

ber of probationary incidents. The intervention had no significant im-

pact on any measures except for a modest decrease in verbal abusiveness.

However, the study has been criticized by Blechman (1976) for failing to

provide fami ly members with sufficient tra¡n¡ng in contracting ski I ls.

Stuart, Tripodi, Jayaratne, and Camburn (1976) randomly assigned

102 predel i nquent adoìescents and thei r fami I ies who were referred to

the Fami ly and School Consultation Project to an experimental group or

to a waiting I ist control group. The random assignment yielded two

groups which were demographical ly simi lar, but the experimental group

had a modest overrepresentation of fami ì ies described as Isocial ly dis-

organized'r (i.e., very low income and single parent families). This

fact, plus the fact that a small number of families in the control group

sought and received heìp elsewhere but were retained in the control
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group, produced a bias against the experimentaì group. The intervention

consisted of contingency contracting in both the home and school. Ten

outcome measures were employed. These measures included grades, atten-

dance, ratings by the teacher, ratings by the referral source, and a va-

riety of ratings by the parents. The adolescents treated with contin-

gency contracting improved more than the control group on eight of the

ten measures, with five of the differences achieving statisticaì signif-

icance, despite the conservative research design.

Stuart, Jayaratne, and Tripodi (1976) randomly assigned 60 school-

referred predelinquent youths to either an experimental group or a group

therapy attention placebo control group. The intervention consisted of

therapists meeting with the youths and their fami I ies and negotiating

contingency contracts for improved school behavior. Youths in the con-

trol group.were assígned to school counselors who provided them with a

variety of activities thought to have minimal therapeutic potential.

The experimental and control groups \^/ere similar demographically except

that the experimental group had an over representation of single parent

fami I ies; a fact which I ikely biased the outcome of the study against

the experimentaì group. Other biases existed as weì l. Five of the most

problematic youths in the control group were dropped from the study. ln

add i t i on, some of the counsel ors conduct i ng the group therapy attent i on

placebo controì informally initiated their own contingency contracts

and/or provided tutoring to l3 of the control youths. Thus the research

design inadvertently became a highly conservative one wi th several bias-

ing factors operating against the experimental group. Thirteen depen-

dent measures brere used: s i x ref I ect i ng school performance (e.g. ,
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grades, absences); six reflecting the behavior of the youth and his fam-

i ly at home (e.g., parental ratings of the youth-parent relationship,

ratings of marital adjustment) ; and a measure of court contacts. De-

spite the biasing factors, the youths in the contingency contracting

group improved more than the youths in the control group on all ìJ meas-

ures, aìthough only four of the changes achieved statistical signifi-

cance.

A series of studies conducted by Alexander and Parsons and their

col leagues (Rlexander & Parsons, 1973i Alexander & Barton, 1976i Alexan-

der, Barton, Schiavo, E Parsons, 1976; Klein, Alexander, E Parsons,

1977) also support the efficacy of contingency contracting treatment

programs wi th del i nquent youths. The i nvest i gators refer to the i r i n-

tervention as I'behavioral systems therapy for fami l ies" (Alexander E

Barton, 1976). lt is designed to replace maladaptive family interac-

tions with contingency contracting skills and there is a considerable

emphasis placed upon teaching the communication and negotiation ski ì ls

required to establish a successf ul contingency contract. l^lhile con-

tracting was the main treatment vehicle, some families also were provid-

ed with ¡rbibliotherapyil and some were taught to use token economics with

younger chi ldren.

Alexander and Parsons (197Ð randomly assigned 99 male and female

juveniles and their families who were referred by the juvenile court to

a behavioral family therapy condition or to one of three control condi-

tions: a cl ient-centered fami ìy group therapy condi tion; a psychodynamic

fami ly condi tion (these f í rst two treatments were representative of the

kinds of treatment often provided to juveni les in that state and which
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controlled for therapist contact and expectations of success); or to a

no treatment cond i t i on wh i ch control I ed for the effects of maturat i on.

The four groups were al ike demographical ly. The experimenters hypoth-

esized that the behavioral training in negotiation and contracting

skills would lead to increased reciprocal reinforcement and increased

clarity of communication, and that this in turn would lead to decrease

in delinquent acts. To assess the former two behaviors, the researchers

had the famiì ies engage in 20-minute discussions where total talk time,

periods of silence, and frequency of positive interrupt¡ons were meas-

ured. To assess the latter behavior, they analyzed court records to de-

termine recidivism rates. The results of the study favored the behavior

fami ly therapy group on aì I measures. This group demonstrated the fol-

lowing significant effects: (ì) more equality of talk time, indicating

more participation by al I fami ly memberst (2) less si lence, indicating

greater general family activity, and (3) a greater frequency of positive

interruptions, again reflecting increased participation. The recidivism

rate for the entire county was 5'lZ. For the client-centered group it

was \72, for the psychoanalytic group it was 73?, and for the no treat-

ment group it was 50?. ln contrast, the recidivism rate for the behav-

ioral f amily therapy group vras 262, a statistical ly signif icant reduc-

tion in del inquent acts. Simi lar findings have been obtained in

replication stud¡es by Alexander and Parsons (.1976) and Alexander et al.

(t976).

Klein et al. (1977) conducted a 2.5-3.j year follow-up of the fami-

lies treated by Alexander and Parsons (.|973). Their interest was in ex-

amining the effect of the behavioral intervention on the recidivism

rates of the siblings of the adolescents treated in that study. The si-
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bl ing recidivism rates were: for the cl ient-centered control group, 592;

for the psychodynamic group, 632; and for the no treatment group, \OZ.

The sibling recidivism rate for the behavioral family tlìerapy group was

2OZ, a statistically, lower rate. Unfortunately, this finding may not

be as impressive as it first appears since it is not known whether the

sibling groups were demographically simiìar to begin with.

I'lills and Walter (197Ð conducted a study with 76 delinquenr ado-

lescents referred to them by the juvenile courtsr and described as being

the courts most serious offenders. Fifty-three were assigned to a be-

havioral employment program and 2J were assigned to a control group.

Assignment was not random; a youth was assigned to the control group ¡f

no job was available when he entered the program. The two groups ì¡Jere

similar in age but no data were presented to indicate that they were

simi lar wi th respect to variables such as sex distribution, socioeconom-

ic status' job history, or type of offense. The intervention consisted

of: (l) recruiting and training local employers to use sociaì rein-

forcementt (2) establ ishing a contingency contract between the experi-

menter and the youths where the youth agreed to bring an evaluation

sheet completed by the employer to the experimenter on a weekly basis in

return for a paycheck; (3) train¡ng the youth in proemployment ski I ls

(e.g., being on time, call ing in if il l, following instructions, etc.) ;

and (4) placing the youth in a job. At one year follow-up, 90.6% of the

experimental group had no further arrests and had avoided institutional-

ization whereas only 30.42 of the controls had no further arrests and

only 4/.82 naa avoided institutional ization. 0f those youths who were

initial ly in school, 8S.lZ of the experimental youths were sti I I in

school as compared to only 33.32 of the controls. One hundred percent
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of the experimental youths were placed in jobs and 34'A of them were

sti ì I employed at foì low-up. 0nly 392 of the controì youths obtained

jobs and O? were sti I I empìoyed at fol low-up.

Besalel and Azrin (.l981) worked with 2l youths and their parents.

The youths urere referred for therapy by agencies such as school guidance

and probation, for problems such as chronic steaì ing, aggression, truan-

cy, and incorrigibility. The youths were randomly assigned to a treat-

ment group or a waiting list control group. Using a problem checklist,

four dependent measures were obtained on a pre and post-intervention ba-

sis: (l) the mean number of problem behaviors emitted by youths as

scored by parents¡ (2) the mean severity of those problems as scored by

parentst (3) the mean number of problem behaviors emitted by parents as

scored by youths; and (4) the mean severity of those problems as scored

by the youths. The i ntervent i on cons i sted of cont i ngency contract i ng,

communication ski I ìs training, and overcorrection. Results indicated

that the number and severity of behavior problems scored by both parents

and youths decreased significantly for the treatment group but not for

the waiting I ist controì group. When the intervention was eventual ly

implemented with the latter, a repìication of the effects of treatment

was ach i eved.

0f the controìled studies cited above, most confounded the effects

of cont i ngency contract i ng by suppì ement i ng th i s procedure wi th other

behavioral techniques. 0nly Stuart, Jayaratne, and Tripodi (ì976)

clearìy state that contingency contracting was the only intervention em-

ployed. The other studies ei ther expl ici tìy stated that supplementary

procedures brere employed (e.g., Alexander ê Parsons, 1973; Jesness,
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1975, 1976; Patterson , 197\) or they d i scussed the i r procedures so

briefly as to preclude a determination of whether or not supplementary

procedures þrere employed (e.g., Stahl , 1975, ci ted in Stahl et al.,

197Ð.

Nevertheless, contingency'contracting was usual ly described as the

primary intervention technique. Consequently, it is apparent that con-

tracting, at ìeast when supplemented by other procedures, fares wel I in

comparison to more traditionaì therapies, attention placebo controÌs,

and no treatment controls (Alexander E Parsons, 1973, 1976; Fitzgerald,

197\; Klein et al., 1977i l'lacDonald et al., ì970; l'lills E Waìter, 1979;

Stahl, 1975 cited in Stahl et al., 1979; Stuart, Jayaratne, E Tripodi,

1976| Stuart ê Tripodi , 1973; Stuart, Tripodi, Jayaratne, & Camburn,

1976; I,lalter S Gilmore, 1973; Wiltz E Patterson, l97q , although several

less supportive findings exist (Jesness, 1976¡ Weathers ê Liberman,

1975a) .

Two questions arise from this outcome research. (l) VJhy was con-

tracting effective in most but not all of the studies? (2) How can con-

tracting be made even more effective?

A possible ansh,er to the first question relates to unquantified

variation in the contingency contracting procedure. ln general, the re-

search reviewed above cannot be called technological in the sense that

the term is used by Baer, Wolf, and Risley (1968). That is, the great

majority of investigators did not specify the exact nature of the con-

tracting procedure in a manner so precise as to unambiguously allow for

direct repl ication of the procedure by another researcher. For the most

part these researchers simply indicatecl that their contracting procedure
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was implemented in a manner simi lar to that described in preceding re-

search articles such as those by Homme et al. (lggg) and Stuart (.l971).

Yet none of the earì ier studies- are compìetely technological themselves,

for aìthough they stress that contracts must be negotiated, they provide

no operational ized procedure for the negotiation process. Consequently,

it is likely that the contracting procedures employed in the research

reviewed above differ from one another to an unknown degree. Variabi I i-

ty in procedure may account for variability in outcome. This problem is

further compl icated b/ the fact that individual therapists may have de-

viated from protocol to an unknown degree. ln other words, the indepen-

dent variable (contingency contracting) may not have been presented to

the youths and their famil ies in the manner in which it was described in

'the method section of the respective articles. There is some evidence

that this did in fact happen. ln an analysis of data collected in the

study by Stuart and Tripodi (197Ð which was reviewed above, Stuart and

Lott (lglZ) found that both the content of the contracts and the number

of contract renegotiat¡ons were significantly affected by therapist in-

fluence. As a result of this finding, Stuart and his colìeagues (Jayar-

atne, Stuart, E Tripodi, 197/+¡ Stuart, Tripodi, Jayaratne, & Camburn,

1976) recommended that investigators use standardized contracting proce-

dures in their research. However, even if standardized procedures are

adopted, there would be no way of knowing the extent to which therapists

conformed to those procedures unless procedural (independent variable)

reliabÌlity checks were conducted in a manner analogous to the way in

which dependent variable rel iabi ì ity checks are customari ly made in be-

havioral research (e.g., Kazdin, 1980). Recentl¡1, several articles have
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appeared in the literature which emphasize the necessity for procedural

reliabiìity checks in order to ensure the integrity of the independent

variable in research (B¡ 1 I ingsley, Whi te, E llunson, ì980; Peterson, Ho-

mer E Wonderlich, 1982). Thus, ¡t is apparent that the creation of a

standardized contingency contracting procedure, which could be subjected

to rel iabi I ity tests when appl ied, would faci I itate the interpretation

of future outcome research and also the training of neophyte therapists.

ln order to answer the second question as to how to make contingen-

cy contracting with del inquents even more effective, an analysis of the

process of contracting must be undertaken in order to determine those

aspects of the procedure which are essential to successful outcome so

that they can be emphasized, and those aspects which are nonessentiaì or

even detrimental so that they can be deleted from the procedure (Davison

E Neale, ì982). Relevant I iterature is reviewed below.

A Review of the Pr ôe ess Research

There are a multitude of process variabìes which may relate to the

effectiveness of contingency contracting with adolescents. Some of

these variables have been investigated, ãlthough not always with a de-

I inquent adolescent population. l,lany have yet to be studied.

I . The re i nfor nt cont i noencv l./inett (197Ð employed a con-

ti ngency contracti ng procedure wi th i ndividual s who were tryi ng to qui t

smok i ng. Cì i ents depos i ted S55 wi th the therapi st and s i gned contracts

which specified their responsibilities in terms of reducing cigarette

consumption. lrlith the experimental group, the contract specified that

$15 would be returned each time a particular reduction criterion was
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ach¡eved on schedule whereas no such clause existed in the control group

who simply received $15 each time they attended a certain number of

meetings. ln other words, the control group received money noncontin-

gently with respect to smoking cessation. Results favored the contin-

gent group.

Kanfer, Cox, Greiner, and Karoly (ì974) a'lso demonstrated the im-

portance of the reinforcement contingency in a study with undergraduates

required to engage in a cold pressor test. The dependent variable was

the length of time the subjects kept their hands emersed in ice water.

Subjects who were reinforced for contract fulfi I lment tolerated the ice

water I onger than subj ects who rece i Ved re i nforcement cont i ngent upon

contract mak i ng.

Eyberg and Johnson (1971+) trained two groups of parents to use be-

havioraì techniques to modify problem behaviors emitted by their chi l-

dren. Both groups were required to pay a fee in advance. With the ex-

per imental group, ârì addi tional moni tary deposi t was requi red and the

experimenter imposed a contract which stated that portions of the entire

deposit would be returned contingent upon a number of desired behaviors

such as session attendance and completion of homework assignments. Pa-

rents invoìved in contracting were significantly superior in assignment

completion, number of chi ld behavior problems treated, and therapist

rat i ngs of cooperat i on.

Spring et al. (1978) found that cl ients who signed a contingency

contract which stipulated that they would lose deposited money if they

failed to quit smoking urere more likely to be abstinent at the end of

treatment than cl ients who signed a noncontingncy contract wherein they

simply pledged to quit smoking.
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The study by Spring et al. (1978) does not control for the effect

of noncont i ngent re i nforcement, and the study by Eyberg and Johnson

(1974) suffers from the same confound, in addition to failing to control

for the presence of a written contract versus no written contract. Nev-

erthel ess, the resuì ts of these studi es are cons i stent wi th the resul ts

obtained by Vr,inett (1973) and Kanfer et al. (1974) which clearly demon-

strated the importance of the contingency per se.

2. The nature of the performance criteria. Kanfer et aì. (1974)

compared two groups of undergraduates on a cold pressor test. Group I

received vague oral instructions which asked the subjects to keep their

hands emersed rras long as you can." Group 2 received expl icit written

instructions asking them to try and keep their hands emersed for three

minutes. These subjects also signed a contract indicating their intent

to try and fulfitl the behavioral requirement. No reinforcer was pro-

grammed but all subjects had volunteered for the experiment and appar-

entìy h,ere curious and interested in participating. Subjects in group 2

kept their hands in the ice water for a significantly longer period of

time. Technical ly the effect of the expì icit written performance cri-

teria was confounded by the fact that these subjects aìso signed a con-

tract. However, this study still demonstrated that a signed contract

with expl icit performance criteria is more effective in promoting behav-

ior change than less expì icit verbal instructions.

Seidner and Kirschenbaum ('l980) provided evidence of the importanee

of explicit performance criteria independent of a written contract.

They conducted a study with undergraduate students who wished to improve

their study habits. Using a factor¡al design, they compared the effect
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of presenting subjects with vague performance criteria versus explicit

performance criteria and the effect of having a signed contract versus

no contract. Subjects in groups I and 2 were given vague instructions

for performance. They were simpìy told that the treatment would improve

their study habits in a manner that would become clear to them as the

treatment progressed. Subjects in group J, l+, and 5 were given explicit

instructions for performance. They were toìd how to self-monitor study

habits and how to rearrange their environment so as to make it more con-

ducive to studying. Groups I and 3 did not have a contract. Groups 2

and 4 signed a contract which stated that they intended to increase

their study time by a specific amount by the end of the treatment. That

is, their contract specified a long term behavior change goal. Group !

signed a contract which stated that they intended to make certain behav-

ior changes on a daily basis. No group received any programmed reinfor-

cer, although presumably improving their study habits would lead to im-

proved grades. A number of measures of study behavior were made,

including self-reports and changes in grades. The results of the study

indicated that the subjects who received expl icit performance criteria

(groups J and 4) improved their study behavior more than subjects who

received vague performance criteria, (grouPs ì and 2), even though the

subjects in group 3 did not have a contract. 0f the groups which re-

ceived expl icit performance criteria (groups 3, 4, and 5), the group

that signed a contract which specified daily behavioral requirements

(group 5) showed the greatest behavior change. Thus, this study demon-

strates that contracts with explicit and immediate performance criteria

are more effective than contracts which specify vague and long term be-

havioral requi rements.
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Kirschenbaum, Dielman, and Karoly (.l982) further examined the

effect of expìicit performance criteria and contacting upon behavior

change. Five students in an educational rehabi I itation faci I ity partic-

ipated. Four of the five students were over 30 years of age and were

recovering alcohol ics whi le the fifth was a divorced teenage mother.

None had achieved a grade 12 education. A single case ABCBC research

design \^ras employed. ln the A phase, baseline data were collected. ln

the B phase, the students were presented wi th the fol lowi ng expl i ci t

performance criteria: (l) attend each cìass; (2) be on t¡me; (3) partic-

ipate in class; (4) refrain from private conversation; (5) do homework

promptly and accurately; and (6) study for tests. ln the C phase, a

contract was implemented to facilitate meeting some of these performance

criteria. The reinforcer was a supportive letter sent to the insti tu-

t i on wh i ch control I ed the studentsr f i nances. Data on homework accuracy

and classroom participation were presented for three and two students

respectively. Providing expl icit performance criteria alone improved

performance with two students whose basel ine performance bras very poor

and with one student whose basel ine performance was already reasonably

good. I t fai led to produce an effect wi th two students. Contracting

improved performance even more, except where further improvement was

difficult due to cei I ing effects. Contracting also improved performance

with two students who had not responded to the explicit performance cri-

teria alone.

3 . The nature of the behavior. Stuart (1971) cautioned that the

behavioral requirement should be kept small when contracting with ado-

lescents because adults control relatively few of the stimuli which
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serve as reinforcers for teenagers. V'/eathers and Liberman (lgZg) concur

with this opinion. Simiìarìy, DeRisi and Butz (197Ð maintain that it

is especially important that the first behavior targeted for change be a

relatively simple one. Although these contentions have not been tested

experimental ly within the context of contingency contracting wi th ado-

lescents' they are consistent with what is known about establishing be-

haviors wi th reinforcement via noncontracting methods (e.g., Kazdin,

ì 980) . l'loreover , the impress ion of Weathers and L iberman (1978) i s that

studies of contracting with adoìescents which have produced the best re-

sults have generalìy targeted a single discrete behavior.

4 The nature of comoe t i nq cont i nqenc i es. The effectiveness of

any reinforcement program is partially determined by the strength of the

natural ìy occuring contingencies which are promoting the problem behav-

ior. Since the caretakers of adolescents control comparatively few pow-

erful reinforcers whereas peers often control many (Stuart, 1971), cer-

tain naturaì ly occurring albeit undesirable contingencies may be

difficult, if not impossible, to counteract via contingency contracting.

To date, no research has been directed towards predicting which, if any,

behaviors are likely to be under such powerful control by naturally oc-

curring contingencies so as to be unmodifiabìe by contingency contract-

ing. Such a I ist might eventual ly be acquired if journals publ ished

wel I implemented but unsuccessful contingency contracting attempts"

5. Tvpe of contract. Stuart (.l969, l98O) identified two rypes of

contracts, the rrpartitive'r or rrquid pro quorr contract and the rrhol istic'l

orrrgood faithrrcontract. ln the case of the former, there is a point-

to-point, if-then contingent relationship between the behavioral re-

quirement and the reinforcer. An example of sueh a eontract would be:
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(l) lf Bill returns

ìl:00 P.tl. each

for one week,

then 1,1r. Brown wi I I give

Bi I I 55 on Saturday

morning

then l,lr. Brown wi I I al ìow Bi I I

to use the car on Friday

n i ght.

home by

night

(2) lf Bill attends school

each day for 5 days,

(3) f'low the lawn each Saturday

morning.

l4ost of the stud ies wh ich

Take him to a footbal I

Saturdays.

rel ate to cont i ngency

(3) lf Bill mows the lawn then 1.1r. Brown wil I take Bill

on Saturday morning, to the football game Saturday

af ter noon

ln the case of the ìatter, each party I ists the reinforcers they desire

and the contract simpìy states that each party wi I I attempt to present

the other with these reinforcers. An example of such a contract wouìd

be:

It is understood thats

l'1r. Brown would like Bill to: Bil I would Iike I'lr. Brown to:

(l) Return home by Il:00 P.tl.

each n i ght.

Give him 55 al lowance each week.

(2) Attend school each weekday. Allow him to borrow the car on

Friday nights.

game on

contracti ng wi th

adolescents appear to have employed the quid pro quo type, whereas good
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faith contracts seem to be the preferred type in the behavioral marital

therapy I iterature (Stuart, .l980). As of yet there is no evidence that

one type is more effective than the other. Jacobson (1978b) compared

the two within the context of marital therapy and found no significant

difference, but no such study has been done with del inquents.

7 The content of the contract. Practitioners have s uggested that

contracts should contain the fol lowing elements: (l) names of the par-

ties involved; (2) specífication of the desired behavior; (3) specifica-

tion of the reinforcer; (4) specification of a bonus for sustained or

exceptional performance; (5) specification of a penalty for fai lure to

meet the behavioral requirement; (6) date the contract begins and is to

be renegotiated; (7) specification of a monitoring system; and (8) sig-

natures of the parties involved (DeRisi E Butz, 1975; Lundel l, 1972;

Stuart, 1971). lt is possible that some of the elements are more essen-

tial than others but I ittle research has been conducted to assess this

possibi I i ty. Stuart and Lott (1972) exami ned the contracts obtai ned

from the 79 youths and their families treated in the Stuart and Tripodi

(197Ð study discussed previousìy. They looked to see if any of the

fol lowing content variables were related to outcome: (l) overal I length

of contract; (2) number of privileges; (3) number of bonuses; (4) number

of penalties; (5) number of times contracts were renegotiated; (6) in-

clusion of school attendance and/or performance responsibi I ities; (7)

inclusion of chore respons¡bil¡ties; and (8) inclusion of money and/or

free time pr ivi leges. The authors concluded that these contract charac-

teristics were unrelated to treatment outcome.
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6. The duration of the contractino i ntervention I n the treatment

of 79 youths and their families, Stuart and Tripodi (197Ð randomly as-

signed clients to a lS-day, \S-day, or 90-day time-constrained treatment

group. Ten dependent measures were used to assess outcome. 0nly two

significant dífferences between the three groups were obtained. The

lO-day treatment led to greater improvement in school attendance whi le

the l!-day treatment led to more positive changes on the Jesness Social

l'la l adj ustment Sca l e. l.Jhen changes on a l l l0 measures were cons i dered,

the authors concluded that the three treatment conditions were of equal

effectiveness. lnterestingly, the analysis of Stuart and Lott (1972)

indicated that during the 45 and 90-day conditions, therapists waited

for a longer period of time before renegotiating the contracts than they

did during the l5-day condi tions. Since renegotiation usual ly involves

making changes desired by the youth or the parents, it would seem to be

most desirable to make such changes as soon as possible, yet when given

extra time, therapi sts appear to procrasti nate.

Jayaratne et al., Stuart, Tripodi, and Jayaratne ( in press, cited

in 197Ð report on the comparison of 2l-day and 60-day time-constrained

contracting treatments with delinquent youths and their famiìies. Once

again, there were no significant differences between the two groups.

Apparentìy lengthening the treatment period beyond two or three weeks

does not add to the effectiveness of contingency contract¡ng.

8. The nature of treatment termination. I n a study by Suart et

al. (in press, cited by Jayaratne et al. 197Ð study, two methods of

treatment termination were compared; fading and nonfading. ln the fad-

ing condition, the therapist slowly reduced his contact with the clients
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in a systematic manner. ln the nonfading condition, contact with the

therapist ended abruptly at a prespecified time. Twenty-eight dependent

measures were employedi l3 relating to behavior at school, eight relat-

ing to behavior at home, and seven relating to attitude change. The

fading versus nonfading manipuìation produced no significant differences

on any dependent measure.

9 . Therapi st character i st i cs. ln their anaìysis of the data ob-

tained by Stuart and Tripodi (197ì, Sruart and Lott (1972) analyzed the

relationship between therapist characteristics and outcome. Ten thera-

pists were involved in treating the 79 youths and their famiìies. Four

were professional social workers with from ì to 6 years experience, five

were social work students, and one was a medical student. An anal¡,sis

of covariance with six dependent measures which were uniformly avai lable

for al I cl ients yielded no significant relationships. Neither sex of

therapist nor professional status hras related to outcome. Consequently,

Stuart and Lott (1972) concluded that therapist variables other than sex

and professional status may be related to the effectiveness of contract-

ing. Specifical ly, they suggested that the therapistrs abi I ity to fa-

cilitate negotiation and compromise between the youth and parents may be

a critical determinant of contracting effectiveness but data related to

these variables were not col lected by Stuart and Tripodi (1973) .

Alexander et al . (1976) conducted a more direct assessment of the

relationship between therapist characteristics and the effectiveness of

cont i ngency contract i ng . The therapy emp I oyed was the behav i ora I -sys-

tems therapy for fami I ies discussed previously (Alexander ê Parsons

197Ð which rel ies heavi ly upon contingency contracting. Twenty-one
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therapists (14 males and 7 femaìes) were used to provide therapy to 2l

del inquent adolescents and their fami I ies. Two therapists were Ph.D.'s

with considerable experience, l3 were graduate students with ì-2 years

exper i ence, and 6 were undergraduates wi th no pr i or exper i ence. Each

therapist worked with one family after receiving l0 weeks of training in

the behavior-systems approach. Prior to beginning therapy, each thera-

pist was rated on eight f-point scales which quantified the fol lowing

characteristics: (l) affect-behavior integration; (2') humor; (3)

warmth; (4) directiveness; (5) self-confidence; (6) self-disclosurei Q)

blaming; and (8) clarity. 0n the basis of a subsequent correlation with

outcome, these eight process variables were col lapsed into two global

mean scores for each therapist: (l) rrrelationship ski l lsil which included

the measures of affect-behavior integration, warmth, and humor; and (Z)

rrstructuring skillsrr which included the measures of directiveness and

self-confidence. These globaì scores, attained before treatment, were

entered as the independent variables in a multiple regression analysis

where outcome was the dependent variable. 0utcome was quantified by the

use of a 4-point scale where: l=terminated after first session;

2=attended several sessions but terminated against therapistrs advice;

J=completed treatmentr positive change in communication and contract¡ng

ski I ls, sti I I unable to problem-solve without assistance; 4=same as 3

but also able to problem-solve without assistance. Results indicated

that the relationship and structuring scores accounted for 59.652 of the

variance in outcome.

Therapists ìâ,ere divided between good-outcome therapists (those

whose fami ì ies achieved an outcome score of 3 or 4) and poor-outcome

therapists (those whose families achieved an outcome score of ì or 2).
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Good-outcome therapists were found to have significantly higher

relationship and structuring scores. l,loreover, when recidivism at a l2

to 15 month fol low-up was examined, the recidivism rates in the poor-

outcome families (l's and 2's) were 60Z and !0% respectively whereas the

recidivism rates for good-outcome families'(3's and 4's) were OZ and 0?

respectively. Final ly, samples of therapy sessions were scored for

rates of¡ (l) defensive communications (aversive verbal and nonverbal

behavior emi tted by fami ly members) and (2) supportive communications

(empath i c, rei nforc i ng, probì em-solvi ng verbal behaviors emi tted by fam-

i ly members), and a ratio of supportiveness/defensiveness was computed.

Early in therapy there h/as no significant difference in these ratios be-

tr^Jeen poor and good-outcome families whereas later in therapy a signif i-

cant difference favoring the good-outcome fami I ies was obtained. Thus'

"relationshipr¡ and I'structuring'r therapist ski l Is appear to enhance the

effect i veness of cont i ngency contract i ng when effect i veness i s measured

by lower attrition, lower recidivism, decreased defensive communication

and increased supportive communication.

10. The neqotiation of contract contents. Practitioners who ini-

tiated the contracting approach to the treatment of adolescents' behav-

ior probìems emphasized that contracts must be negotiated rather than

imposed upon the youth (e.g., Homme et al., 1969i Stuart, 1971; VJeathers

6 Liberman, 197Ð . The effect of negotiat¡on versus imposition of the

terms of the contract upon outcome has not been assessed experimentally

but a number of case studies exist which support the content¡on that ne-

gotiated contracts are more effective.
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Stuart (1971) describes the case of a l6-year-oìd girl with a vari-

ety of behavior problems. Her parents hrere very controlìing and resis-

tant to the concept of negotiation. The_first contract was uni lateral

in nature, essential ly stipulating the behaviors desired by the parents

with I ¡ttìe consideration given to the daughterrs desires. Not surpris-

ingìy, it fai ìed in short order. A second contract which appeared to

al low for more negotiation was considerabìy more successful.

ln their analysis of the data collected, by Stuart and Tripodi

097Ð, Stuart and Lott (1972) found no relationship between outcome and

length of treatment or contract content. Consequently, they concluded

that the process of negotiating contracts is probabìy a major determi-

nant of treatment outcome.

Welch (1976) worked wi th a l3-year-old boy wi th muì tiple behavior

problems. lnitially his parents brere unable to employ contingency con-

tracting because contracting sessions rapidly broke down into name-caì l-

ing and verbal abusiveness. t.lelch then taught the youth and his parents

to negotiate using a procedure described by Kifer, Green, and Phi I I ips

(.l974) . Fol ìowing negotiation ski I ls training, a successful contract

was implemented.

ln generaì, a number of practitioners have mentioned the importance

of the negotiation aspect of contracting (e.g., Frederiksen et al.r1976;

Jacobson, .l978c), and behavior therapy texts usual ly emphasis the impor-

tance of negotiation as well (e.g., DeRisi Ê Butz,1975; Gambrill, 1977:'

Weathers E Liberman, 1978). ln addition, there is some evidence apart

from the contingency contracting literature which suggests that clientsl

behavior will improve more when they harre some control over treatment
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contingencies than when such contingencies are imposed upon them (Brow-

nel l, Coì letti, Ersner-Herschfield, Herschfield, 6 Wi lson, 1977; Lovitt

ê Curtiss, 1969).

lnterestingìy, thère is also evidence that placing some I imitations

on the process of negotiation may be desirable. Jayaratne et al. (1974)

d i scuss a study wh i ch compared I'f i xed'r contracts wi th r¡open" ones. I n

the fixed contract group, the number of reinforcers, behaviors, bonuses,

and penaìties were standardized and the therapists and fami I ies negoti-

ated only .the detai ls of the contract. Renegotiation periods were also

prespecified. ln the open contract group, nothing was standardized and

renegotiation could occur at any time. l,lore positive results were ob-

tained with the fixed contract where the contract format and schedule

for renegotiation was standardized.

lì. lnteqration with other treatment. With some exceptions,

(e.g., llacDonald et al., 1970¡ Stuart, Jayaratne, E Tripodi, 1976) moSt

of the studies which were reviewed supplemented contingency contracting

with some other form of behavioral treatment. The supplementary treat-

ment most often was some form of communication ski I ls training (e.g.,

Alexander 6 Parsons, 1973; Stuart 6 Tripodi , 197Ð, aìthough other sup-

plementary techniques such as b¡bl iotherapy and token economies were re-

ported (Patterson, 197Ð . lnvestigators general ly agree that contingen-

cy contracting works best when used in conjunction with other behavioral

treatments (Stuart, Jayaratne, E Tripodi, 1976; Weathers and Liberman,

1978; Wells E Forehand, l98l), but no anaìysis has been conducted to de-

termine which, if any, supplementary therapies faci I itate or inhibit the

effectiveness of contracting. The I iterature suggests that any therapy

which teaches communication and negotiation ski I ls should increase the
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effectiveness of contracti ng since negotiation i s an important aspect of

the Iatter treatment (e.g., Stuart .l971; Stuart E Lott, 1972; Welch,

1976) .

Parenthetically, it may be noted that while many investigators be-

ì ieve that negotiat¡on ski I ls training potentiates the effectiveness of

contracting, at ìeast one investigator has cautioned that contracting

may inhibit the effectiveness of negotiation and problem-solving ski I ls

training (Jacobson, 1978b, 1978c). Working in the area of behavioral

marital therapy, Jacobson has argued that stimul i which might normaì ìy

be reinforcing (e.g., backrubs; expressions of affection) wilì sometimes

lose their reinforcing potentiaì if the del ivery of such stimul i are

scheduled within the context of a conträct since partners wilì attribute

the occurrence of the behavior to the contract rather than to genuine

caring by the spouse. Jacobson's theory has yet to be tested in either

of the realms of marital therapy or therapy with delinquents.

12, Cl ient characteristics. Cl inical lore states that contingency

contracting is best suited for youths who are over ll or 12 years of age

(e.g., l.Jeathers ê Liberman, 1978; Welìs ê Foreìand, .l98ì) , but there ap-

pears to be I ittle empirical evidence for this conclusion.

Patterson (1974), correlated several cl ¡ent variables with treat-

ment outcome. Specifical ìy, father-absent fami I ies and ìower social

class fami I ies were both associated with poor outcome. Number of si-

blings, ordinal rank of problem child, age of problem child, and age of

mother showed no significant correlation with outcome.

Stuart, Tr i pod i , Jayaratne, and Camburn (1976), found that con-

tracting was most effective w¡th youths in the fol lowing subgroups: (l)
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blacksi Q) youths l0-to-.l2 years of age; (3) lower income families; (4)

fathers 4l and older; (5) mothers J8 and older; (6) mothers with high-

school education or ìess; (7) youths not the eldest child; and (8) four

or more children in the family; in other words with the type of youths

whom the authors describe as being rrmost at risk.'r These findings con-

fl ict somewhat wi th those of Patterson (1974) who found that middle-

class fami I ies benefited more from treatment. Stuart et. al. suggest

that this is likely due to the fact that Pattersonrs treatment was more

cognitively oriented, since it included readings and written responses

to a programmed instruction manual, and therefore may have been better

suited to middle class clients who generally have adequate academic

skills. At the present time ¡t is only possible to conclude that client

variables wi I I I ikely interact with the effectiveness of contracting,

but the reìevant variabìes have yet to be identified. Contingency con-

tracting may be an inappropriate treatment technique for some clients,

but ¡t is also possibìe that it may prove to be uniformly effective ¡f

appropriate training procedures are matched with relevant cì ient charac-

teristics.

r3. Nature of past contract i ng exper i ences. Stuart and Lott

(1972) suggest that famiìies with a strong history of constructive nego-

tiation will benefit maximally from a contracting treatment approach.

ln light of what has been said regarding the importance of negotiation,

this suggestion seems very reasonable but it has not been empirically

tested. Similarly, it is generally accepted that the terms of a con-

tract must be fulfilled promptly and as agreed upon if the therapy is to

work (Gambrill, 1977). lf parents or child-care staff break the con-
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tract by not providing the reinforcer or by finding some reason to nul-

I ify the contract, then the youth wi I I be less I ikely to fulfi I I the

terms of subsequent contracts. Some support for the contention that

past experiences can affect subsequent contracting efforts exists.

As will be recalled, Kanfer et aì. (1974) used a cold pressor test

wi th undergraduates. These i nvest i gators found that past exper i ence

with the experimenter affected the length of time a subject would keep

her hand emersed in ice water. During an initial trial, the experimen-

ter told subjects in one group that they had performed the task incor-

rectìy and he then asked them to participate in a second trial. A sec-

ond group of subjects were asked to engage in a second trial because the

experimenter engaged in a telephone conversation instead of col ìecting

data during the first trial ¡ an explanation designed to annoy the sub-

j ects . Resu I ts showed that subj ects who be I i eved that they had per-

formed the task incorrectìy on the first trial toìerated the ice water

significantly longer on the second trial than subjects who were able to

blame the error on the experimenter. Apparently the annoying behavior

of the experimenter during the first trial resulted in less cooperative

subj ects on the second tr ¡ a I .

Karoly and Kanfer (1974) asked I to ì2-year-old girls to play a

"scarecrow game" wherein they were to keep their arms extended sideways

'for as long as they couìd. Fol lowing this, the girls engaged in a mo-

notoRous letter crossing task for which they r^rere promised candy. Four

groups h,ere util ized. ln a rrkept-contractrr group the children were

promised candy and the promise was fulfilled. ln a I'broken-contract-

negative" group the girls were given less candy than had been promised.
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ln arrbroken-contract-positiverrgroup, the girls were given more candy

than promised. ln arrdouble messagerr group the girls were given the

promised candy along with a mi ld verbal criticism of their performance.

The scarecrow game was then played again. The rrbroken-contract-posi-

tiverrgroup increased the time they kept their arms extended while the

other groups remained unchanged. Surprisingly, this study does not sup-

port the contention that a history of broken contracts wiìì have adverse

effects on subsequent contracting efforts. However, the method section

of this study failed to make clear whether therrcontractrrwas negotiated

versus imposed, or r^rritten versus verbaì, and so it is impossible to say

how reìevant these findings are. With this I imitation in mind, ¡t is

interesting to note that the group which received the "bonus" candy was

the onìy group to increase i ts performance over basel ine; a finding

which may support the inclusion of a I'bonus clauserrin a written con-

tract.

Beiersdorf (1975,ci ted in Kanfer , 1977) systematical ly repl icated

the Karoì y and Kanfer (.l974) study. F i rst and fourth grade chi ldren

were used as subjects and contract fulfillment was over or underpayed by

large amounts. ln this study, underpayment resuìted in significantly

lower, later performance on the scarecrow game than either overpayment

or accurate payment, as would be expected. lt appears as though a his-

tory with unfulfi I led or broken contracts does effect performance on

subsequent contracts, but there may be an interaction between the nature

of the behavior required and the magnitude of the reinforcer promised

but not del ivered.
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ì4. The nature of the condi tions of referral Stuart and Lott

0972) aìso suggest that contracting outcome may be partial ly determined

by the nature of the referral. They speculate that a family which pres-

ents for treatment as a resutt of an action taken by a social agency may

be more motivated to attempt contracting therapy than a family not so

referred, even though some effort is reguired to learn how to contract

and some 'rcost'r is involved in terms of mak ing compromises with another

party. Presumably this is because the social agency impl icitly or ex-

pl ici tly implements a cont¡ngency designed to foster compl iance in the

referred fami ly. This hypothesis would appear to be at odds with the

phenomenon of reactance, discussed in the social psychoìogy I iterature

(e.g., Brehm, 1966), and it has yet to be tested.

15. l'lode I of serv i ce de I ivery. Cont i ngency contract i ng serv i ces

have been del ivered to consumers i n two di fferent \days. Accordi ng to

one model which is referred to as a'rdyadic model" (Tharp E VJetzel,

196Ð, a professional therapist meets with the youth and either his pa-

rents if he lives at homer oF child-care staff íf he has been incarcer-

ated, and teaches these i ndividual s the contracti ng technique. Thera-

pist contact is frequent unti I the cl ients demonstrate that they have

mastered the technique and no longer require professional help. The

goaì is to teach the youth and his parents/child-care workers a skill

which th.ey can continue to use on their own. This model of service de-

livery appears to have been employed in most of the uncontrolled case

studies previously reviewed (e.g., Fitzgerald, 197\; Frederiksen et al.,

1976¡ Stuart, 19712 Stumphauzer, 1976; Welch,1976), although the non-

technological nature of these studies often makes the model d¡fficuìt to

ascertain.
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A second model of service delivery is known as the "triadic modeìrl

(Tharp ê Wetzel, 1969). ln this method of service delivery, a profes-

sional trains and then supervises severaì paraprofessionals referred to

as rrmediatorsrr, each of whom has direct conLact with a number of

cl ients. The professional's role is primari ly that of consuìtant. This

is the model which was used in the majority of the controlled research

studies reviewed previousìy (e.9., Alexander 6 Parsons, 1973; Patterson,

197\i Stuart I Lott, 1972; Weathers ê Liberman, 197Ð. l{ediators are

often psychology or soc i al work students i n trai ni ng (e.g., Alexander E

Parsons, 1973; Stuart E Lott, 1972), but individuals with less profes-

sional training have also been empìoyed. For example, Tharp and Wetzel

(1969) used as mediators a variety of individuals who previously had no

training in any of the helping professions (e.9., a housewife, a cock-

tai I wai tress, a carpenter, a footbal I player) . Some of the mediators

used by Alexander et al. (1976) were undergraduate students with no pri-

or therapy experience.

The triadic model of service del ivery is potential ly more efficient

than the dyadic model in that the use of mediators allows for the provi-

sion of service to a greater number of clients. However, one of these

models may be more effective than the other in terms of outcome. lt is

possible that contingency contracting deì ivered via the dyadic model

might be more effective since the therapist is a professional with more

advanced training and more clinical experience than is typical of media-

tors. 0n the other hand, well trained mediators may be just as compe-

tent as professionalsrand if they are indigenous to the cl ient popula-

tion, they may be able to establish rapport and foster client trust and
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cooperation better than professionals (Graziano E Katz, 1982). At pres-

ent the comparative effectiveness of the dyadic versus triadic models of

service del ivery as appl ied to contingency contracting with del inquents

has yet to be determined.

16. The traininq procedure. I n previous sections of thi s paper

three related issues were discussed: (l) the beì ief that the negotia-

tion aspect of contracting is critical to its success; (2) the fact that

studies were generally not technological enough to allow for precise de-

termination of the procedures used for training contracting skills; and

(3) the fact that potential variabi I ity in procedure may account for

some of the variability in outcome which has been noted in the litera-

ture. A standardized and technologicaì (Baer et al., .l968) contracting

procedure should help to reduce outcome variabi I ity by increasing proce-

dural rel iabi I ity (Jayaratne, Stuart, E Tr ipodi, 197¡q.i Stuart, Tripodi,

Jayaratne, 6 Camburn, 1976). I'toreover, ¡f a standardized procedure was

uniformly adopted by numerous researchers, specific aspects of the pro-

cedure could be varied in a systematic and technoìogical manner untiì an

optimal ly effective procedure was developed.

As mentioned, most investigators in the studies reviewed did not

describe their contract¡ng procedure in detail. However, several more

detai led descriptions of component contracting ski I ls have been pub-

I i shed.

Kifer, Lewis, Green, and Phi I I ips (1971+) describe a negotiation

procedure which they used when teaching predel inquent youths and their

parents to negotiate confl ict situations. Their procedure is quite com-

pìicated and so it w¡ll be described only in brief. Each youth-parent

pair was seen for a weekly training session. Each session fol lowed a
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three-step format which involved a Presession Simulation, a Discussion

and Practice Simulation, and a Postsession Simulation. ln the Preses-

sion Simuìation the clients were asked to try and resolve a hypothetical

confl ict. ln the Discussion and Practice Simulation the trainers foì-

lowed a procedure cal led the "si tuations-options-consequences-simula-

tion,rr S.O.C.S., (Roosa, 197Ð, in which the trainer descríbed the prob-

lem situation, possible response options, and possible consequences of

the response options. Youth and parent selected a desirable consequence

and a response option which wouìd I ikely ìead to that consequence.

Cl ients then practiced the S.0.C.S. model. The Postsimulation Session

was conducted exactly as the Presimulation Session. Three component ne-

gotiation behaviors were measured: Complete Communication; ldentifica-

tion of lssues; and Suggestion of Options. A Complete Communication was

defined as t'statements that indicate oners position (what one thinks or

wants) regarding the situation being discussed and that are followed in

the same verbal ization by a request for the other person to state his

position or respond to the position just expressedrr (p. 35Ð. ldentifi-

cation of lssues was defined asrrstatements that explicitly identify the

point of conflict in the situation'r (p. 35Ð. Suggestion of Options was

defined as, rrstatements that suggest a course of action to resolve the

confl ict, but not mereìy restatements of that person's original posi-

tionll (p. 359-360). lnstructions, practice, and feedback were used to

train both the youth and parent to use al ì three negotiation behaviors

during the Discussion and Practice simulations. Training ended after

two consecutive Presession Simulations in which cl ients used al I three

negotiation behaviors between the two of them. The percentage of nego-
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tiation behaviors increased as a result of training and generalized from

the training situation to the home situation where real conflicts were

reso I ved .

The negotiation training procedure presented by Kifer et aì. (1974)

is certainly described in a more technologicaì manner than is character-

istic of most studies reviewed, but probìems remain. First, the proce-

dure is sti I I not technological enough to be adopted as a standardized

procedure. For example, negotiation does not always lead to an agree-

ment between the youth and his parent (i.e., an agreement to a suggested

response option rather than to the originaì position of one of the nego-

tiators), and ¡t is unclear what the cl ients are to do in such a situ-

ation, and how long they are to persist in trying to reach an agreement.

Second, the i nvest i gators report that each youth-parent pa i r requ i red

from 9 to l0 hours of training. This is problematic for several rea-

sons. A therapist might be wi I I ing to devote this amount of time to

training if he or she was responsible for only one youth-parent pair,

but if the therapist was responsible for training a number of youth-pa-

rent pairs, the time involved would be prohibitive. ln a residential

care setting where many youths and staff would require training, a pro-

cedure this lengthy would be extremely difficult to implement for obvi-

ous practical reasons; staff would not have the time and many youths

would not have the patience. Third, Kifer et al. (1974) did not use

their negotiation training procedure within the context of contingency

contracting and so they provide no guidel ines for writing contracts.

Kifer et al.ts (.1974) procedure does not appear to have been employed in

any of the contracting studies reviewed above with the exception of the

ease study by Weleh (1976) 
"
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The S.0.C.S. model employed by Kif er et al. (1971+) is simiìar to

DrZurilla and Goldfriedrs (.|971) modeì of problem-solving which in-

cìudes: (l) def ining the problem¡ (2) listing possibìe solutions via

brainstorming; (3) predicting probable consequences; and (4) implement-

ing the solution. Robin, Kent,0'Leary, Foster, and Prinz (1977) used

D'Zur i I I a and Goldfr i ed¡s model to teach youth-parent pa i rs to resolve

conflicts. This model has potential as a method for training the nego-

tiation ski I I aspect of contingency contracting, but I ike the Kifer et

al. (1974) study, Robin et al. (1977) did nor integrate rheir procedure

with the other aspects of contingency contracting, and their description

of their procedure is not technological enough for adoption as a stan-

dardized procedure. ln addition, the training of each youth-parent pair

took 5 hours, a length of time which would likely prohibit the use of

the procedure in a residential setting.

Weathers and Liberman (.l975b) described a contracting procedure

which they cal led the Fami ly Contracting Exercise. The youth consti-

tutes one "team'r and the parent(s) a second "team". The procedure con-

sists of six phases: (l) ldentifying Rewards for 0thers; (2) ldentifying

Rewards for Self; (3) Setting Priorities on Rewards; (4) Empathizing;

(5) Setting Costs on Providing Rewards; and (6) Bargaining. The first

two phases employ pre-printed cards which I ist commonly valued reinfor-

cers for both youths and parents. Blank cards are included so that

idiosyncratic reinforcers may be listed. At the end of the second phase

both teams have acquired a list of fíve personal reinforcers, and they

are ahrare of the contents of the other teamrs list. ln the third phase,

each team ranks their five reinforcers from most valued to least valued.
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ln the fourth phase, one team reads one of their cards which I ists a

val ued rei nforcer to the other team, states how d i ff i cul t they bel i eve

it wouìd be for the other team to provide them with this rei¡rforcer and

then hands the card to the other team. Teams alternate unt¡l all cards

are read and exchanged. Weathers and Liberman (1975b) contend that the

procedure develops empathy and thatrrparticipants learn to put them-

selves in the other's positionr' (p. 2ll). ln the fifth phase, each team

is asked to rank the cards now in their possession according to how dif-

ficult or costly it would be to provide that reinforcer to the other

team. ln the sixth phase the'two teams negotiate a contract. They are

instructed to: (l) suggest possible deals; (2) make counter-proposals;

(3) make compromises, and (4) specify the details of agreements (i.e.,

reinforcers to be exchanged on a guid pro quo basis) by attaching the

relevant cards opposite to one another on specially designed Contract

Board. Specially designed Data Strips for recording contract compliance

are also provided and attached to the Contract Board.

Weathers and Libermanrs (1975b) Fami Iy Contracting Exercise is par-

tial ly but not entirely technological, and several other problems exist.

First, in phases three, four, and five, each team ranks the extent to

which they value the five reinforcers, ranks the other teams desíred re-

inforcers in terms of how difficuìt or costly they would be to provide,

and empathizes with how difficult it would be for the other team to pro-

v¡de them with the reinforcers they desire. These exercises undoubtedly

generate information but the authors do not specify how this information

¡s to be used. Second, in phase six the two teams are asked to suggest

deals, make counter-proposals, and make compromises, but the sequencing

of these events is not specified (e.g., t{ho begins?). Third, the proce-
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dure does not specify what is to happen if the youth or a parent fail to

emit the desired behavior during any of the six phases. A fourth prob-

lem, reìates to technology. Weathers and Liberman - (1975b) instruct

therapists to 'rfeel free to add whatever else you think is necessaryrr

(p. 20Ð to the Family Contracting Exercise in order to maximize its ef-

fectiveness. This advice, ìf fol lowed, would certainìy add to procedur-

al variability. Fifth, no guidelines are provided for the production of

a written contract. Sixth, Weathers and Liberman (1975a, 1975b) report

that with the Fami ly Contract Exercise, fami I ies require ì.! hours to

negotiate a contract in the presence of the therapist. Presumably the

clients wouìd eventually ìearn to use the exercise without the therapist

but even so, a procedure which initially requires 2 hours of the thera-

pist's time may be difficuìt to impìement on a large scale basis such as

in a residential care facility where a large number of youths and staff

might require training. The Fami ly Contracting Exercise appears to have

been adopted only by Weathers and Liberman (1975a). As discussed earli-

êr'¡ the del inquent youths who participated in the study showed minimal

change in behavior. However, no procedural rel iabì ity checks were made

and so it is impossible to know if the Famiìy Contracting Exercise was

actually conducted in the manner in which it was described.

Blechman and her col leagues (Blechman, 197\¡ Blechman E 0lson,

1976; Bìechman,0lson,6 Helìman,1976; Blechman et al., 1976) described

a contingency contracting procedure which they cal Ied the Fami ly Con-

tract Game. A brief description fol lows. The youth and his parent (s)

constitute tþ.ro teams, Red and Blue. Contract development centers around

a game board. The center of the board contains: (l)Problem Cards upon
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which problem behaviors are written; (2) Reward Cards upon which desired

re i nforcers are wr i tten; (3) Bonus Cards wh i ch conta i n humorous state-

ments and/or award the player an amount of play money; and (4) Risk

Cards which fine the player an amount of play money. The perimeter of

the board is divided into ìl+ squares. Each square instructs one player

(identified by a red or blue playing piece) to perform a specific action

(e. g. , rrRed, draw a Prob I em Card .'r) , to make a statement (e. g. , "Red,

tell Blue what to do more of and when.t') , or to ask a question (e.g.,

IBlue, ask Red if he agrees with the reward you cho.se.rr). The l4

squares are divided into four basic components of problem-solving: (l)

Problem Choice (sguares I S 2) where a Problem Card is seìected; (2)

P I ease Descr i pt i on (squares J-6) where pì ayers def i ne and agree upon a

more pleasing behavior to repìace the probìem behavior; (3) Consequence

Choice (squares 7-10) where Reward Cards are selected and players agree

upon how the more pleasing behavior should be rewarded; and (4) Contract

Settlement (squares I ì-.l4) where players agree upon, write, and sign a

contract. Only when players agree upon the task posed in each basic

unit do they move on to the next. Agreements are "reinforced'r with Bo-

nus Cards whi le disagreements are "punishedrr with Risk Cards. The game

also comes with copies of a standardized contract which the players fill

in and sign, and¡rbehavior tracking coupons" for monitoring target be-

haviors and rewards. Completion of square #14 results in a signed con-

tract. The players may then "pass go and collect $200", exchange col-

ored pieces, and play again in order to change a problem behavior

emitted by the other player, (i.e., the parent(s).
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Due to the fact that the steps involved in negotiating the contract

are printed on the game board and are foììowed sequentially, and to the

fact that arrfill in the blanks'r standardized contract is provided, the

Family Contract Game is probably the most technological of the contract-

ing procedures reviewed. Despite this fact, several problems exist.

F i rst, d i sagreements between the pl ayers can occur dur i ng the game.

When a disagreement occurs, the disagreeing player is "punishedil with a

Risk Card and the players are sent back several squares and instructed

to begin again. The procedure does not specify what is to happen if the

players continuousìy fai I to reach an agreementi they are trapped in a

'¡closed loop." This problem is not major and the game could easi ly be

modified to deal with it. Second, the Bonus Cards and Risk Cards are

meant to be reinforcing and punishing respectively, but this is, of

course, an assumption. Consider the fol lowing i I lustrations. One Bonus

Card reads, 'rl,Jhiìe cleaning out the attic you found a valuable antique.

Collect S50 from the bank.rr One Risk Card reads,'rYou rode your bike so

fast that the police toìd you to buy a crash helmet. Pay the Cookie Jar

s30." Whi le it may be that the humor in these cards would appeal to

younger chi ldren, parents and older adolescents may view them as imma-

ture and annoying. Simi larly, there is no reason to bel ieve that the

play money will function as a reinforcer since there is no provision for

it to be exchanged for any back-up reinforcer. 0f course, the game

could be modified to include small back-up reinforcers which might fa-

ci I itate the occurrence of agreements during negotiation. Third, Blech-

man and 0lson (1976) and Bìechman, 0lson and Hellman (1976) report that

the fami ly members in these respective studies were able to negotiate

and write a eontraet in approximately l5 minutes. However, this impres-
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sively brief time period should be regarded with caution because the

youths who participated in these studies apparently were not del in-

quents; they were recru i ted through pub I i c announcements of a proj ect

designed to heìp parents and thei r chi ldren get along better. Blechman

(1974, p.270) notes that, rr... othèr families require trained supervi-

sion during their first few weeks of game playing.r' The fourth and most

critical problem with the Fami ly Contract Game is that older or more de-

I i nquent youths may f i nd the rrgame aspectrr of th i s procedure to be

chi ldish or otherwise aversive. ln addition, the reading abi I ity of

many deìinquent youths is quite poor, and some would likely find it em-

barrassing to be required to read Problem, Reward, Bonus, and Risk

Cards. tlith more del inquent youths, such as those l iving in residential

care faci I ities, the training procedure would I ikely be less problematic

if the game aspect were removed and if spec if ic negot iat ion steps rÁ,ere-

simply upon an easy to follow f low-chart. The I'f il I in the blanksrl

standardized contract shouìd be retained.

The Family Contract Game appears to have been adopted only by

Blechman and her col leagues (glechman , 197\; Bìechman E 0l son , 1976;

Blechman, 0lson, 6 Hel Iman, 1976; Blechman, 0lson, Schornagel, Halsdorf,

ê Turner, 1976). Using ABA designs, the latter three studies all demon-

strated that the game i ncreased and control I ed youthsr and parentsl

probìem-solving behaviors, as measured by a modif ied version of the lla-

rital lnteraction Coding System (FilCS) developed by Hops, Wi I ls, Patter-

son, and Weiss (1971) . The l,llCS codes both on-task probl em-solving be-

hav i ors prompted by the game board and more genera I on-task

probìem-solving behaviors (Blechman, 0lson, Schornageì, Halsdorf, 6
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Turner, 1976). Consequently, it is not possible to conclude that the

increased frequencies of on-task problem-solving behaviors obtained dur-

ing the treatment conditions of these studies means that the youths and

parents were fol lowing the rules of the game exactly; general on-task

problem-solving behaviors not specifical ly part of the game may inflate

scores. Thus, the procedural reliability of the game is not known ex-

actly, although given the gamesrhighìy structured format, it is proba-

bly high.

The studies cited above demonstrate that youths' and parents' prob-

lem-solving behaviors, and their abi I ity to produce a written contingen-

cy contract, are definitely enhanced by the Fami ìy Contract Game. How-

ever, only a singìe case study has been publ ished to demonstrate that

the contingency contract produced via the game actually results in posi-

tive changes in a youth's problem behavior (BIechman, 0lson, Schornagel,

Halsdorf, and Turner, 1976). This case study was described earlier.

ln addition to the standardized contracting procedures discussed

above, several manuals have been publ ished to teach contracting ski I ls

(e.g., DeRisi E Butz, 1975; Lundeì1, 1972), These manuals provide gen-

eral contracting strategies and guidel ines regarding the content of con-

tracts, but they do not specify how the terms of the contracts are to be

negotiated in a standardized, technological manner. I n addi tion, they

seem to be most appropriate for training professionals; paraprofession-

als such as child-care workers would likely find them to be too lengthy.

t7 . Youth preference. Willner, Braukmann, Kirigin, Fixsen, Phil-

lips, and Wolf (1977) suggest that a training program for delinquent

youths needs to be both effective with respect to teaching new behaviors

and preferred by the youths, if ¡t is to be sueeessful in the long term.
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According to Willner et al. (1977), the second criterion of success,

youth preference, is important because if youths do not like a particu-

ìar program, they may eventually withdraw from it. Withdrawal may be

informal, as in the case of running a\^,ay from a residential care facili-

ty, or formal, as in exercising an ethical and perhaps legal right to

decline treatment. There is considerable evidence that contingency con-

tracting is reasonably effective in modifying problem behaviors with de-

I inquent youths, as indicated by the I iterature reviewed previously, but

to date no study of youth preference with respect to contracting has

been conducted. Such a study of contracting is needed since the optimaì

effectiveness is bound to be partial ly dependent upon the extent to

which youths like the procedure. lf youths dislike contracting, or any

aspect of it, it may be possible to isolate the relevant variables and

rectify the situation.

Conclusions

The literature indicates that contingency contracting is a rela-

tively useful therapeutic procedure with del inquent youths but it is

also obvious that considerabìy more research is required in order to

maximize i ts effectiveness. No adequately technological description of

a procedure for contracting has been publ ished to date, although the

procedures reported by Kifer et al. (1974), Weathers and Liberman

(1975b), and particularly Blechman (1974) , could be made sufficiently

technological with I ittle effort. However, these procedures were devel-

oped for use with adolescents living with their parents and they may not

be appropriate for use by child-care staff with adolescents who live in
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res¡dentiaì settings for reasons prev¡ously discussedi they are too com-

pl icated, they require too much training time, and/or the rrgame' aspect

of them may be disliked by older or more hard-core delinquents. A stan-

dardized contingency contracting procedure for the rapid training of

chitd-care staf f needs to be developed. l,loreover, such a procedure must

be amenable to assessments of procedural variabi I ity, a problem which

has made the research publ ished to date difficult to interpret.

0nce standardized procedures for parents and chíld-care staff are

deveìoped, considerably more process research is requi red in order to

maximize the effectiveness of contracting with adolescents. ln particu-

lar, research on the effect of cl ient characteristics, model of service

del ivery, method of negotiation, and integration wi th the treatments,

upon outcome and upon youth preference for contracting, is badly needed.

To this end, four studies were conducted:

The purpose of the first and primary study reported herein was to

field test a manuaì developed for the purpose of training chi ld-care

workers to use a standard i zed cont i ngency contract i ng procedure wi th

youths living in residential settings. The manual was designed to be an

independent training vehicìe requiring minimal supplementary input and

time from a professional.

Th is study r^ras necessary f or two reasons. F irst, it wi I ì be impos-

sible to interpret. the variabìe results of outcome studies untí I re-

searchers eliminate procedural variability as a possible source of out:

come variability. The elimination of procedural variability will
require: (l) the adoption of a standardized contracting procedure and

(2) measures of procedural reliability in order to ensure that thera-

pists and cl ients actual ìy fol low to the standardized procedure. Sec-
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ond' adoption of a standardized procedure is essential to the

development of an optimal ìy effective contracting procedure because only

_then wi I I it be possible for researchers to systematical ìy manipulate,

one at a time, individual aspects of the procedure which may be relevant

to maximizing its effectiveness.

No adequately technological description of a procedure for con-

tracting has been publ ished, âlthough the procedures reported by Kifer

et al. (197Ð, l'Jeathers and Liberman (1975b), and particularly Bìechman

(1974) , could be made more technoìogical wi th I i ttle effort. However,

these procedures were developed for use with adolescents ì iving with

the i r parents and they may not be appropr i ate for use by ch i I d-care

staff with adolescents who live in residential settings for reasons pre-

viously di,scussed; they are too compl icated, they require too much

training time, and/or the rrgamerr aspect of them may be disl iked by older

or more hard-core deì inquents. No ful ìy standardized contingency con-

tracting procedure for the rapid training of chi Id-care staff has been

publ ished to date.

A second study was conducted to demonstrate that chi ld-care staff
trained via the manual could then use contracting to modify problem be-

haviors emitted by the youths in their care. This is a step which has

been largely neglected by the authors of the other standardized proce-

dures. Weathers and Liberman (.l978) indicate that they have used the

Fami ly Contracting Exercise to produce behavior changes in del inquent

youths, but the only publ ished study which employed the procedure

achieved I ittle behavior change (Weathers E Liberman, 1975a). Blechman

and her colleagues (glechman 6 0lson, 1976; Blechman, 0lson, ê Hellman,

1976) report that the Family Contract Game has produced behavior changes
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in fami I ies they have seen, but only a single publ ished case study

demonstrates this contention (Btechman, 0lson, Schornagel, Halsdorf, 6

Turner, 1976). Similarly, only a single case study (Welch, 1976) sug-

gests that the negotiation procedure developed by Kifer et al. (.l974)

can be employed to generate a brritten contract which produced a success-

ful outcome.

A third study acquired data which relates to youth preference.

Simulated sessions of chi ld-care staff attempting to modify youth's

problem behaviors before and after training in contingency contracting

skilìs were analyzed for the presence or absence of previously validated

"youth-preferredrr and rryouth-disl iked" social interaction ski l ls (W¡ l l-

ner et aì., 1977) in order to see how contingency contracting affected

staffsrusage of these skills. lf staff employed fewer of the youth-

preferred sociaì ski I ls when contracting, then this situation would have

to be corrected lest it jeopardize youth preference.

A fourth study assessed youth preference directly by having youths

rate the extent to which they I iked videotapes depicting chi ld-care

staff using contingency contracting versus a more traditionaì style of

i ntervent i on.
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Cont inqencv Contract ino l"lanua I

l.Jhat is a continqency contract?

ln its simplest form, a contingency contract is an agreement be-

tureen turo people. ln the case of a youth and an adult, the agreement

usually takes the form of the youth agree¡ng to engage in a behavior in

exchange for a desired reward and the adult agreeing to provide the

youth with the reward in exchange for the desired behavior. This agree-

ment is most often put into a written form and signed by both the youth

and the aduìt. Putting the agreement into a written form makes it ex-

pl icit and prevents the terms of the agreement from being distorted or

forgotten wi th the passage of time. The signatures consti tute a publ ic

statement of the fact that both parties have agreed to the terms of the

contract, and this helps to ensure that both parties honor the agree-

ment. ln summary, contingency contracting is a method of motivating a

youth to engage in a behavior desired by an adult which relies primarily

upon rewards and which therefore is usually not unpìeasant to the youth.

Does cont i nqency contract i ng work?

There is quite a bit of evidence to suggest that contingency con-

tracting works when it is done the r¡qht way. With adoìescents, it has

been used successfully to increase school attendance, school perform-

ance, rule following, doing chores, and proper grooming, and to decrease

fighting and other problem behaviors typical of adolescents. lluch of

the research that has been conducted has invoìved adoìescents and their

parents but contracting has also been used successfully with youths liv-

ing in residential treatment facilities.

l sn't reuJard inq a ?
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No, not according to most peoplers definition of the word'¡brib-

ery." Bribing someone usual ly refers to paying the person to do some-

thing which is i ì ìegaì, corrupt, oF otherwise bad. Rewarding someone

for good behavior does not fit this definition. Consider this example.

l4ost people work and are paid for doing so by their employer. Yet nei-

ther the employee nor the emp¡oyer would I ikely describe themselves as

being involved in an act of bribery.

lsn¡t it wrong to reward a youth for something he'louqht to do anyr^ray?'l

When bJe say that adol escents rrought to dorr th ings ì ike go to

school, obey adults, not drink alcohol and not engage in prosti tution,

what we reaì ly mean is that we value these thin gs and consequently we

don't think it shouìd be necessary to reward peopìe for doing them; they

justrrought to do them". The problem is that many youths who come to

live in residential treatment facilities have learned sets of values

which are somewhat different from the values learned by the adults who

work in those facil ities. f'lany of these youths don't value going to

school, showing respect to authority figures, being obedient, etc., and

so there is no reason why they rrought to" engage in these behaviors.

l'loreover, Vâlues are not quickly changed, pârticularly not through use

of force or threat of punishment. However, rewarding a youth for engag-

ing in a behavior may help him or her come to value it, and if the be-

havior really is beneficial, the youths may start to value it after be-

ing induced to engage in ¡t a few times through the use of a reward.

Also, remember that peers may be actively reward the youth for doing the

opposite of what adults bel ieve he or she 'rought to do." Contracting

can help to overcome this situation.
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Doesnrt contract i no teach t h e youth to manioulate oeoole?

l'lost peopì e use the term rrman ipulat ionrr to descr ibe a s i tuat ion

where an individual attempts to gain something through the use of decep-

tion or by playing one person against another. l'lanipulation impl ies

dishonesty. Contracting involves honest negotiation, not manipul'ation.

Negotiation invoìves an honest statement of needs or desires followed by

a series of proposaìs and counterproposals unti I a compromise acceptable

to both parties is achieved. Some youths may "testrrthe process of con-

tracting to see íf they can successful ìy make unreasonable demands, but

they learn quite quickly that such demands will not be accepted by the

other party. ln general, investigators have found ì ittìe evidence to

suggest that reward programs turn youths into manipulators. 0n the oth-

er hand, there is considerable evidence that programs which emphasize

rewards have the desirable effect of increasing youthsr self-esteem and

perception of control over thei r envi ronment.

lf, in the process of negotiating a contract, a youth appears to be

trying to manipulate the adult by threatening some dire consequence if

his or her demands are not fulfilled, it is best simply to ignore this

behavior and to continue the negotiation process as it is described lat-

er in this manual. Never accuse the youth of beinq a manipulator. This

will only lead to arguments and hurt feelings, and it may cause the pro-

cess of contracting to become unpleasant to the youth.

What haoBens when the vouth returns to his or her fami ly or to a foster

ho{ne where contractinq does not occur?

llaybe, but negotiating a contract

whereever he or she goes. The youth

l,lonrt he be disappointed?

is a skiìl which

may be able to

a youth can take

teach parents or
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foster parents how to contract. At any rate, learning how to negotiate

successfully is a skiìl that will serve the youth well long after inde-

pendence from parents or foster parents is achieved. Employees fre-

quently have to negotiate with employers, and lasting romantic relation-

ships frequently involve negotiating and informal contracting.

Why reward des i rab I e behav i or? l,lhy not pun i sh undes i rab I e behav ior i n-

s tead?

wor I d?

Wou I dn' t that better prepare the youth for I i fe i n the rea ì

ln virtuaìly aìl animals, including human beings, frequent punish-

ment reliably eìicits one of two responses, escape or defensive aggres-

sion. Puníshment only works to suppress a behavior when escape or de-

fensive aggression are not possible. Society can control i ts members to

some degree through the use of punishment because you cannot escape from

society (unless you become a hermit), and ¡t is difficult to aggress ef-

fectively against governments and legal systems. However, such is not

the case with youths living in treatment facilities or group homes. Ac-

tive and passive forms of aggression are quite possible, as is escape by

running ar^ray. Consequently, punishment alone often is not effective

with youths and it may cause even greater problems. Besidesr purìishment

used alone has a number of undesirable side effects. lt generates frus-

tration and anxiety, and it does not help to generate a positive reìa-

tionship with a youth. However, û13 punishment used as a supplement to

a reward program often helps to increase the effeetiveness of the reward

program. You shouìd never punish an undesirable behavior without pro-

viding a reward for an alternative, desirable behavior at the same time.

Okay, how do you do continqency contractinq?
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There are two phases to contingency contracting: (ì) negotiating

the terms of the contract with the youth; and (2) putting the negotiated

terms i nto the form of a wr i tten contract.

NEGOTIATING THE TE OF THE CONTRACT

The steps to be followed during the negotiation phase are presented

on the following page in the form of a flowchart. Study this flowchart

and learn how to follow the steps. You do not need to memorize the

flowchart; you only need to know how to use it. When you are negotiat-

ing with a youth, you should have the flowchart in front of you to use

as a quide. lf the youth is curious about the flowchart, just say that

it is a guide for you to use during negotiation. Aìthough there are

five steps, you frequently wi ì-l finish after Steps #J or #\. PLEASE

EXA¡4lNE THE FL0WCHART NOW and then continue reading this manual.

The flowchart contains al I of the basic information which you need

to negotiate the terms of the contract. The next several pages of the

manual provide you with additionaì information about the steps on the

f I owchar t:

!I!_E_tl(A): A Reward Survey Schedule may be found at the back of

this manual.

STEÎ #l (g): You must know ahead of time which rewards (and penal-

ties) you can promise the youth so that you do not accidentìy promise
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something that you cannot provide. Also, it is important that you try

to find a way of providing at least one or two of the rebrards which the

youth I iked 'rvery very muchrr on the Reward Survey Schedule because the

youth is likely to ask for one of these during negotiation.

STEP #l (9): lt is important that the youth's first one or two expe-

riences with contracting be successful. The less you require the youth

to do, the more likely that it will be done successfully. Arranging for

the reward to be provided at least once per week will also increase the

chances of success because the more immediate the reward, the more ef-

fective it will be. lf the youth wants a reward which you can provide

only once per month or less, try to make some other reward available on

a weekly basis as a bonus.

0nce the youth has used contracting successfully several times, you

can glgl¿ and s stemat i c increase the frequency/amount of behavior

you request. lf you intend to do this, you shouìd inform the youth of

this at the time of the first contract, so that the youth will expect

and be prepared for it, As you increase the behavioral requirement, you

may also have to increase the frequency/amount of the reward.

Although it is best to keep the frequency/amount of behavior small

in order to ensure success, it is a good tactic to ask for a I ittle more

than the minimum frequency/amount for which you will settle. Then dur-

ing negotiation you can make some concessiqn to the youth in this area

i f necessary.

Finally, you should define the behavior in terms of obse bìes.

rrChange your att¡tuderr, "buy into our program" and rrclean your roomrr are

Oo'L good behavioral definitions because they are too vague. You should
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specify the individual behaviors that you want to see the youth emit.

For example, "Attend 2 group meetings each week and answer all questions

asked of you.rr orrrEvery morning make your bed so that all sheets are

tucked in, put alì your clothes on hangers in the closet, and pick up

al I personal objects off the floor." Whenever possible, define the be-

havior in terms of what the youth should do instead of what he or she

should not do. That way you are teaching the youth a skill instead of

just suppressing a behavior.

STEP #l (g): Before you begin to negotiate with the youth, you

shouìd monitor the desired behavior or the problem behavior for a few

days without the youth¡s awareness, so that you will have a baseline

measure of how often the behavior occurs before you begin contracting.

(tnis is important!! Sometimes you will f ind that the rrproblemtt does

not occur often enough to warrant a special program.) When you write

the contract, you should make the youth aware of how the desired behav-

ior or problem behavior is being monitored. After the contract has been

written, continue monitoring so that you wiìl know if the reward has

been earned. lt is useful to give the youth daily feedback about how he

or she is doing and also to praise success daily. As contracting pro-

ceedsr /ou can compare the youthrs behavior to the baseline in order to

see how effective the contracting has been.

STEP #2(A): Describe the desired behavior to the youth in terms of

observables, as discussed previously. Be very speeifie.

STEP #2(g): After you have described the behavior, you should ex-

plain why it will be beneficial to the youth. Providing a plausible ra-

tionale increases the I ikel ihood of compl iance by the youth, whereas
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providing no rationale may cause your request to be perceived as an at-

tempt to make the youth conform, and that wi I I I ikely generate resis-

tance. (lf you have troubìe thinking of a plausible rationaìe, then you

shoul d quest i on the ut i I i ty of your request.)

STEP #3-#4: These steps describe the actual negotiation process to

be fol lowed. l4any therapists who have experience using contingency con-

tracting with adolescents beìieve that the process of negotiation may be

the most critical determinant of successful contingency contracting.

The youth must feel that he or she has had some say about what the re-

ward and penal ty wi I I be. !,lhen contracting f ai I s, it is most of ten be-

cause the adult has not given the youth enough say about what the terms

of the contract will be. lf the youth feels coerced into signing a con-

tract that he or she is not happy with, then the contract w¡ll probably

faiì. 0n the other hand, if the youth feeìs that the contract is par-

tially of his or her making, it is more likely that he or she will com-

ply with it.

Notice that you first (STEP #3A) ask the youth to propose a fair

and reasonable reward and that, if you cannot provide it, you then make

a counterproposal yourself. By asking the youth to propose a reward

first' you will help him or her to understand that he or she realìy does

have some say. This is important because some youths are not used to

adults al lowing them to negotiate. (lr t¡re youth says that he or she

cannot think of a rewardr or if one minute passes without a response,

then show your list of available rewards as a prompt, as indicated by

STEP #38). lf you cannot provide this reward, you should explain why

(STEP #4A) and then make a counterproposal (STEP #\B). Don¡t just ask
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the youth to keep proposing rewards because he or she may continue to

ask for things you cannot provide and then get frustrated. Your coun-

terproposal wi I I give the youth some idea of the general frequency/a-

mount/kind of reward you can provide, even if he or she does not accept

it. Be sure that the youth understands that he or she does not have to

accept your counterproposaì and that he or she can make another proposal

if necessary (STEP #l+C) . l,lost of the time you wi I I reach an acceptable

compromise by the end of STEP #4.

Remember to negotiate the penalty in the same way that you negoti-

ated the reward. Also remember that the penalty should be something

re than simply not earning the reward. Normalìy you shouìd always ne-

gotiate a penalty but there is one exception to this policy. lf the

ruìes of the youth's residence are such that a particular penalty is

mandatory for a particular mísbehavior, and if you are not at liberty to

change this rule, then you shouìd simply remind the youth that the man-

datory penalty will be in effect and that you are not at liberty to ne-

gotiate an alternative penalty due to the rules of the residence

STEP #5: You will reach STEP #! very infrequently. 0n those occa-

sions when you are unable to reach a compromise regarding the reward or

penaìty, be sure to end the session politely so that the youth does not

feel as though you are mad at him or her. This is important because the

youth may be unwilling to participate in a second negotiation session ¡f

the first session ends unpleasantìy.

You can negotiate two kinds of contracts; an inflexible contract or

a fìexible contract. ln an inflexible contract there is an "al l-or-

none" relationship between the youth's behavior and the reward,/penalty.
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lf the youth makes one "mistakerr (i.e., the occurrence of an undesired

behavior or the nonoccurrence of a desired behavior), he or she receives

none of the reward and all of the penalty. The problem with infl ible

contracts is that once the youth makes a mistake, âll incentive to con-

tinue on with the contract is lost. Due to this problem, infìexible

contracts should be used only when it is very important that not even a

singìe mistake occur. For example you might use an infìexibìe contract

to suppress serious undesirable behaviors such as running away or severe

physicaì assault.

ln a flexible contract there is arrsome-for-some" reìationship be-

tween the youthrs behavior and the reward/penalty. Here, at¡mistake"

will reduce the amount of the reward or deìay its presentation, and/or

produce some of the penalty. There are a number of ways to make a con-

tract f I ex i bì e; here are some h i nts:

(l) lf the reward can be divided into small quantities, you can use

that fact to make your contract flglÞ_is. Suppose that you want a youth

to do three assigned chores each day for / days and that the youth pro-

poses ! hours of free time on Saturday afternoon as a reward. As a

counterproposal, you might suggest that the youth earn l5 minutes of

free time for each chore completed. Failure to do a chore wouìd reduce

the amount of free time earned, but there would sti¡l be considerable

incentive to do the remaining chores. ln addition, you might negotiate

a peRalty whereby the youth is grounded for the weekend if less than 4

chores are completed by the end of / days. This type of penalty would

serve as an additional incentive to engage in the desired behavior, so

that some experience with the reward is achieved.
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(2) lf the reward cannot be divided into smalìer quantities, you

can use a "point system" to make the contract fìexible. lf the youth in

the first example had proposed that he be given two movie tickets so

that he could take his girìfriend to a movie, you might counterpropose

that each completed chore earn I point and that the movie passes be made

available as soon as 2l points are earned, whether that takes / days or

longer. You aìso might negotiate for a penalty to occur if 21 points

are not earned within l4 days. This type of penalty would not terminate

the contract, but it would serve as an added incentive to engage in the

des i red behav i or .

You wi I I I ikely think of other ways to make a contract flexible.

You should use a flexible contract with alÌ behaviors except in the case

of serious problem behaviors which you do not hrant to occur even once.

WRITING THE CONTRACT

A good contract contains: (a) the names of the parties who are mak-

ing the agreement, (b) a definition of the desired behavior, (c) a spec-

ification of the negotiated reward, (d) a specification of the negotiat-

ed penaìty, (e) a description of a bonus which you should make available

to the youth if he or she engages in the desired behavior more often

than the contract required, or ¡f h¡s or her performance is qualitative-

ly excellent (ttr¡s need not be negotiated), (f) any special conditions

which might affect the delivery of the reward (e.g., other kinds of mis-

behavior, the weather, etc.), (g) a specification of the way in which

the desired behavior wiìl be monitored (you may want to use the monitor-

ing form at the end of this manual), (h) when the contract begins and

when it is to be renegotiated

the adu I t.

and (¡) the signatures of the youth and
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You do not need to memorize these nine components. Simply have

with you a copy of therrstandard contractrrprovided at the end of this

manual and fiìl in the blank portions after you have completed the nego-

tiation phase. Remember, if the contract is to be flexible, write it so

that the flexibility is obvious.

When you complete the reward, penalty, and bonus clauses, be sure

to say when these consequences wiìl become available to the youth, if

earned. For example, if you will onìy allow the youth to use a movie

ticket on the weekend even though it may be earned on a weekday, you

should specify this.

lf the youth fulfills his or her part of the contract, then the re-

ward should be p rovided even if the youth misbehaves in some other way

unìess vou i nd i cate otherwi se in the special conditions clause of the

contract. Any special conditions which wouìd prevent the youth from re-

ceiving the reward once it is earned shouìd be specified in the con-

tract. Remember though, the more special conditions you specify, the

ìess likely the youth will receive the reward and the less inclined he

or she wiìl be to contract with you again. lt is best not to add more

th_a_n -one special condition. lf really needed, more can be added when

you renegotiate.

Contracts should be renegotiated each time a reward is earned by

the youth in case he or she desires a different reward, oi you desire a

change in behavior. lf the youth is happy with the initial reward and

you are happy with the behavior, thetrrenegotiation,, may only involve

agreeing to extend the old contract over a new set of dates.
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manuaì.

sion theY oLt shou I d I ete the check I i st i ust before vou and the vouth

contract. I f you not i ce that you forgot someth i ng dur i ng the negot i a-

tion and writing phases of the contracting process, êxplain this to the

youth and then correct the error before you sign the contract. Qnce the

contract is signed, it is a good idea to give a copy to the youth and to

place the original in his or her file.

A number of sample contracts can be found in the back of this manu-

al. You shouìd study these samples and use them as models.

ùlost youths enjoy contracting but a smaì I number feel that they

don't need contracts because they are 'rmature enoughrr to control their

own behavior without one. This may be true. ln such cases, staying off

a contract program can be used to reward continued good behavior.

Should conti nqency contract i no be sed all by itself or ¡ coniunction

w i th other therap i es?

ldeaì ly contingency contracting shouìd

broader treatment program. However, some

proaches to treatment sometimes wi I I accept

in such cases contracting can be used on its

be used as one part of a

youths who res¡st other ap-

a contracting approach and

oh/n.

How I ono do you need to continue c tinqency contractino wi th a particu-

l-er__yeulh?

Successful contracting ¡eed never end, but through systematic use

it may evolve into a less structured form than that deseribed previously

in this manual. lni tial ly the contract is in a highly structured form

which states I'lf you do this, then I ' I I give you that.r' Although you

should start off wÎth one simple behavioral requirement, over numerous
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renegotiations of the contract you may be able to systematicaì ly add

more behavi ors, and you may be requ i red to systemat i ca I I y i ncrease the

number and range of rewards avai lable to the youth as wel l. When the

youth is engaging in aìl of the behaviors which you consider to be nec-

essary to his or her well being and to the well being of your residence,

you may find that you can change the form of the contract from the "quid

pro quorr (if-then) kind of contract described in this manual to a I'good

faithil contract. ln a good faith contract both parties make an agree-

ment to make each other happy by engaging in certain behaviors which the

other desires. A good faith contract might be worded as fol lows:

Due to a desire to make each other happy and to live together in

harmony,

(youth's name) agrees to (adult's name) agrees to

do the fol I owi ng AND do the fol I owi ng

things for (adult's name) things for (youth's name)

t. t.

22

etc. etc.

ln this kind of contract, both the adult and youth agree to try to

provide each other with the desired behaviors,/rewards as often as possi-

ble. They no longer reìy upon an explicit'rif-thent contingency to en-

sure that desired behaviors are performed and desired rewards are deliv-

ered. lnstead, they provide each other with I ists of desired behaviors

and rewards, and then trust one another to fulfill the otherrs desires.

There is an obvious risk involved in removing the expl icit "if-then'l
contingency between desired behavior and reward; the youth's behavior
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may revert to its precontracting levels. The success of ar¡good faith'l

contract depends upon the extent to which the youth has been taught self

control skills and the extent to which he or she vaìues the trust of the

adult. l'lany of the youths you wilì work with have not learned adequate

seìf control skilìs, and many have been told over and over that they are

not trustworthy and consequently they have not ìearned to value an

adultrs trust. So, donrt rush into "gggg_-þ!-f["g!¡gg!jg. With manv

youths, it is best to use "quid Þro quo rrcontracÌ-s for a ìonq time and

to teach the vouth to valu e VôU r trust by I avi shl v ora i s i no h im or her

for fulfillin the contract (in

may be the best way of prepar i ng

at a later date.

addition to providing the reward). This

the youth f or rrgood f a i th'r contract ing
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RTI,IARÐ SURVEY SCHEDULE

',tAf'18 DATE

THts ts A LI sr oF Tn¡t'¡cs t.intcH You tttcHT ENJoY, PLEASE RATE Hot,l l'lucH
YOU WOULD LIKE EACH OF THESE TH¡NGS TO HAPPEN TO YOU WHILç YOU ARE

IIV¡NG AT 

- 

BY þIRITING ONE OF THE NUMBERS 1 THROUGH.
) IN THE BOX AT THE END OF EACH LINE.

1 = llour-o î{or LtxE TH¡s

2=L¡rEALtrrue
3=LtreALor
4 = Llxe Venv l4ucx

5 = L¡re Vrnv VEnY lllucH

1, Hnv t tc NEll REcoRDS To L I srEN To AT 

-.

2, H¡vrne FooD LrKE cHEESEBURGERS oR ptzzA DELtvERED T0

3, H¡vr¡re FRIENDs vrstr You AT

4, i]nvr¡rc YOUR FAMILY v¡srr You AT

5, llnvlrue A pARTy l¡¡TH Musrc AND FooD AT

14, Got¡re ro A FRIEND's pLAcE FoR A FEt^l Houns (tlor ovgn¡¡teHt)

6, Hnvrrue A PET AT

7, Bet¡re HELpED To LosE wEIGHT AND GET IN sHApE

B. linvrruc NEW cLorHEs

9. Gotrue HoME FoR A wEEKEND vlstr,
10, Go¡He HoME FoR A FEt"l HouRS FoR A vts¡T (¡¡or ovEnn¡cHr),,,,

11, Got¡tc DOWNTowN FoR A FEtl HoURS ,

12. Gor¡rc ro sEE A MovrE

l.l, GorNG our ro EAT AT A RESTAURANT ,,

15, Gor¡re RoLLERSKATU,l6 .,,,

20, Gorue ro A LTBRARY

16. Got¡¡c r0 A spoRTs evENl (Ltre n uocrgv cRNe)

1/, GorNc r0 THE BEAcH oR sor'lE pLAcE LIKE THAT

18, Gorruc ro A RocK coNcERT

].9. GoING To SEE A BALLET OR A PLAV AT A THEATRE

22. Gor¡¡e ro rHE Puuet¡nrut't , , ,,

21 , Go ¡ ¡re ro rHE lluse uN or Finru arun i{arunE

23, ïnrrnc DAUcE LESSoNs ...,
24. Tax¡¡rc MUSIc LEssoNS ,,,,,
25, Taxtruo "JAzzERctsE" LEssoNs

26. Hevrnc youR HAtR sryLED By A HAIR sryLtsr

I I . llsnr ornen soRTs oF THTNGS t^loulD r'tAKE youR LI FE AT

plensRrur? PlEnse Lrsr IHEM BELoll:

1.

¿,

3.

MORE



Adult(s):

Days of the Month

Month:

o
\.o

MONITORING

Deslred Behavior(s)

Chores:

5

Curfew:

Time returned:

FORM

lf late:

YouEh:

2

3

4

11me

Other:

I

X

2

X

X

X

x

3

X

X

X

4

x

X

5

x

X

X

x

x

x

X

6 7

x

x

I

v

X

x

9

X

x

t 0

X

Ã

X

II

x

X

t2

X

X

x

13

x

x

t4

x

X

X

t 5

X

X

x

16

X

X

X

Y

T7

x

x

x

18

x

X

X

19

x

X

X

20

X

X

2l

x

X

x

X

22

x

x

23

X

X

x

24

x

x

Ã

25

x

X

x

26

x

x

x

x

X

X

x

x

X

28
I

12
9

x

X

x

30

V

x

x

x

x
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l,le, t.he undersigned parties agree to the followíng:
IF THEN

Yout.hts Name* ¿dultfs Name*

Behavíor * Reward *

+ Bonus +

* Penalty *

.¡ Special Conditions .¡

Monítoring System *

****** ** **** *t(**

ConÈract

*****
tr
)k

ì6t

Date Contract Begins * To Be Renegotiated +

Youth's Signature * Adultts Sígnature +
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NEGOTIATION BEHAVIORS

Díd you:

describe Èhe desired behavior to
Istep #2(A)]

explain to the youth why this behavior will be beneficial to hín
or her?
Istep ll2(B)]
ask the youth to propose a reward?
Isrep #3(A) ]
if necessary, show t.he youth your list. of rewards?
Tsr"il:Gn
if necessary, explaín why you cannot províde the reward?
Tsr.p-741ÐT
if necessary, make a counterproposal?
fstep ln4(B)l

if necessary, explaín Ehat the youth can reject your counterproposal
and propose a different reward?
f step ll4 (c)l
if necessary, repeat Step /i3 and Step ll4 twíee more? Reduce the

Politely endbehavioral requirement and begin again at Step //2?
Lhe session at Step #5?

ask the youth to propose a penalty?
fstep #3(A) ]
if necessary, show the youth your list of penalties?
ISrep #3 (B) ]

if necessa¡_¿r explain why you cannot accept the proposed penalty?
Tsr"p-fãGtï
if necessary, make a counterproposal?
Istep //4 (B) ]
if necessary, explain that the youth can reject your counterproposal
and propose a different penalty?
fstep #4(c) ]

if necessary, repeat Step //3 and Step //4 twice more? Reduce the
Step il2? Politely endbehavioral requirement and begín again at

the sessíon at Step //5?

CONTRACTING BEHAVIORS

fill in all the blanks on the s-Èandard form?

(tf you do not hrant to use a secËíon of the contract such as the
bonus sectíon, you should write ttN.A.tt or ttNot Applicablett in
the blank. )

the youth ín behavioral terms?
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PROBLE14 BEHAV I ORS :

ì. Curfew Violation.

2. Failure to do chores.

3. Fai lure to do homework.

4. Truancy.

5. Poor personaI hygíene.

6. lnterrupting other people.

7 . Fa i I ure to attend or part i c i pate

8. lnappropriate sexual behavior.

9. 'rSett ing up" other youths.

10. ¡4i ìd aggressiveness.

I I . Ser i ous aggress i veness .

12. Running away - example a.

13. Running away - example b.

Samp ì e Contracts

r n groups 
"
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Sample Contract #l

PROBLEt4 BEHAVI0R: Curfew violation.

Joe is allowed to go on home visits every weekend. He is also al-
lowed to go out on his own during weekday evenings. The problem is that
Joe always returns late. During the last week he was l/2 hour past his
curf ew 3 times and once he r^ras I hour late. You have spoken to Joe
about this problem more than once. He always claims to "lose track of
the timeil and he denies being late on purpose.

- You give Joe a Reward Survey Schedule to get
sorts of things he I ikes. Then you find out which of
avai ìable.

an idea of what
those rewards are

- You define'rbeing late" as the number of minutes Joe is outside
the door of his cottage past his curfew which is 9 p.m.. You arrange
for evening staff to monitor the time Joe returns each evening.

- You have the data cited above as a basel ine.

- You describe the desired behavior
will be beneficial to him.

to Joe and you explain why ¡t

- You and Joe negotiate what his reward and penalty are to be and
you write up the flexible contract shown on the next page.



****************/<*

Corrtract
****************

We, [he undersigned parties agree to

IF

Youthts Name {

Joe CooL

,f**
+
rt
*

***
**
)t

Behavior I

o his cot
d,t ô^r1 fore cuy,feu for 7 dnus

( ere1, nq euen'Lnqs uhen he is
on a home tt',sit )

ne.tuv,n.s of ov, be, fov,e curfeu

165

the following
THEN

Adult's Namei

L,ester Sqttnz,e

Reward l'

wiLL prouid.e Joe uith one mot¿e

ticket uhich he can use on antt

Saturdal.l afternoon.

t¡ì.7,7. nnot:ì,de ,T ?n¿th s2 to buu

pepepln __etc.. at the mouíe.

t,li,L1, motse .Toe I s c1,u'feu foz,uaz,d

tuice the of minutes he

aas Lal;e, for the foLLouing euening

onLu.

g Special Conditions +

1 U)¿LL R1l the contz,aeL

untíL Joe is not confíned: (2) uiLL
t oo the the neæ

I Bonus 1

fnn ? rlntt <: ím n v,.)?) ( e,:reT.ttrlí,n.o

hnmo ,tí. +- |

* Penalty {

('t ) í.s: nfined. to eo e (

rJuv.í,nn the contv'a.el;- orl (2) is

't4 €ít&€ikgu&fsæ* +

he v,eturns e h

t,í.7.7. vrannnrl 1=ho i. me aeeov,rli.n.a to Lh.e cLoek in l;he eot

Date ContracÈ Begins *

March 1. 1983

To Be Renegotiated *

on March 3L, uhicheuez. comes finst,

AduIt's Signature +Youth's Signature *

/L¿ J
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Sampìe Contract #2

PR0BLE¡l BEHAVI0R¡ Fai lure to do chores.

I'tary is assigned certain chores but she usually does them poorly.
She doesnrt seem to have learned how and she often argues that the
chores are not important anyway. She is supposed to make her bed and
hang up her cìothes each morning, and to set one of the kitchen tabìes
each evening. Each Saturday she is assigned an extra chore such as
washing cìothes or vacuuming. During the last week she fai led to make
her bed twice and on three other occasions she made it improperly. 0n
four occasions she forgot some items when setting the table. 0n Satur-
day she vaccumed the rug in the T.V. room but when she was finished, DU-
merous specks of dirt were stiìl visible. You notice that she uses the
vacuum in a rather haphazard way.

- You give l'lary a Reward Survey Schedule to get an idea of what she
likes and then you find out which of those things are availabìe.

- You have the baseline data cited above.

- You meet with I'lary and describe the desired behavior to her. ln
addition' you aìso provide I'lary with written def initions of each chore
and you show her how to do each one. Then you explain bJhy it will be
beneficial to her to learn how to do these chores.

- You and l4ary negotiate what her reward and penalty will be and
you urrite up the f lexible contract shown on the next page.



* * ** * ** rt* * *** * * * )t rr

Con trac t
******r(*)k*******

*****
)t

*
**
*
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We, the undersigned

IF

Youthts Name I

parties ag,ree to the following:

May,lt Contnany
Adul t 's Name {

SteLLa Staph
Behavior'i

does the chores Listed on the neæt urilL qiue Mary permissi,on to
pq.Çe, in the manner deseribed on the uisit her friend George betueen
neæt page, fot 7 days and uithout 12 noon and 5 p.m, on sa. turday,
making moz,e than 5 mistakes, March 20. She uiLL also y,eceiue

2 Lus tickets,

.l Bonus +
makes 0 mistakes uyLLL aLloa to ümí.te Ge

ouez. fon supper and T.V. on the
euen'Lnq of SaLunday, Maz,ch 20

THEN

Reward {

t

* Penalty *
makes mistakes uhile doinq her
chores

aiLL dedu.ct 15 minutes peï'

mi.stake for the time that Many

has uíth Georqe on Satuz,dau

afternoon.

ions *
uiLL r;os tpone the z,euard untiL
the fi,z,st Satundau that she is
not con fíned,

misbehaues and
g Special Condir

ts confined
on Saturdau. March 20,

MonÍtoring System *

Staff uiLL eheck Maru's chore pez'fonnance at B:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m., and Lz

noon on Saturda!.1 , z,ecord on q. monitori,ng foz,m uhethez, or not the chore
uas done pz.operLu or if it uas a mis take,

Date ConËract Begins *

Maz.ch 20, 1983

To Be Renegotiated +

on Mareh 26. 1983 _

Youth's Signature *

/?,ru Cr^fr"*------T I
AduIr's Signacure +
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1

MARYIS CHORES

Euez'g moz'ning make bed so that: (a) aLL sheets are tucked in and
uninkLe-free, (b) the bed spz.ead is uv,inkle-fz,ee and puLLed up ouer
the piLlou, as in diagz,am, To be done by B:50 a.m.

Tl,¿cked under

WaLL No foLds or urinkles

Euez'y moz'n'Lng, put aLL clothes on hangers ín cLoset on in dz,auers

To be done by B:30 a.m.

3. At 5:00 p.m., set one tabLe as in d.iagram:

GLass

PLate

Napkin

On Satuydag monning (befone noon), ua.ccuum the z.ug in the T.V. room.

Push the De.ccuum in straíght Lines as shoün, and also uaccuum undez,

furníture. Conti,nue untíL no spots oz, specks az'e uisable.

ó

4

,|
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Î

I

I

Î

I

I

I

I

(---

Any choz,e not done properLy : 1, mistake.

c +-
r

o o

Couch

U

ob
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Samol e C tract #3

PROBLEI'1 BEHAVI0R: Failure to do homework.

Frank has been doing poorly in math this year and he is in danger
of fai I ing the course. His teacher bel ieves that Frank could sti I ìpass, if he did some extra work in math. consequently, for 6 days the
teacher has given Frank l0 math questions to do as homework each night.
The problem is that Frank has never completed more than three of these
questions and on two occasions he did none. Frank says the questions
are too hard and that he does not know how to do them. The teacher does
not believe this because the few questions Frank does attempt he usually
ansr^rers correctly. The teacher is aware that you usually get on wellwith Frank and so she has asked you to tdo somethingr to get Frank to dohis homework at night, so that he won't faiì the course.

- You give Frank a Reward Survey Schedule and then you get together
with your supervisor and decide which rewards you can give to Frank.

- You define 'rcompleting homeworkt' as doing al I lo assigned home-
work quest ions 49[ correct ing any wrong ansh,ers (as determined by theteacher) from the previous nightrs questions. This homework is to be
done right after school or immedíately after supper and evening chores
are completed.

- You already have the baseline data cited above.

- You describe the desired behavior
will benefit him.

to Frank and expl a i n how i t

- You and Frank negotiate the reward and penalty and
the flexible contract shown on the next page.

then wr i te up



* * * * * ** )t rt * * * rk * )k ttt(

Con trac t
**********ìk*¡k***tt

We, the undcrsigned

I i-'

Youth's Name Ì

þ'Ta.nK þ'urtner

I)arties ¿rg,ree to the following

Bc:havior í

(7) ansuers a.t LeastB/10 math

quest¿ons ea.ch niqht, (2) corrects
üTOnO A.nsüe7.s fTOm l;he p?eu'Lous

nighl;s homeuork, (3) does (1) and

(2) riqht after supper and choTes prouided.

t70

THEN

Adul E's Name *

Lestev, Squaz,e

Reward l
uiLL take Fz.ank to a mouie of
Fz,ankt s choice on a Satuy.dnu

elen¿n(I of Frank's choì,ee.

Popconn and drink u¿LL aLso be

)t*****

*
¿
**
rt
*

a.nd (4) does (1)-(3) foz, 5 n¿ghts
5

t

+ Bonus +

does (1)-(4) aboue foz, 5 niqhts uiLL aLLou Frank to aatch a Late

in a z,ou (i.e. - Mondau to Fz.idnu. molì,e on ?.V. Fridau and Sa

Feby,unz,u 27-25 ) níqht (Febz,uaz,u 25 and 26).

faiLs to do a.t Leasl; B/L0

* Penalty *

uiLL not aLlou Frank to üa.tch

ouestions on a nav'ticuLar níqhts. T.V. on that n¿qht.

or fq.iLs to do his coz,z,ect'Lons,

+ Special Conditions *
eÕTn I his bt,Lt is eonfinerl. uiLL take Fz.ank on a. rl.iffenent
on the Saturdau niahl; he chose to Saturdau níqht f Fv,a.nkt s

see the mou¿e, choice
MoniEoring SysEem l

Frank uiLL sltou a staff l;he math questions he ansuey,ed. and the coz,z,ect'Lons

and the staff uiLL initiaL a monitorinq sheet ì,n Frankts chant
t

Date Contract Begins +

Monday, February 27, L9B3

To Be Renegotiat.ed *

the do.u Fvramk o.arn s hí, -at:¡nnÅ t

on March 7, uhicheuer comes finst.

YouEhts Signature { Adulc's SignaEure'l'
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Sampìe Contract #4

PROBLtt4 BEHAV I 0R: Truancy .

Three weeks ago John began to attend public school. The first week
went fine. At the end of the second week his teacher teìephoned you to
report that John had skipped five classes that week. You spoke to John
about this problem that weekend. He said that he skipped the classes
because he hates math and engl ish. He said that he spent the cìasses
that he skipped in a bus shelter talking to friends who had also skipped
the classes. At the end of your talk h,¡th John, he agreed to not miss
any more classes. However, you just found out from Johnrs teacher that
he skipped J classes during this past week.

- You give John a Reward Survey Schedule and then you get together
with your supervisor to decide which rewards you can give to John.

- You definerrattending classil as being in the cìassroom for the
entire class, doing all assigned work (answers need not be correct), and
answering al I questions asked by the teacher (answers need not be cor-
rect).

You already have the basel ine data cited above.

- You describe the desired behavior
benefit him.

to John and explain how it will

- You and John negotiate a reward and penalty, and then write up the
flexible contract shown on the next page.



***********>t>k***/c

Con E rac t
******)t*********

We, the undersigned

lt

Youthts Name *

John Doe

parties agree to Che fol-lowing

ed.Tzn.s TEUAT¿í but is confined to un

the eottaqe for. some other Tea.son

172

THEN

Reward l

uiLL aLso g'Lue John 2 bus tickets

rk***
rf(
*

******
lt

Adul t rs Name {

SteLLa Staph
I]ehavior .i

does the folLouinq on Mon - Fz.i: uiLL qiue John 1"5 mín of ft'ee ti.me for
(1) attends aLL classes ( 2 ) r,emains each betmuiot, ((1)-(s)) he er
in aLL classes foz, the fuLL peniod; each dau, Mon - Fz,i, fot, a poss¿bLe
(3) does aLL uoz,k ass¿qned in elass* t l;.otaL of 6 hns ard 15 min, to be used
(4) ansuez,s aLL questions asked in on Sat, Feb 26, bel;ueen L0 a,m. and

eLass *. and (5) does aLL homeuoz,k 5 p.m. If he earns 3 hz,s or Less, he

questions assiqned*: (*need not rm,tst spend them tton gz,ounds tt.

be coruect )
earns aLL 6 hy,s ard. lS mi,n.

.f Bonus 1

and L dollar spendíng monea.

+ Penalry l
fails to do both (1) and (z) uiLL confine John to the cot tage
on a-nu partícular dau. for the euenina.

g Special Conditionsù
LL oiue John hís reuaz,d on the

first Sundnu follouti nq his
ôn. Febv,tnnu óo.

Monitoring System *

Johnts teacher uyiLl monitoy, ( L ) - ( 5 ) aboue and z,ecord his pez.formance on a

eonfínement.

monitorinq sheet uhich she uíLL qiue to SteLLa aften school each da14.

DaEe Contract Begins {

!úonday, February 27, 19Bs

To Be Renegotiated {

Sunaau. FeørunnU ZZ. lg73. _

YouEh's Signature {

fr-L Dre-
Adulc's Signature *
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Sampìe Contract #6

PR0BLE¡{ BEHAVI0R: Poor personaì hygiene.

One of Ralphrs major problems is hís appearance. He is 16 years
old but he stiìl has not ìearned to groom himself properly. He rarely
washes or showers and consequently his face and hands always ìook dirty.
Simiìarly, he rareìy brushes his teeth and each year he gets many cavi-
ties. ln addition, his shirt tai I is always hanging out of his pants,
the zipper on his pants is frequently undone, and the laces on his
sneakers are usually not tied. You have spoken to Ralph about his ap-
pearance many times. Each time he tells you that herrforgotrrto shower,
etc.

- You give Ralph a reward Survey Schedule and then you
your supervisor and decide which rewards you can give to Ralph.

meet wi th

- You define the desired behavior as: (i) showering with soap each
morning; (2) brushing teeth with toothpaste each morning; (3) having
shirt tucked in pants; (4) having zipper up; and (Ð having laces tied
in a bow.

-To
breakfast,
i ng sheet.

establish a baseline,
I unch, and supper, and

you and other
you record your

staff check Ralph at
f i nd i ngs on a moni tor-

- You describe the desired behavior
wiìl benefit him.

to Ralph and you explain how it

You and Ralph then negotiate a reward and penaìty and you write up
the flexible contract shown on the next page.



********lt****lr**

Con trac t
*** ************ **

We, the undersigned par t ies ag,ree

IF

Yout.hts Name *

RoLnh Hnnrt

Behavior *

does a minimun of B of the foLLouí,nq

to the following
THEN

Adul t's Name '1,

,9ta7,7.n ,9fnnh

Reward *

u¿LL take RaLph out fon supper al)
fho Pl rrã Plnna on fha, p,tte.ní.nrt nf the
7th dnu on í>he, t dnu that SteLLa

t;nvrks - Roînh ord.er, fov, h.ímself a

smaLL pizza aith 2 toppings and a

9þy""' +

aiLL also take him fòz' desey,t at
Dairv Queen ahere he can ordey, a
stnrJne. ttnrlar, Ê2

* Penalty *

(t I t,.i.7.7 stant th.c Z d.r,U sequence aLL

attey, agoi.n, and (2) u¡i7,7. neqttine that
Rr"71h t;ní.fe ouf the. 77 heh.at,í.ons 5 times
fn he1.î hi.m nc.memhe.n f.hcm-

+ Special Conditions +

t,¡ì7.7 fnkc hìm fon dìnnen cn l:h.e finst
erení.n.g fhot she t¡oy,ks fo7 Louing his

)k*
/¡***
tt

****
)k
+

t7\

7 7 hohnt¡l'.r\v'e a1, rlau fov, 7 rlatt s:

LN

ì,n a.m.: (3) shirt tucked in at
br'e,akfast,: (4 ) t Lunch- and. (5)

at suppez, checks.: (6 ) z.ippez' up al;

bv,ea.kfa.sf - (7 ) Lunch. and (B) a.t

supper checks; and (9) Laees tíed
bneakfast, (10) Lunch checks and

t

does aLL 11 of tVte beLtaui,oz's each

MonÍtoring System *

,

e

Date Contract Begins * To Be Renegotiated *

on March L5, uhicheuez, comes fírst.

YouEhrs Signature {

1"/.r4 7,",r W

Adult's Signature *
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Sample Contract #6

PR0BLEt/l BEHAVI0R: lnterrupting other peopìe.

Fred has a problem with his manners. l,/hen Fred wants to speak to a
staff member, he simply walks up to the person and starts talkingr Fê-
gardless of what the other person is doing. staff find this annoying
because Fred frequently starts talking to them when they are in the mid-
dle of a conversation with someone else. Also, during group meetings,
Fred often will start taìking loudly to another youth while someone else
in the group is trying to discuss something. ln general, Fred never
waits for an appropriate time to begin talking and he also never says
"excuse merr before he interrupts. 0n several occasions you have asked
Fred not to interrupt other peopìers conversations, or to at least say
"excuse me'r before interrupt¡ng. Your talks have not had much effect.
ln the last week Fred has interrupted individual staff members l6 times.
During the last two group meetings, Fred interrupted some five and six
times respectiveìy.

- You give Fred a Reward Survey Schedule and then you get together
with your supervisor and decide which rewards you can give Fred.

- You define I'appropriate interruptionsil as: (l) walking up to a
staff member who is talking to some one else and waitinq until the staff
member talks to you or (2) interrupting pol itely by saying 'rexcuse me',
first or (3) in a group meeting, raising hand but not speaking untiì
told to by a staff member.

- You already have the basel ine data cited above.

- You decide the desired behavior
will benefit him.

to Fred and you explain how ît

- You and Fred negotiate a reward and a penalty and then you write
up the flexible contract shown on the next page.



* * * * * r( ** t( )k* r( ** tt t(¡k

Corìtract
**rt ** * ** ***** ****

to the followíng:[.1e, the undersig,ned parties agree

IF

Yourhts Name *

Fz,ed Frantic
BehavÍor {

for, 7 daus uhen

intev,m,Lots -

*****
tr

**
)k**
rt 176

THEN

Adul tts Name 'l

Lester Squav,e

Reward l'

ui,LL giue Fz,ed up to xS hours ofdoes the foL

he uants l;o speak uhiLe someone eLse free tíme on Sat, Feb 26, betueen

ís l;aLkinq: (1) uaLks up tto a. s 17 a.n. and 4 p.m. Dt'Lring thi.s time

and uaits until the sl;aff speaks to þq can utpi! fqi.ends as Long as

him, or (2) says tteæcuse mett befoz'e he telL_s staff uhere he aiLL

talkinq. and (3) uhen in a qrou>- be (*see penalt
y,aises his hand and uaits untiL
giuen permission to speak,

+ Bonus +

does not in onee duv.irn uyiLl aLso ue Fred 2 bus tickets
l;he 7 dapt pez,iod, and 7 dolLar endi mone on

Sat 26.

)

(l) earns Less han. 2 h.nuv's of

free time.

{ Penalty *

t,¡iLL fine Fv,ed 75 mì,n o

fy,ee l;ime foy. each 'Lnterz.uption

and z.equile Fv,ed to practice

l;he aooropri,ate behauior.

+ Special Conditions {
( 7 ) ati.L1- neouì.r,e tVnt he spend

the time tton qroundstt,

Feb 27

f his

Þlonitoring System {

A monitorinq forrn aiLL be pLaced i.n Fz'edts chaz't and staff uùLL place

an t'Xtt on it anu 1;ime Fred inl;ertn'Lpts.

Date ConEract Begins +

turdau. Febrn¿a.v'u L9. 1 983

To Be Renegotiated *

Satuy,dov, Febwnv,U 26, 7983 .-Sa

Youth's Signar.ure { Adult's Signature *
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Sample Contract #7

PR0BLE¡l BEHAVI0R: Fai lure to attend or to participate in groups.

The youths i n your cottage are supposed to attend a group meet i ng
on llondays and Thursdays at 4:30 P.11. after school. Staff feel that
these meetíngs are very useful for resolving routine problems which
arise in the cottage. Dave hates these group meetings because sometimes
staff confront him with a problem behavior he has and he does not like
being I'put on the spotrr. He also cìaims that he would rather hratch T.V.
or play cards during this time. Dave is very good at finding excuses
for missing these meetings. Sometimes he has a headache and has to lie
down, or he may have to stay late at public school for a variety of rea-
sons. l,Jhen he does attend, he usually will not answer questions. Dave
has missed J of the last 5 groups and during the 2 he did attend he
would not answer any questions except by saying, "l don't know.rt You
have spent some time discussing this problem with Dave in the past. Af-
ter each discussion with you, he attends one or two groups and answers
one or two questions but then lapses back into his old pattern once
aga i n.

- You give Dave a Reward Survey Schedule and then you meet with
your supervisor to decíde which rewards you can provide.

- You definerrattend and participate in groups,'as: (l) being at
each l-londay and Thursday meeting at 4:00 P.ll. and staying until the
meeti ng i s over; and (2) answer i ng al I questions asked wi thout denyi ng
that you know the answer.

. sk I

- You already have the basel ine data cited above.

- You describe the desired behavior to
will be beneficial to him.

Dave and you explain why it

- You and Dave negotiate a reward and a penaìty, and you write up
the flexibìe contract shown on the next page.



We, the undersigned parcies

IF

Youthts Name *

Ilehavior'l

(7) is on time fon the 4 p,m, gl:oups

nn Mnn¡Jntts anrl srin.us (+2 min by

ta.oe eLock): (2) staus in
the meetíng untiL it ends; and (3)

Õlts?iêTe a.7,7, ou.es tions uithout
denuina tha.t he knous tLte ansuer,
'rÒT t h.a, nent 4 meetinos-

eot2n.s aL1, 2 of roLlev,

aonns hí.s net¡nnd bt¿t í.s confined

* * * * rk t(* ** ¡k:k ¡t rt >t t< ¡t Jç ¡k

Con trac t
t78

***************)k*?t

agree to the following
THEN

Adul t 's Name I

Lester Souare

Reward {

uiLL qiue Daue 1,0 min. of toLler
skatinq time at the RoLLez, Rink

each time Lte does each of (1)-(3 ),
to o. mo.rLmt¡n of 2 houz,s. to be used

on the aftey,noon o f Satw,dau.

Febz.unru 26.

+ Bonus +

uíLL aLso Da.u for Daue I s

admission, and uiLL qiue him

L doLlar to spend at the concess'Lons

{ Penalty *stand.

uiLL confine DaDe to the eottaqe

for the neæt tuo eueninas.

i Special Conditions *

*
¡k**

rl**
)t
?t

fhe nof

u¡iLL ctùse him the neuard on the

fírst Sunda.u that he ís nol;

nfhan rÒãenn

ì'foni tor ing Sys tem {

A monítoninq forrn uiLL be pLaced in Dauet s chaz,t and I taff uiLL pLace a

check mark on l;he fov,m beside each behauiov, ((1)-(3)) that Daue does

dur"Lnq the neæt 4 qz,oups.

Date ContracÈ Begins *

MondnA, FebyaarA 14, L983

To Be Renegotiated *

Youth's SÍgnature Ì Adult's Signature +
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Sampìe Contract #8

PR0BLEt4 BEHAVI0R: lnappropriate sexual behavior.

Several of the girls in your cottage have compìained that Gary of-
tenrrgrabs themrror otherwise manages to come into physical contact with
their bodies. The girls are not afraid of Gary but they do find this
behavior to be annoying. Your major concern is that Gary may try this
with girls from outside your residence and thereby get himself into
trouble with the law. You have spoken to Gary about this problem sever-
al times but his behavior has not changed. During the last week staff
have seen himr¡grabbing¡r on 4 occasions and on 2 other occasions girls
have complained to staff. Your impression is that Gary does not know
how to approach girls in a more appropriate way. He has never managed
to acquire a girl friend.

- You give Gary a Reward
your superv i sor to dec i de wh i ch

Survey Schedule and then you meet with
rewards you can provide.

- You define "inappropriate physical contact" as physical contact
between any part of Gary¡s body and any part of a g¡rlrs body with the
exception of her hands and arms.

- You already have the baseline data as cited above.

- You describe the desired behavior to Gary and you explain why ¡t
will be beneficial to him.

- You and Gary negotiate a reward and a penalty. Since the problem
is a serious one you decide to try an infìexible contract, âs shown on
the next page.



* **rt ¡t ** * )t *tr ** * *** *

Con trac È

****** **¡t*** *** *

We, the undersigned parties agree to the following
IF-

Youthts Name *

*
,t***
rt

tlf*
t(
*
rt
*

't)'t',th.,qte7.7,o fon

We,r1. to rJìscztss z,ole-plau more

appropï,¿a.te üa.As of appr.oa,ch¿ng

a'I'7,'y1 Ls

rl.oe,s ( 7 ) and al;tends b

sneei,fied ín. ( 2 ) aboue. and does

r80

THEN

AduI t's Name {

SteLLa Staph

Reward {

uiLL pLace 83 in an eru)eLope ¿n

ed), Gav,l./'s chaz,t eueT!./ time he qoes

attenÃ.s a. Mon or Wed meet¿nq. Once

Garu has earned $20, he can use the

môneu to ae t his hain stuLed,

+ Bonus +

uvLLL a.Lso take Garu to McDonaLd's

for a Bì,a Mac and Coke each

aftev.noon.

* Penalty *

Behavior *

ni,n1,' s: hnrJtt (hn nøå n--o o*n1rtÃ foz'
o,osf I da.us- a.nd, (2) mee *o 7 daus uil;hout doínq (1), and uiLL

1- houz, on Mon and place .l in hís ehart eler,lt time he

fnv, n t L /,

n77 l1no 7 ttí.mn .1f.a77n npþc

each ueek,

gz,abbing or touching a girl anAuhene

huf on the ha.nds or1 a.r¿tns- Lw.s earned, and he uiLL be confined
to cotta.oe fov, 1 ueek.

t,n',7.7. stant the f.nnnf. n7 7 nrtan

nn¡J cnvnt t,'¡í.7.7. e a.L1, the moneu he

ç Special Condirions *
uiLL rescheduLe his haiy, appointrnent

Monitoring SysÈem +

tt1, t

n L

Date Contract Begins * To Be Renegotiated *

ahen l;he reuaz,d is eaz,ned.

Youthr s Signature * Adulc's Signature *
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Sample Contract #9

PROBLEI'1 BEHAVI0R: 'rSetting uprr other youths

The youths in your cottage complain that they are oftenrrset uprrby
Harry. They say that Harry provokes them until they bìow up and start a
fight at which time Harry complains to staff and the other youth gets
into troubìe. You begin to watch Harry more cìoseìy and you find that
he is'rsetting uprr the other kids. You talk to him about this but he
only stops for a few days and then begins again. He says he does it be-
cause he thinks that the other kids do not like him. You beìieve that
this is probably true because the other kids do ignore him otherwise.
Duríng the last three days staff notice Harryrrset up'another youth on
6 occas i ons.

- You give Harry a Reward Survey Schedule and you then meet with
your supervisor to decide which reward you can provide.

- You def ine a'rset uprras: (l) any pushing, punching or kicking,
etc., Harry directs toward another youth; or (2) any antagonistic verbal
remark made by Harry to another youth. This behavior must be seen or
heard by a staff in order to count as a'¡set up.'r You inform the other
youths that any behavior of Harryrs which is not visible or audible to
staff cannot possibly be that annoying and consequently they are expect-
ed to i gnore i t.

- You use the data cited above as your baseline.

- You describe the desired behavior to Harry and you explain why it
wil I be benef icial to him.

- You and Harry negotiate a reward and penaìty, and you write up
the flexible contract shown on the next page.



* * rt* ** * * ** ¡r( * * * *r< *

Corrtract
*****************)t

We, the undersigned parties ag,ree

IF

You t.h t s Name *

Ha.r,ru Ha.ss Lev,

Behavior *

does not ttset LtD'l othez. kíds
does not DToDoke them bu

unpLea.sant phusical contact ot,

uerbaL rema.r,ks): and (2) meets

aith Lester for 4 hz, on T¡,Les (3)

THEN

Adul t 's Name {

Lestez. Square

Reward + -

uyLLL az,ite tt10 poíntstt on a speciaL

ti.cket kept in Haz,ty,s chaz,t each

dnu Harz,u does one o

*****

*
rk*
)k
ìk
rt t82

to the following:

( 1

f (1)-(4). rn

t

!l/k" Harz,g ca.n eãl,n a ma.æ.LmLûn ol
400 poínts. If he Lms 340 po¿nts Lte

Wed, qnd (4 ) Thuz,s each week f ov'

soeiaL skilLs traininq.

earns 700 points in a ueekJ

seen 'tsetti,na u,ntt another
ki.rl ht anu sf,rzff-

anv1n s 340 no'l,nts but is
confined on h 26 foz, some

mi,she oT.

Monitoring System *

Anu sta.ff

can use the ticket to qain admission

to a ttVistoz.u o f Rock and RoLLt' party
on Saturdû.y Maz,ch 26, L983.

uiLL aLso take Harz.y to McDonaLdts

fon a Bic Mae and Coke on Sundau

of each ueek

uiLL fíne Hayz.u 10 points for each
ttsel; up't (i.e.. he does not eay'n hi,s

10 points that dau, pLus he Loses

snothey, 10 fot, each ttset uptt).

,

LL eæcha the nts OT ¿ D'î,e

vù to be used uhen Hanru is no

Lqnqen confined.

+ Bonus +

* Penalty *

g Special Conditions +

sees Haz,y,t) ttset 1.¿Dt' anotheï, kid uíLL oLace an ttxt' on the
môn1, tot i nal 'rônn 1,ø Ha.rnu I s cLtart. Lestez, wiLL aLso reeoz.d an ttXtt if
Ha.nvru misses a T7,¿es- lled oz. Thuz's meetiw.

Date Contract Begins *

Satuz,dau. Februar1./ 26, 7983

To Be Renegotiated +

Each Late aft on. on¡l oaoì.n.

on Saturday, Maz,ch 26, 1983

Youth's Signature * Adultrs Signacure *
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Sample Contract #10

PR0BLE14 BEHAV I 0R: I'l i I d aggress iveness

Sam is very sensitive to criticism or teasing. Any time he thinks
he is being made fun of by other youths, he begins screaming and sbrear-
ing, and usually his fists start flying. Fortunately, sam is smalì and
his physical assaults never result in another youth being hurt. Actual-
lY, the other kids appear to find his tantrums amusing and this causes
Sam to scream and swear even more. You have spoken to the other kids
and asked them not to tease Sam. They inform you that they rarely tease
deliberately. They insist that Sam frequently misinterprets things they
say and that he believes he is being teased when he is not. You observe
Sam for a while and you conclude that he does tend to misinterpret rela-
tively innocent remarks. During a 5 day period, staff record / aggres-
s i ve tantrums .

- You give Sam a Reward survey schedule and you meet with your su-
pervisor and decide which rewards you can provide.

- You define "aggressivenessrr as an instance of screaming, punch-
ing, or kicking. You definerrself-controlrras engaging in some behavior
such as: (l) going to room to cool off; (2) punching a pillow without
screaming; (3) talking to staff to get help cool ing off, etc.

- You use the data cited above as a baseline.

- You and sam negotiate a reward and a penalty. since there is no
danger of Sam seriousìy hurting anyone, you decide to make the contract
a fl3¿þl3 one, as shown on the next page.
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Corì trac C
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the following:

THEN

Adult's Name *

SteLLa Sltaph

Behavio r 'l

s in seLf-controL ahen uiLL urtte ttltt point on a specíal
mad and does not screeln, punch, or tì-cket kept in Samt s ehaz,t eaeh day
kíck ete., othez' kids and (2) meets s (1 and also each he

aith SteLLa for L hout, on Tl,ps: does 2 (s) and 4 r Sam Vns

(ó ) Wed and (4 ) Thuz,s each ueek foo 34 of 40 po¿nts bu Apri L 2/83, he

tz.ainino in soeiaL skilLs and can use the tickel; to qain admi,ssion
hou to respond to teas'Lng, to a z,oLlez, sknting parl;A on Apy'iL 2.

+ Bonus +
ea.Tns 70 ooin ts in a ueek uiLL aLso take Søn to DaiTy Q,Leen

foz, a sundae on Sundau of each ueek.

*
***

*
rl(
¿
*
)lr
rk
*

We, the undersigned parties agree to
IF

Yout.h's Name *

Satn SYnaLL

Reward *

(1.) e

LS SEEN SCTE1,TTTL ounchino -

* Penalty *

uiLL fíne Sam 1 point for eaeh

kickino etc anu sl;aff. ty,'t,untl e addition toL

faíLi,na l;o eaz,n the dnu Is point.
lte Loses one).

1 Special Condirions *
ea.nn.s t he 34 ooints tn¿t ?,)1. L L the. no'|, nts for, 2

confined on A L 2 fov, some mô1t'Ì,e, .s- to be used uhen

mísbehansion - ,9om ì,s no Lonaen eon.fi,
Monitoring System *

Anu staff u)ho sees Samt s ttte,ntrwnt' LL pLaee en ttXtt on the monitorinq
fov.m ín h.i, s chay,t. SteLLa. uiLL aLso v.ecord an ttxtt if Sa.m mísses a. TI,Les.

Wed oy, Thuy,s meetinq.
Date Contract Begins *

March 5, lg]s
To Be Renegotiated *

again uhen the z,eaard is eay,ned.

Yout.h's Signature *

l-.-, .(^.-

Adult's Signature {
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Samol e Co tract #l I

PROBLEI'l BEHAV I 0R: Ser ious aggress iveness .

Bill is continually getting into fights with the other kids in his
cottage. Any time another youth does or says something which Bill does
not like, he punches the person. You have observed that the other kids
do not go out of their way to antagonize Bill. Rather, he just seems to
have a short temper. ln addition, the other kids are afraid of him and
Bilì seems to enjoy therrrespectrrthat comes with being tough. you have
had numerous talks with Bill where you have tried to explore the reasons
for his aggressiveness but nothing much comes out of these talks. Bill
is a strong boy and his punches often draw blood. You are concerned
that he may very well break someoners nose or teeth. He has hit three
kids in the Iast 7 days.

- You give Bill a Reward Survey Schedule and then you meet with your su-
pervisor to decide which rewards you can provide.

- You def i ne rraggress i onrr as any phys i ca I contact wi th another
youth (excluding any contact wh¡ch is obviously nonaggressive such as
shaking hands, etc.). Verbal abusiveness is not included in your defi-
nition. You define rrself control" as engaging in some behavior other
than hitting a youth such as: (l) going to room to cool off; (z) punch-
ing a pillow; (3) talking to staff to get help cooìing off, etc.

- You use the data cited above as your baseline.

- You and Bill negotiate a reward and a penalty. Since in this
case Bill could seriously injure another youth, you decide to make the
contract an inflexible contract, as shown on the next page.



****************t(*

Corrtract
****)t***********

We, the undersigned parti.es ag,ree

IF
Youch's Name {

li't L L l]'t,dd

etc. - anothe? uouth foz. 7 daus: and
(2) meel;s uith Lestey, for' ls hz' on

TLes and Thurs to Learn about and

THEN

the contz,act aiLL be z'enegotiated fon
another 7 da1¡s. llhen a second molie
pass is eav,ned BLLL can take h¿s

tt
***
rt
*

****
rk
rt

ì86

to the following

Adul t 's Name {

Lester Square

Behavior * Reward l
(1) enqaqes in seL f contz'ol uhen mad uiLL pLace one molìe pass ¿nto BiLLts
and c IL does not hit chaz.t. If B¿LL eanns this pass, thent

t

practice anqer- controL skiLLs qiz,Lfriend to a moÐ¿e on a Sa tuz.dag

night of his choice.

+ Bonus +

coooev.ate uith Lestez. durínq tLLe ui,LL also qiue BLLL 4 bus tickets and

a.ngQv- cont?ol sess¿ons and Lear.ns $2 spendi ng monell the night of the

the ski.Lls ueLL mouLe.

* Penalty {
(7) h.i.ts kí,r=k.c etc. . anol;Ltez, uouth t uiLL canceL l;his conty,act. BLLL uiLL
o-n (2) fat',Ls to attend the Tl,Les and not z,ece'iue the mouie l;icket and he

Thurs meetings uith Lester (aithout uiLL be confined to the cottaqe u¿th
û|',|. P.!Yêuse such si,r:kness ) - I p.r¡t. bed ti,me foz. L ueek

.¡ Special Conditions *
uiLL qiue the tickets to BLLL on aea.nn.s th.e. but is confined

lor some red.sôn othez. than aqqression, Saturda!4 foLLouing his confì,nement.

Þlonitoring System *

Staff uiLL z,ecoz,d antl instance of phusicaL aqqression ahich thell see (or
see eu¿dence of, such as bLood) on a fov,m in BLLL I s etnrt. Lestez, tiLL
be notifief inrnedial;e Lu" Lesl;ez, udLL z,ecoy,d anu missed sessions.

Date Contract Begins * To Be RenegotiaEed {

Saturdnu. Februaru 26. 1983Satuz.dnu, Februanu 79. 19Bs

Youthrs Signacure I Adult's Signature *

/offi- ,!*,on"ß,/ ß*n
ilftr
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Samp ì e Contract #l 2

PROBLEI'I BEHAVI0R: Running away - example a.

Veronica has run ar^/ay 3 times during the last 4 months. 0nce she
ran while on store leave, once while outside "on groundsrr, and once she
did not return from a home visit. She says that she ran on these occa-
sions because she wanted tor¡partyrrand be with her boyfriend. She says
that she does not get to see her friends and boyfriend often enough, and
she maintains that this ís the main cause of her running.

- You give Veronica a Reward Survey Schedule and you find that what
she wants is time to visit friends, etc.. You and your supervisor dis-
cuss this case and you decide that you will allow her to go out with her
friends on Friday and Saturday evening between 6 and ll P.t4.

- You have the baseì ine data cited above.

- You describe the desired behavior to Veronica and
it wi I ì be beneficial to her.

you explain why

You
not want
tract, as

an
Ve

s

d Veronica negotiate the reward and penalty.
ronica to run away even once, you write up an
hown on the next page.

S i nce you do
inflexible con-



******it****i***rtt

Corì Crac t
****************

Co tlrc'followlng:Wc, tlrc' undcrsig,ned parties agree

I!.
Youtlr's Name l

Venoniea Varoom

Behavior *

(L) does not run at'nq for 7 days;
(2) meets uith SteLLa for thron
Thurs euen'irw to diseuss methods

of copínq uith urges to nun; and

(3) tells s eæaetL uhene she

vLLL be on her LeaÐe,

retuz,ns befone or at 70:00 p.nt.,

(1 ) tuns or aets in
the ooLice uhiLe on Leaue,

(2 ) r,e turms

dnunk ete

(1) is confined
* SPe

dtninq the ueek

so tVtat she eouLd not z,un

(2) is eonfined on Fz'i March 4/83
Monftoring System I
Staff on dutu Fz.ì.daa niqht,

rt****
*

**t
t
rt
*

ì88

THEN

Âdultfs Name {

SteLLa Staph

Ù)íLL

Reward *

ue Venoniea 4 houns o e

time in or.de? to uísit her

beh¡een 6 anå 10 p.m. on Fr¿. Mareh

4/s3. She uíLL aLso neceiue 2 bus

tickets.

+ Bonus +

viLL aLLou Veronica .to inuite hen

boygriend in popeorn and T.V. until
midnight. ALso, her eurfeu for the

* Penal ty ttert ueekend uiLL be eætended to 1L p.n-

to tnouble uith (L) aíLL eanceL thi,s contract and

Veronica uiLL be eonfined fon 2 uks

hen Leatse notíeeab Ly (2) uiLL not aLlou her boufriend in fot'
T.V. and popeorn and her curfeu uiLL

be mozsed fon'w,d L hozu, the nert ueek.cfal Condftfons + "
(1) uiLL suspend the eontraet untiL
eonfinement is oüe?.

(2) uiLL aiue hen the net'nrd on Sat

Mareh 5, oz, Wed, Maz,eh 9.

Mareh 4, uíLL reeoz,d the time Vez,oniea returns

t

and uhether or not she is obuiousLy drunk, etc. Runs are defùned bll

adninistration as any AWOL gneaten t\nn 2 hours

Date ConCract Begins {

Scttw.day, Itebruaru 26, 1983

To Be Renegociated *

Fnidau. Marcþ 4, 1983 before sqper

Yourlr's Sig,rraturc I Âdulc's Signaturc {
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Sample Contract #13

PROBLEI4 BEHAVI0R: Running away - example b.

Betty has run away J times during the last 6 months. Five months
ago she did not return from a home visit (she stayed with her mother).
The other 2 times she ran while outside with a staff. 0n both of these
occasions she attempted to get to Brandon to see her mother and friends.
Betty says that she runs to see her family and friends in Brandon and
she insists that she would not run away if she was allowed to see them
more often.

- You give Betty a Reward Survey Schedule and you find that she re-
ally wants a weekend home visit. You and your supervisor are reluctant
to give this to her because you are afraid that she m¡ght try to run
away to Vancouver to see her father.

- You and your supervisor decide that you cannot give Betty a home
visit just now but that you will give her one in 3 weeks, if she ful-
fills the terms of the contract shown on the next page.

- You describe
these behaviors wi I I

the des i red behaviors
be beneficial to her.

to Betty and you explain why

- You and Betty negotiate a reward and penalty.
serious problem, you decide to make the contract an
shown on the next page.

Since running is a
infl ibl e oner 3S
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Corì trâc t
****************

We , the unders ig,ned par t ies ag,ree to

IF
Youthts Name Ì

the foJ-lowing

Adul t's Name {

Lestev. Squaz'e

Behavior * Reward *

( 1 ) does not r.un foz. 7 days (March 4) uiLL siqn e. ttpa.ss'l

******
?t

**
+
*
rk
rt
*

Bettu Bopper

Leaue uith a staff on

Mon niqht: (3) z'eturns on time
(9 p.m. ) from an tton qroundstl

Leaue uithout a staff on Wed niqht
and (4) meets uith Lestez, IOT I ny

Mar.ch 4

(1) fo.i

t90

THEN

foz, one ueekend

tu earns the

signature, then thùs conl;ract uiLL
be nenegotiated taice moye. If Betty
earna aLL 3 sigrntrtres, then she can

Tnue a home uisit on l,laz,ch 19 and 20/53.

uíLL take Bettu to McDonaLdts to
ceLebrate She uiLL get a Bi.g lulac

and Lanqe Coke.

( 1) uiLL ter.minate the contz,aet and

Bet uì,LL be con ned 2 uks

her retuz,n. (2) aiLL start the contract
oùer so that Bettu has to qo anothez.

t

(2) returns on tzme (9 p.m. ) fz,om an home uisit. ff Bet
tton n

J

on Íhuz,s to Leaue seLf_ eotttrot *ut($"nu, 
r

ea.Tns hez, fì,rst siqnature on

* Penalty *
Ls to do (1). (2) or (3)

aboue

(2) fa iLs to do (4) abots o

'1,9 enn th,e, t,tee,ke.nll OT
+ special condit ,zn*ï" ^b,"^{::?. ^1"nùng 

hez' fiz'st' sLgnnDure.

Man¿z h 19-20 for a reoson other than ui.LL y,e-scheduLe the uisit unttl a

run.n:?,n.a oz, if hev, na.nen ts cannot weekend aftez. hez' con finement or üLLen

r4&g^{€, þf{s u(rsE t"ft rgl; u e ek e nd, her parents ean haue her.
Runs av,e defined bu adminisl;z'ation as anq AWOL ouez. 2 hz.s dtLz.at¿on Gnd ar.e

z.eeoy,ded in Bet l;uts chaz,t btt anu staff . Lester oza q.n!.t other s on duty
aiLL z,ecoz,d comoTíance ù¿th /'9 | /2 | and (4) aboue"

Date ConEract Begins *

Frid.a.u, 25, 7983

To Be RenegotiaÈed *

Fy,ídall, May,ch 4. 1983

Youthts Signature { Adult's Signature *
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rds and Pena i lable for Use d-Care l,Jorke
Simulations

I AVA I LABLE PENALT I ES

5

Total confinement to the cottage with loss of all privileges.

Duration: This is up to you.

Permi ss i on to attend school but conf i nement after school wi th

loss of all privileges.

Duration: This is up to you.

cancel lation of a planned leave which was scheduìed for the com-

í ng weekend.

Loss of a special privi lege such as attending a rol ler skating

party which is scheduled for the coming weekend.

Any other form of pun i shment wh i ch may be used at

II. AVAILABLE REWARDS l.,lH I CH THE Y OUTH L I KES:

One movie ticket per week.

Up to 4 extra bus tickets per week.

Up to 5 hours of 'rf ree t imerr on Saturdays .

A part at with recorded music, soft drinks, pota-

to chips, and ì guest from outside This can

take place on Fr iday night from 8:00 to midnight, no more than

once per every 6 weeks. Assume that other k i ds from

and their guests wi I I be there.

5. Two tickets for roller skating, money to rent boots, and permis-

sion to take a guest from outside of . once Der

week.

2

3

4

2

3

4



6 0ne ticket for an'rall

kids and staff from

nighterrrroller

night,

192

skat i ng party wi th other

and money to rent boots.

no more than once every 6This can take place on Friday

weeks.

7 . One t i cket to the pì anetar i um, once per week.
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APPEND I X C

Procedure for Scoring Simulations, General ization Tests, and

S tandard rrYouthrr Responses

scoring Form for child-care workers' Negotiation and writing Be-

haviors

Scor íng Form f or Standard I'Youthrt Responses

193 -



Procedure fo r Scorino Simulations Genera I i z t ion

l9l+

Tests, and Standard
"YouthrrResponses

Negotiation Behaviors

General instructions. The scorer must be f ami I iar with the f low-

chart depicting the steps in negotiation (attached). The flowchart is

an i nteractive one¡ sometimes certai n behaviors are requi red and some-

times they are not required, depending upon the youth's responses to the

chi ld-care worker (C.C.W.). Thus, the scorer must fol low the flowchart,

determine if a particular behavior is required, and then I isten to hear

if the C.C.l.J. emits ¡t. The ccoring form (attached) lists steps which

correspond to the steps on the flowchart. lf a required behavior oc-

curs' circle the rrlrr to the right of the behavior. Sometimes a score of
ttl/2tt may be circled, if the required behavior occurs but is of poor

qual ity. This is discussed below. lf a required behavior is not emit-

ted, circìe therr0rr. lf the youth responds to the c.c.t.l. such that a

particular behavior is not required, circle trn/¿tt for rrnot appì icable.r'

Behaviors which are always required do not have an "n/a" scoring option.

llany of the behaviors required of a scorer are prompted by the

scoring form. The next few pages contain some additional detai ls re-

qu i red for accurate scor i ng. The scorer shouì d become qu i te fami I i ar

w¡th these detai ls before attempting to score a negotiation session.

ln order to receive a rrlil for the behavior cued by Step #Z(A), the

C.C.W.rs description cf the desired behavior must be primari ly behavior-

al. That is, most of the C.C.W.rs verbal ization must specify observabìe

behaviors (e.g., I'l4ake your bed, hang up all clothes, and empty the

waste basket every day."). lf the c.c.tJ. makes an effort to specify ob-

servable behaviors but aìso interjects a number of subjeetive terms
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(e.g.,rrCìean your room by hanging up your clothes, making your bed, and

making the room neat."), consider the description to be partly behavior-

al and score tt1/2tt. lf the description of the desired behavior is most-

ly nonbehavioral (e.g., "Your room should be neat and tidy.") or is

omitted, score "0".

ln order to receive a "1" for the behavior cued by Step #4(C), the

C.C.W. must make explicit the fact that the youth has the option of re-

jecting the counterproposal and proposing another reward/penalty instead

(e. g. , rrYou donr t have to accept my counterproposa I . Your re free to

suggest something else."). lf the C.C.tJ. makes this fact implicit rath-

er than expì icit (e.g., I'Do you l ike that counterpropoFal?"), score

ttl/2tt. lf behavior is required but not emitted, score'r0rr.

lf the youth's responses are such that a compromise regarding the

reward/penalty is not achieved by the end of Step #4, thereby necessi-

tating a return to Step #3, place a checkmark where indicated on the

scoring form and begin scoring at Step #3 on a second (and if necessary,

third) scoring form. lf the youth's responses are such that the C.C.W.

decides to reduce the behavioral requirement and to return to Step #2,

place a checkmark where indicated on the scoring form and begin scoring

at Step #2 on a second scoring form.

Four situations may arise which require special scoring rules. The

f irst is a situation where: the C.C.W. fails to use a reward (when this

occurs, it is usually during a pretest) or (Z) the C.C.IJ. proposes a

reward without first asking the youth to propose one (when this occurs,

it is usual ìy during a posttest or general ization test). The ìatter

case amounts to imposinq a reward upon the youth instead of negotiating
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one. ln either case, score rr0rr for Step #3 (A) , ttn/att for Step #3ß) ,

and rrOrr f or Step #4 (A) , (B) , and (C) . lf the C.C.W. rrproposes" (i .e.,

imposes) a reward and then tells the youth that he or she can reject the

'rproposalr', do not score a rrIrr (or "1/2") by Step #4(C). However, if

after imposing a reward the C.C.W. then asks the youth to propose one,

consider the C.C.W. to have corrected himself or herself and change the

'lOf' scored by Step #3$) to rtlrr. The r¡n/arr scored for Step #j (g) aìso

may require changing if the youth is unabìe to think of a reward to pro-

pose. Similarly, the "0rr scored for Step #4 (A) , (B) , and (C) , will usu-

ally need to be changed. These scoring rules are logical in the case of

simulations since simulations are programmed such that Step #4(A), (B),

and (C) would have been required had the C.C.VJ. asked the rryouthrr (i.e.,

experimenter) to propose a reward (this is discussed in detai I below) .

The ruìes are somewhat arbitrary in the case of general ization tests

since it is impossible to know which steps would have been required had

the C.C.W. asked the youth to propose a reward, but they have the ad-

vantage of keeping the scoring procedure for simulations and general iza-

tion tests the same.

The rules discussed above also apply to the negotiation of the pen-

alty except when a rrmandatory penalty'r is involved during a generaliza-

tion test. This single exception is discussed later.

A second situation which requires a special scoring rule occurs

when the C"C.l.J. accepts a youthrs proposed reward or penalty when it

shouìd not have been accepted (i.e., when it is too costly, unethical,

or not on the C.C.W.rs I ist of acceptable rewards and penalties). The

rule is to score Step #4(A), (B) , and (C) as rrOtr instead of as "n/ar'"
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A third situation which requires a special scoring rule occurs when

a C.C.W. asks the youth to propose a reward or penalty but then shows

the youth the list, a behavior cued by Step #3(B), without first giving

the youth a chance to think of and propose a reward or penalty. The

scoring rule is that the c.c.l'J. should wair: (l) until the youth indi-

cates that he or she cannot think of anything to propose (e.g., "l donrt

know") or (2) until one minute has passed. lf the C.C.W. shows the

youth the I ist before the appropriate time, score Step #3(B) as rrn/art

instead of rr I rr.

A fourth situation which requires a speciaì scoring rule may occur

during a general ization test, usual ly after a youth has become fami I iar

with the negotiation process. The youth may propose a reward or penalty

before the c.c.w. has the opportunity to ask the youth to do so. vJhen

this occurs, it is assumed to be due to past negotiation sessions where

the C.C.W. has asked the youth to make a proposal, and so the rule is to

score a rrlrr by Step #3G). Similarly, a youth who has already made one

proposal which has not been accepted by the C.C.l,J. may make a second

proposal before the C.c.w. has an opportunity to make a counterpropo-

sal. When this occurs, the rules are: (l) lf the youthts second propo-

sal is acceptable, assume that the C.C.tJ. would have emitted the behav-

iors cued by Step #4(B) and (C), and score a rrlr¡ in both cases. (2) lf

the youth's second proposal i s st i ì ì not acceptabl e, score ttn/vtt for

Step #4(B) and (C). The C.C.W. shouìd then emit the behavior cued by

Step #4(A) a second time, followed by behaviors cued by Step #l+(B) and

(C). Wait and see if these behaviors occur, and then score accordingly.
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Simuìations. lt is not possible to emit any of the behaviors cued

by Step #l during a simulation since normally these behaviors should oc-

cur prior to the negotiation session. Thus, scoring begins at Step #2.

ln simulation sessions, the experimenter plays the roie of the youth and

consequently the I'youthrsrrresponses to the C.C.l,l. can be programmed and

standardized prior to the simulation, so that negotiation ends at either

of Steps #3, #l+, or #5. ln the present research, ther¡youth" responded

such that the C.C.W. should have emi tted the behaviors cued by Step

#2(A) and (B), Step #3(A) (once for the reward and again for the penal-

ty), and Step #4(A) (B), and (c) (once for the reward and again for the

penalty), in order to earn a maximum of l0 points. The percent occur-

rence of the required behaviors is computed by dividing the actual num-

ber of points earned by l0 and multiplying by 100.

Genera I i zat i on tests. Dur i ng general ization tests, the C.C.W. con-

tracts r^rith a real youth and consequently it is not possible for the

scorer to know in advance which behaviors cued by the flowchart will be

required. Thus ¡t is necessary for the scorer to determine whether or

not a behavior is requÍred (in consideration of the flowchart and the

youthts responses to the C.C.W.) and then to determine whether or not

the behavior occurred. The behaviors cued by Step #l (n), (B), and (D)

should be scored during general ization tests. lf these behaviors are

emitted, a.r^rr¡tten product should be produced (i.e., a completed reward

survey schedule, a list of available rewards and penalties, and baseline

data), and consequently scoring may be based upon the presence or ab-

sence of a written product. The behavior cued by Step #l(C) is typical-

ly at a "private eventsrrlevel during Step #l and thus it is not scored

unti I it reoccurs pubì ical ly during Step #2(A).
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Sometimes a residence wi I I have a mandatory penalty for certain

problem behaviors such as physical assault. ln such cases, the C.C.W.

will be unable to negotiate a penalty and consequently alì the behaviors

which relate to the negotiation of the penalty in Step #3 and #4 shouìd

be scored as "n/4". This situation could arise during a general izatíon

test with a real youth but it should not arise during a simulation. The

percent occurrence of required behavíors is computed by dividing the ac-

tual number of points earned by the number of points that could have

been earned and multiplying by 100.

Contract Wri tinq Behaviors

ln generaì, if a required textual response is present on a written

contract produced during the simulation or general ization test, score a

rrlrr. lf a required textual response is present only in part or is qual-

¡tat¡vely poor, score ttl/ztt when that option is avai lable (see scoring

forms). lf a required textual response is missing or is of very poor

quaì ity, score rr0rr. The required textual responses are:

l. Names. Score illrrif the names of both the youth and the C.C.W.

are present i n such a manner as to i nd i cate that the contract i s

between those two parties (first names are sufficient). lf the

names are present but ¡t is not clear that the contract is be-

tr^reen these two parties (e.g., the names are not rrconnectedl to

the contract with an appropriate phrase), or if only one name is

present, seore tt1/ztt. 0therwise seore rr0r'.

2. Statement of cont i noency. Score 'r lrr if a phrase is present to

indicate that the consequences are contingent upon the behavior.

A typi cal phrase i s of the rri f-then" var ¡ ety. Otherwi se score

il0il.
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Score rrì r', ttl /ztt, of rr0rr us ing the

scoring the behavior cued by Stepsame cr i ter i a as used when

#2(A) of rhe f lowcharr.

4. Spec i f i cat i on of the reward. Score I'l " ¡ f the reward is de-

scribed and ¡f the day when the reward will occur is also indi-

cated. Score ttl/2tt if the rebrard is described but it is not

clear when it is to occur. Otherwise score "0r'.

5. Bonus. Scorerrlrr if a bonus is described. Score ttn/att if the

9.9.U . verbaì izes that he or she has considered a bonus but has

chosen not to provide one due to the expense of the reward. ln

such cases, if the blank standard contract form is being used,

the C.C.l.J. should cross out the bonus section or otherwise indi-

cate that it has been deleted. This should not happen during

simulations but it couìd happen during a general ization test with

a rea I youth . 0therw i se score rrOrr 
.

Penalty. Score in manner anaìogous to the way the reward is

scored. Note that the penalty is to be something more than sim-

ply not earning the reward or bonus. Sometimes a C.C.W. wi I I

write that if the desired behavior does not occur, then the youth

wi I I lose the reward and bonus, but those contingencies already

exist and consequently this does not constitute a true penalty.

lf during a general ization test a penalty was not negotiated be-

cause of the existence in the residence of a mandatory, nonnego-

tiable penaìty, then a description of that mandatory penalty

should appear in the appropriate pìace on the contract and ¡t

should be scored as above.

6
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7 Special conditions. Score "l" if the contract indicates that if

the youth is unable to partake of the reward/bonus due to some

other misbehavior (e.g., the youth earns a movie ticket for Sat-

urday by engaging in behavior X but then gets grounded on the

weekend for engaging in behavior Y), then the reward/bonus wi I I

be postponed unti ì the youth is able to partake of the reward.

0therwise score "0".

l'1on i tor i nq system. Score rrìrr i f the contract conta i ns at I east a

brief description of how the desired behavior wi I I be monitored.

0therw i se score rr0rr .

9. Dates. Score illrr if both the day the contract begins and the

time for renegotiation are specified. Specific dates are not es-

sentiaì; phrases like I'renegotiated next Fridayrrare sufficient.

lf only one of these days is specif ied, score ttl/21t. Otherwise

score r¡0rr.

10. Signatures. Score "lrl if the signatures of both the youth and

the C.C.l.J. are present. lf only one signature is present, score

ttl/ztt. 0therwise score "0r'.

ll. Flexible/inflexibìe. Score rrlrr if a contract i s appropr i atel y

flexible or inflexible (refer to the training manual for de-

tai ls) . Sometimes C.C.W.s make contracts fìexible in rather com-

pl icated \^rays. They should not be penalized for not noticing a

less complicated way of making a contract flexible, even when the

less compl icated way is very apparent to the scorer. Otherwise

score rr0rt.

Standardl tYout h ¡r Responses
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The scorer must be familiar with the flowchart depicting the

steps i n negot i at i on (attached) . Dur i ng pretest and posttest

simulations, the rryouthrr (i.e., experimenter) should respond to

the C.C.I,/.rs verbalizations in the following manner: (l) lf the

C. C.W. proposes a reward wi thout ask ing the rryouthrr to propose

one first, therryouthrrshould accept the imposed reward. (2) lf

the C.C.I,l. asks the rryouthil to propose a reward, as prompted by

Step #3(A) of the flowchart, the I'youth,t shouìd propose a reward

which is clearly excessive and not on the I ist of available re-

wards which was presented to the C.C.W.. (3) lf the C.C.V,,. makes

a counterproposal, as prompted by Step #4 (B) of the flowchart,

the rryouthrr shou I d accept the reward . The ,ryouth'r shou I d em i t
three more responses, analogous to the three above, when the pen-

aìty is being determined. Thus, the scorer must fol low the flow-

chart, determine if one of the six standard tryouthrr responses is

required, and then I isten to hear if the ¡tyouth'r emits the re-

quired response. The scoring form (attached) I ists the six stan-

dard rryouthrr responses . I f a part i cu I ar response r^ras not re-

quired (e.g., the C.C.!ü. did not attempt to use a reward), score

ttn/at' f or 'rnot applicable.rr The percent occurrence of the re-

quired standard 'ryouthrr responses is computed by dividing the ac-

tual number of points earned by the number that could have been

earned and muìtiplying by ì00"
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Scorinq Form for Chi ld-Care Workersr Negotiation and Writino Behaviors

SCORING FOR¡I

SCORER: DATE:_

Each step below corresponds to a 6tep on the florchart, If e behavfor fB requlred and the
C.C.W. eEirs rhe behavlor, clrcle I or t (refer Eo the Scorlng !'fånuaf for detalls). lf a

behavlor la requlred and the C.C.t¡. fsfl8 to enlt lt, clrcle 0. If a behavlor 18 not requlred'
clrcle n/a.

NEGOTIATION BEHAVIORS - RE:T.¡ARD

STEP JI I :
(A) Youth/reward survey echedule.
(B) Supervfsor/Iist rewârds and penalÈ1es..'
(c) Select problen/deffne
(D) Establfsh baselfne,..

C.C.fJ.: YOUTH

STEP /i 2:
(A) Descrlbe behavlor to youth
(B) Explatn why beneflcial. . . .

STEP /I3:
(A) Ask youth to proPose reward
(B) Show Ìfst tf necessary'....

STEP /l4 r

(A) Explain why cannot Provide.
(B) }lake couterproposal,. ... ' .

(c) Ask youth/accept or reJect/understands'

(A) Polltely end negotlatlng sesslon.
(B) Meet wlth superulsor and conslder allernatives

NEGOTIATION BEH.AVIORS - PENALTY

STEP /I3:
(A) Ask youth to propose penalty
(B) Show l1gt lf necesaary. . . ...

0
0

;

1

I

I

,

\
0
0
0

0
0

n

0

I
1
I

nla

n/a
nla
n/a

nla
n/a

n,l a
n/a

n/a
nla
nla

n/â

If C.C.l.¡. should retum to STEP /13, check (Ø here _ and begin scorin8 on a new forn.

If C.C.W, should recurn to STEP #2, check (Ø here 
- 

æd begfn scorlng on a nev forn.

STEP /I5:
0
0

I
1

0
0

1
I

STEP /I4:
(A) Explatn vhy cannot Provfde....
(B) lrake counterproposal. '....
(C) Ask youth/accept or reJect/uderstânds' \
rf c.c.r,¡

rf c.c.w

STEP /I5:
(A) Potltely end negotfatLng sesslon.. '...
(B) Meet wlth supenlsor and conslder alternatl-ves...... 1

ToTAI, PoIMS: 7":

I{RITING BEHAVIORS

Circle the approprlate score (refer to the Scorlng Manual for detafls)

I
I
1

0
0
0

Bhould retun to STEP #3, check (Ø here 
- 

and begln ecoring on a nes fom'

should retum to STEP //2, check (Ø here 
- 

and begln scorfng on a new fom.

1 n/a
nla

Nanes. .
StateEent of contlngency
Definltfon of behavfor..
Specfflcatlon of revard.
Bonus . ,

Speclflcatlon of penalty
Special condf t1ons.,....
Honltorlng systeE.......
Datea. .
Slgnatures.
Flexlble/1nflexlble.....

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

\
\
\
\

\\

1
1
1
I
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
TOTAI, POINTS: ZZ

1.
a

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
L
9.

10.
11.
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Scorinq Form for Standard rrYouth" Responses

Scorer:Date:

c. c.!Í

I

SímulaËíon:

If the C.C.I^I. imposed a reward, the "youth" accepted it.

I 0 nla

If the C.C.l,J. asked the rryouth" to propose a reward fStep #3(A)] the
"youth" proposed somethÍng unacceptable (not on the 1íst. )

I 0 nla

If the C.C.i^I. counterproposed a reward [Step /i4(B) ], the rryourhil
accepted ít.

I 0 nla

If the C.C.I^I . imposed a penalty, the "youth" accepted ít.

1 0 n/a

If Ëhe C.C.I^1. asked the "yourh" to propose a penalty fStep #3(A)],
the "youth" proposed something unacceptable (not on the 1íst).

I 0 nla

If the C.C.l^1. counterproposed a penalty fStep #4(B) ], the "youth"
accepted it.

1 0 n/a

TOTAL POINTS:

2

3

4

5

6
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APPEND I X D

0perational Def i ni tions of Youth-Preferred and Youth-Di sl i ked

Staff Social Behaviors - l'lodified'Versions of Those Provided by

VJi I lner et al . , (1977)

Scoring Form for Child-Care !'lorker Social Behaviors

206 -
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f Youth-Preferred and Youth-Dis
al Be aviors - l,lodif ied Versi sof

Youth-P

al._

referred Social Behaviors l" CALI'I PLEASANT VO ICE TONE

Score occurrence if the chi ld care worker's (C.C.W.'s) tone of

voice is mainly calm, pleasant, or neutral. Do not score occurrence if

the tone of voice is notably not calm, is upsetr oF unpleasant at any

time during the interaction. Note: firmness of voice tone is not scored

as upset or unpleasant.

2. ENTHUS IAS¡4

Enthusiasm refers to an eager, pleased or excited tone of voice and

facial expression. Score occurrence if this is present."

3, St4tLtNc

Score occurrence if the C.C.W. smi ìes whi ìe looking at the youth.

lf smiling and laughing occur at the same time, score ioking only. Note

though, the smi I ing may occur after laughing has ceased.

4. POSITIVE FEEDBACK

Score occurrence of posi tive feedback when the C.C.W. gives the

youth verbal praise. This includes compl imenting the youth, congratu-

lating the youth on a job well done, or giving approval to the youth.

Examples: "You've done a f ine job."; rrGood. Thatrs f ine.'r; r'l appreciate

your help."; rrl can see that yourre trying. That's very nice.t'

5. P0L r TENESS

Score occurrence if the C.C.W. behaves in a courteous manner. Gen-

erally, this involves the use of such courteous phrases asrrpleasetrand

rrthank you" .

t
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Note: the presence of rudeness, harsh criticism, or raised/disre-

spectful voice tone disqual ified scoring of occurrence of pol iteness.

6, OFFERING OR PROVIDING HELP

Score occurrence when the C.C.W. offers to help youth or says that

he/she would I ike to help, or asks how helshe can be of help. Words

analogous to rrhelprr are acceptable.

7 . EXPLA rN Hoþr/WHAT

Score occurrence if the C.C.W. describes the behavior he wants the

youth to emit. The C.C.W. may either give a demonstration to the youth

(i.e., show him) or verbally describe what the youth should do or how to

do it. These explanations must involve specific behaviors requi red of

the youth (for example, rrlook me in the eye" "Now, pick up the ash

trayrr; "say rhelìor when I come into the room,'). A nonverbal demonstra-

tion of the behavior is also sufficient to score occurrence.

Do not score occurrence if the specific behavior is not requested

or described. For example, rrYou need to improve ... change your atti-

tude do it better acknowledge my presence act as though

yourre glad to see me.'r These are not specific behaviors.

8. EXPLAIN t.lHY

Score occurrence if the C.C.W. gives a rationale or reason (to ttre
youth) for why he or she is asking the youth to engage in (or learn) an

appropriate behavior or to fol low an instruction. The reason must be

something other than earning the reward or avoiding the penalty; ¡t

should indicate the possible natural consequence which may occur, if the

youth engages in the behavior (i.e., either immediately or in the fu-

ture). This need not occur immediately after a description of a desired

behavior, although that is when it will most likely occur.



Examples: rrPeople will be impressed with you, if you know how

them properly."; rrThese skills will help you get a job someday.rt
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to greet

9. FA r RNESS

Fairness refers to treating the youth in a just and reasonable man-

ner. Score occurrence when the C.C.W. attempts to negotiate or compro-

mise with the youth (e.g., rrWell, lrlì do this forr /ou if you do this

for me'¡); or indicates the intention of negotiating or compromising

(e.g., trlrd ìike for you and I to work out some sort of compromise.',);

or if the C.C.W. inquires of the youth concerning the acceptabi ì ity of

the transaction (e.g., I'Do you think this is fair?'r); or asks for the

youth's opinion regarding the situation at hand. Note, however, if the

youth refuses (i.e., to compromise, accept the situation, or give his

opinion) or claims that the c.c.l.l. is unfair, this does not affect the

C. C.W. 's score of fa i rness. The youthrs response i s i ndependent of what

the teaching-parent does (and therefore the youth's response should not

be considered in your scoring).

ì O. CONCERN

Concern refers to the C.C.W. treating the youth in an understanding

manner i f-rY i ng to understand the youthrs pos i t i on, or express i ng concern

for the youth. Any sort of verbal response which reflects empathy is

sufficient to score an occurrence.

II. JOKING

score occurrenee of joking if the c.c.l,l. bras laughing or acting ín

a jovial or witty manner. The youth need not be laughing. Do not

score, if the "joku" involved an unkindrrput downrrof the youth.

12. GETTING RIGHT TO THE POINT
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Score occurrence i f the C.C.W. begi ns to descr ibe ei ther the

youthrs inappropriate or the appropriate behavior desired of the youth

within 60 seconds of the onset of the interaction. Youth-Disliked So-

cial Behaviors

DESCR I B I NGONL Y !,JHAT YOUTH D I D WR0NG (No recoon i t io of accompl i sh-

men t)

Score occurrence if the C.C.l,J. describes what the youth did wrong

without also praising the youth for something he or she did right, with

the latter occurring within one minute of the former.

Examples: rrYou did a poor job. VJork on it some more."; 'tl hear that you

have been f i ght i ng aga i n. "

2, N EGATIVE FEEDBACK

Score occurrence if the C.C.l.J. expresses dissatisfaction with the

youth's behavior.

Examples: "Donrt you know how to answer a simpìe question?'r;trl was

d i sappo¡ nted to hear that you . . .rr

Note: Th i s goes beyond describing only what the youth did wronq

wh i ch may occur wí th or wi thout an express i on of d i ssat i sfact i on. Thus,

can bedescribino onlv what the youth did wronq and negative feedback

scored at the same time.

3. ACCUS I NG, BLAI4I NG STATEI'IENTS

Score occurrence if the C.C.W. accuses the youth of something or

blames him for someth¡ng.

Examples: rrltrs your fault if you mess up like this.',; rrYou never

seem to do it right."; rrYour problem is that you donrt listen.rr; ilThe

reputation of the home is falling apart because of you.rl

4. LAcK OF UNDERSTAND I NG
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Score occurrence if the C.C.W. drew conclusions about the youthrs

motives without asking her or him or considering the circumstances in-

volved. usual ly this involves a response to an excuse offered by a

youth which is not empathic or which actually negates the excuse.

5. ' BQSSI:DE¡AND vS. REQUEST

score occurrence if the c.c.w. demands, orders, or tel ls the youth

to follow an instruction, rather than asking or requesting her or him to

do it.

Examples: rrln the future, I want you to ..."; r,lilake sure you do

it.r'

Requests, however are

"; rrlrd like for you to

. " ¡ rrl rd apprec iate i t ¡f

UNFR I ENDLY

often accompanied by:'rPlease

.."; "S"y, how about if ...',;

..."; and these would not be

ll.
,

rrWou ìd

scored.

Cou I d you

you mind

6

score occurrence if the c.c.þJ.rs nonverbal behavior (e.g., tone of

voice' facial expression, gestures) is unpleasant or hosti le.

7. ANGER

Score occurrence of anger, ¡f C.C.W. exhibits an emotional expres-

sion of anger through voice tone, faciaì expression or gestures. This

is an escalation of unfriendly. Do not score both.

8. UNPLEASANT

Score occurrence if the C.C.W.'s words are offensive or irritating.
Exampl es: rtLook, you have to shape up'r; rrThat's not good enough. " Do

not score íf a more specific behavior such as bogsy-demand, or mean,_jJl-

sultino r emarks, bad att i tude , or profanity is scored.

9" TEAX, I NSULT I N G RE¡'lARKS

score occurrence if the c.c.w. cal ls the youth derogatory names
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care,

lt.
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Examples:rrYou Iike playing the tough guy."; "You're just a punk."

BAD ATTITUDE

Score occurrence when the C.C.W. makes a statement such as I'l don't
rr or rrl'm just doing my job."

NO OPPORTUN I TY TO SPEAK

Score occurrence if the C.C.W. constantly or repeatedly interrupts

the youth to the point where the youth has no opportunity to explain his

or her pos i t i on or speak.

12. SHOUT I NG

Score occurrence if the C.C.W raises his or her voice, yel ls,

screams, or shouts above the leveì (range) necessary for verbal conver-

sation. This refers to volume and tone of voice only-not content. This

is an escalation of anger do not score both.

r3 . PROFAN'ITY

Score occurrence if the C.C.W. uses obscene language or cusses at

the youth. Even miìd profanities such as rrhell" and rrdamn¡r should be

scored as occurrence.

I 4. UNPLEASANT PHYS I CAL CONTACT

Score occurrence if the C.C.l.l . pushes, shoves, shakes or puì ls the

youth; if he grabs the youth (e.9., by the arm) or physically manipu-

lates the body in order to induce compliant behavior (e.g., pushes the

youthrs cheek to produce a smi le, or holds the head to faci I itate eye

eontaet).

15 . THROWI NG OBJECTS

Score occurrence if the C.C.W. throws any objects at or towards the

youth (rather than handing it or placing it). Do not score occurrence

if object is playful ly tossed to the youth.
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Scor i nq Form for Ch i I d-Care Worker Soc i a ì Behavi ors

Prete6t:
Scorlng Foru for Soci.al Behavlora

PoE tteB t i
lllûute Intervala

L 2 3 4 5 ó 7 I 9 l0r¡1213t415¡6¡71819

Hlnute Intervals
L 2 3 4 5 ó 7 8 9 t0ll¡2¡314¡51617t8192021222 24 25 26 21 28 3{¡

Scorer;

Hahly calE voice tone .
Enthustaen,..
SÞ1I1n9....
Poaltive Feedbsck,...,.
PollteneBs.
Offer to provlde help..
Explafû hos/uhåt.. ... .;
Erplaln vhy....
Fa1rne88, , . .
Coscern...,.,..
Joklng. . . .
CÉtttn8 to polnt elthln
I Elnute.

YOUTTT-DISLIKED

1, Descrlbtrg only ehat
youth dld wong.. ,..... 1

2. Negåtlve feedback,..,., 2
3. Accuslng-blôElng

stôteænts...,......,., 3
4. Lack of mderstaod.lng.. 4
5, Boeay-deund ve.

requeat.. ,., .,.,.. ...,. 5
ó. Unfrtendly

C.C.t¡. !

YOIJTH-PREFERR-ED

Anger... ,,...,7
UnpleassoÈ. , ,.,. , ,, .... I
l{ean or fn¡ultlDg
reurLs..............., 9
Bad attltude..........,10
No opportu¡lty to
speak... ......11
Shoutlng...............12
Profanfty,., ..... . ..,., 13
Uqpleaaaût phyaical
conÈsct,.....,....,...,14
throelog obJect8.....,.15

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

¡o.
11.
t2.

7.
E.
9.

10.
ll.
L2.
13.
14.

15.

X x x x Ã x X I x x x x À X x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
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l. lnstructions Read to the Youths During Study l+.

2, Form for Youthsr Comments.

3. Form for YouthsrRatings.
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(l) am going to show you

named

I nstruct i on s to Youths

a short video where I play

who has
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the role of a

. The otherteenager

person on the video is a staff member who has talked to me about

several times already. Your job is to watch the T.V. and

pick out the things that you LIKE and D0 NOT LIKE about the way the

staff member handles the probìem.

(2) When you see something that you LIKE or D0 NOT LIKE, write it down.

For exampl e:

(a) You might think that the staff seems to be concerned about the

teenager so you would write'rseems concerned'r under the word LIKE.

(b) 0R, you might think that the staff is being fair so you would

wr i te "seems fa i r'r under the word L l KE.

(c) 0R, you might th¡nk that the staff is being bossy so you would

write iltoo bossy'r under the words D0 NOT LlKE.

(d) 0R, you might think that the staff sounds unfriendly so you

wouìd write I'unfriendly" under the words D0 NOT LIKE.

(3) Donrt worry about speìling. lf you want help, raise your hand. We

will spell or write for you, if you want.

(4) Don't talk to each other, just watch and listen to the T.V.

6) lf you do this task, you will ieceive a free movie pass and one dol-

lar as payment.
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Form for Youthsr Comments

NA|lIE: AGE;

As vou wATcH THE T,V,, pLEAsE wRITE DowN THE THINGS THAT you

LIKE nruo D0 NOT LIKE nsour rHE t^lAy rHE srAFF MEMBER HANDLEs rHE

SIÏUATION.

LIKE D() NrlÏ I ÏKF
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Form for Youthsr Ratinqs

NAIIE AGE

PleRse sHot.l How MUcH you LIKE THE wAy rHE srAFF MEMBER HANDLED

THE SITUATION YOU JUST SAW ON THE T.V.'BY GIVING HIN/HCR ONE OF THE

"GRADES" BELow, C¡ncle youR cHolcE,

A

S+

B

[+

c

!+

D

[+

F

ExceuErr

Goo¡

AveRRee

Poon

TrRR r sLe


